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ABSTRACT

In a study of interlanguage development, three linguistic features

are investigated, and these are i) Spatial and Temporal prepositions,

ii) Tense and Aspect,iii) Relativization and Complementation. The object

of the study is to determine whether the linguistic behaviour of Bantu

learners of English at three points in Time (or Grades IV, V and Vl) is

systematic and rule-governed. Three Elicitation Instruments for the

collection of data are used: two are five-item multiple-choice tasks, and

one an elicited imitation task. The data are capable of quantificatiion

and statistical analysis.

The subjects were drawn from a cross-section of Lusaka urban primary

schools in Grades IV, V and VI, and 121 subjects were finally used in the

study. Preliminary data analysis indicated considerable variation and

variability which was largely a function of Time (or Grade). The items in

each area of investigation were found to constitute an order of difficulty,

but one that was significantly different from the official syllabus

gradings. Error Analyses showed that errors and interlanguage variants

were structured and that quantitative and qualitative differences could

be discerned among different target rule violations.

The main analysis of the data revealed that the item orderings in

each area were irrespective of Grade and that sets of these items consti¬

tuted significant implicational arrays such that Guttman Scales can be

constructed to account for subject distribution. Further statistical tests

by experimental methods showed that considerable linguistic development

takes place over the three Grades, but that item orderings remain the

same. The most innovative part of this study extends interlanguage continua

analysis to social and psychological domains. It is found that besides

Time, extra-linguistic considerations such as Exposure to the target langu¬

age outside the classroom and parents' education and socio-economic level
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are significant dimensions of interlanguage continua distribution for

second language acquisition. Pinal results were in the form of Variable

Rules and stages of development -which are instances of the internal

grammars of the sub jects. The study ends with some pedagogical implications

based on the findings. It is hoped that second language acquisition as

a study in its own right could be used to indicate aspects of second

language use in communicative situations such as those demanded in the

Zambian education system.
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CHAPTER GTE

SOCIAL CONTEXT. BACKGROUND AID THE SCOPE OF THE STUDY

1 .0. Introductory remarks

The purpose of this introductory chapter is to set the social

and cultural context of the study. We also provide some "background

information and the motivation of undertaking the research whose scope

is presented in the form of hypotheses« The special status of English

in Zambia is examined, mostly in its use as a medium of instruction in

schools where the majority of the individuals use a variety of

Bantu languages in their every day communicative needs outside the class¬

room. The entry age to the Zambian primary school is seven years, and

the entire course lasts seven years, (i.e. Grades I to VTl). 'There is

a stringent centrally marked selection examination in Grade VII which

reduces -the number of pupils who may proceed to secondary schools by a

massive 8C/fa. The secondary school programme lasts five years, but there

is a further reduction of pupils by about 5Ofo after the three years of

junior secondary schooling.

Our interest in this study is limited to aspects of English in

the primary school since the development of linguistic skills at this

level must be the key issue in any discussion of an emerging Zambian

variety of English. The chapter sets out the aims and objectives of

the study. The scope of the empirical part of the study is presented

in the form of hypotheses covering the following issues: (1 ) interlanguage

variability and systematicity of three syntactic and grammatical features.,

(2) orders of acquisition / accuracy of items and implicational patterns,

(3) social and psychological parameters of individuals on the IL continua.
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1.1. The status of the English language in Zambia

The English language in Zambia is one of the official languages

together with seven indigenous languages, Bemba, Nyanja, Tonga, Lozi,

Kaonde, Luvale and Lunda. These eight official languages have been chosen

and in some instances prescribed by the government for use in specified

situations such as education, broadcasting, parliamentary debates, admi¬

nistration, etc. (Kashoki 1978:26). English is, however, considered to

be the most important official language in the country. As a result of

government directives, English is required to be used in parliament, for

the administration of the country, for all national, and international

official communication, and in the more important commercial and indus¬

trial institutions. This use of English as an official language has had

a long history in that it goes back to the colonial period when it was

used by the British administrators to facilitate the administrationand

communication in the then Protectorate of Northern Rhodesia. The official

use of the seven Zambian languages which were selected on a regional

basis from seventy three vernaculars and dialectal variations is some -

what limited, and is restricted to literacy campaigns, broadcasting, and

dissemination of government information in provincial government fort¬

nightly newspapers.

The most remarkable aspect of the widespread official use of English

in Zambia is that individuals with a highly varied standard of education

are obliged to employ it in their daily official duties. These persons

range from pupils in primary schools, university students, domestic ser¬

vants, office orderlies, miners, villagers and, of course, top government

officials and political leaders. As a consequence of this varied func¬

tional -use of English we can expect to find that the degree of Competence

in spoken and in written English varies accordingly along a continuum.
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Whether we can consider English in Zambia as just a second language

or not is a matter of considerable interest. In real, second language

contexts the presence of a strong and widely used mother - tongue is

assumed, but this is not the case with English in Zambia. The degree of

compentence expected of all who use English in official circles, including

pupils who learn all school subjects from primary school up to the uni¬

versity through English, is expected to be much higher than would be the

case of a second language in a foreign language context. English in

Zambia is thus the major vehicle of national and external communication,

the language without which a job, for sua individual in the formal sector

of the economy, cannot be obtained, and in general a language of unequalled

social prestigeo

The most important point to note in appreciating the special, status

of the English language in Zambia is in its use as a medium of instruction

throughout the country from Grade One to the highest level of formal

education. In 19&5, "^e Minister of Education recommended "to Cabinet

that English should be accepted as the sole medium of instruction, and

this was duly accepted and incorporated as part of the Education Act of

1966. Hitherto, the practice had been to conduct formal education through

the media of seven officially approved Zambian languages up to at least

the fifth year of school (Mwan&katwe 1968).

One of the reasons why the decision was made to use English as the

medium of instruction is because of the multiplicity of indigenous langu¬

ages and the fact that no mother tongue was common to the entire national

population. It was believed that because of its tribal neutrality, English

•would give an equal opportunity to all who have the benefit of seme formal

education. Mwanakatwe,the Minister responsible for making the decision,
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commented as follows:

'....even the most ardent nationalists of our time have accepted
the inevitable fact that English - ironically a foreign language
and also the language of our colonial masters - has definitely a
unifying role in Zambia' (Mwanakatwe 1968:213)0

We find that English has assumed an outstanding set of functions in the

Zambian education system such as the following:

(i) English is the classroom language, and certain aspects of classroom

activity such as formal greetings, commands, instructions, approval,

permission etc; (ii) English provides technical terminology for classroom

objects, for some aspects of the content of what is taught and for the

mechanics of reading and writing; and (iii) English fulfils the role of

a common language which is more widely understood than any of the

indigenous languages, and which is often resorted to for clarification

and communication and educational matters. These uses of English were

also observed in Zambian language classes (Ohanessian 1978:300).

Now, given'this wide use of English as a medium of instruction in

the Zambian. educational system, to what extent is it the case that the

child . who goes to school has any prior knowledge of the language of

instruction? In reality, the average Zambian child does not know the

English language he is expected to use for instruction0 Serpell(l 980:

114) observes that the speech community of Lusaka is characterized by

(i) great diversity of ethnic origins, (ii) high incidence of individual

multilingualism, and (iii) a very fluid linguistic repertoire but that

the domain of English is largely limitedo Serpell notes that this is

because English in the Zambian classroom 'is presented to children as

a code more or less restricted in function to formal exchanges between

teacher and pupil on classroom topics.' It follows then that instruction
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takes place in a language totally unfamiliar to the child, and the

restricted functions of the language raises questions such as following:

'What type of English (i.e. the input) is the Zambian primary pupil exposed

to? 'What is his functional use of the language i.e. English used as a

vehicle of communication in the many social contexts in which he finds

himself?' (Kashoki 1976). The situation obtaining in most instances is

that in which the child is very often obliged to resort to Zambian langu¬

ages, where there is a high degree of flexibility in the strategies of

communication that may be adopted in dealing with linguistic forms over

which his control is incomplete. This, study is addressed to an objective

study of the English in these contexts, i.e. the Zambian primary school.

We believe that English in Zambia should be considered as a 'naturalized'

second language which has assumed an important role in the entire, nation,

particularly in the Zambian education system0

1.2. The teaching of English in Zambian primary schools

In 1965, when the decision was made by the government of Zambia that

English should become the medium of instruction in all primary schools,

there arose a need to write a completely new set of teaching materials

to teach English and to cater for all subjects taught through the medium

of English. Consequently, in 1966, an English Medium Centre (now known

as the Curriculum Development Centre) was set up in Lusaka to produce

the new teaching materials (McAdam 1978). According to the designers of

the new teaching materials ( i.e.,the New Zambia Primary Course) the

meri t of the new programme was in its probability cf achieving linguistic

integration of all subjects taught through the medium of English in the

primary school. It was believed that English would serve as a tool for

the learning of other subjects and great emphasis was placed on the use
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of English, as a preparation for the learning of other subjects such as

the learning of science subjects and social studies.

The official syllabus sets out three aims for the English course used

in the primary schools:

(i) to make primary school leavers as proficient as possible in
the use of English;

(ii) to give the primary school children the lexis and structure

necessary to understand and use English in the other areas of
the curriculum which are taught in the medium of English;

(iii) to ensure that children who proceed to secondary school and
other forms of post-primary education are well-equipped to take

advantage of the opportunities offered (Ministry of Education

1972).

The effectiveness of the new primary course was evaluated by McAdam

(1973) who compared the performance of two groups of primary school

pupils, one of which was exposed to English medium and the other, which

used a more traditional approach to the mastery of basic skills. McAdam

showed that,in most areas, the achievement of pupils who used the Zambia

Primary Course was significantly superior to that of children taught

by means of traditional materials. This finding was not, however,

convincing enough to the many educators and educational psychologists

who were suspicious of the implementation of the decision to use English

throughout the country (The Bulletin of the Zambia Language Group 1973-

1977)o One of the issues that was hotly debated was as follows:

'If a child's developing capacity to learn is so closely bound up with

his ability to investigate and manipulate his environment through

language, what are the effects when a child receives almost all his

education through a language other than the one he has had seven or more

years to internalize?1 (McAdam 1973 26)
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Even though educators, psychologists and linguists revealed the merits

and the demerits of the use of English as a medium of instruction, it

■was largely the political factors that tended to assume a pre-eminent

role in the decision to implement the New Zambia Primary English medium

courseo In a developing country, such as Zambia, the centrality of politics

tends to overide social and cultural, considerations in decision malH-ng

and policy implementation.

the

One of the demerits of English medium course was revealed in a

study of achievement of reading skills at the Grade III level (Sharma

1973>. Contrary to McAdam's (1973) findings, the results of this

research showed that pupils who had finished three years of schooling

using the Zambia Primary Course, could not read or solve mathematical

problems at an acceptable level. The survey indicated that the reading

skills of the Grade III children were so poorly developed that the

majority of them could not even read all the words that had been taught

at the level of Grade I.

The most recent comprehensible account of the teaching of English

in Zambian primary schools is Chishimba (1979)o This study has examined

the Zambian primary school English materials and concludes that the Course

as it stands at the moment does not measure up to the ideal ESL standards

that are prescribed in recent educational and second language learning

theoretical proposals. Chishimba also finds fault with the aims and

objectives of the course which are mostly stated in terms of what the

teacher does and not what the output of the child will be at the end

of the Course.
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What is of primary interest in our study is not what is taught (=input)

"but what is learnt (=intake) in the Zambian primary schools. In other

words, what the varieties of English are, that are employed or internalized

by the Zamhian primary school pupil. To what extent can it be said that

the teaching of Siglish. in Zambia leads to insufficient or incomplete

linguistic competence for a complete and terminal primary education,

given that the majority of the children will not proceed to any further

formal education? It has been observed that, with regard to the language

teacher in the Zambian second language environment, suggestions that

there is fatal ty English in the Zambian classroommay be justified (Kashoki

1976)o The new ZaLmbia Primary Course does contain some regulative rules

in relation to the English that must come from the Zambian classroom.

The Zambian English teachers most likely do not know what the standard

is at which they should direct their pupils to aim. Consequently, the

language lessons and the v/ords to be taught are set out in great detail

in the Teachers' Handbooks and Writers Guide (Z.P.C. 'Writers Guide Word

List). The existence of various forms of English usage is recognized,

but the need to identify the ideal as a yardstick against which to

measure their pupils' tentative variations remains uncertain.Hence,

the Course remains the only guide that provides constitutive rules of

what is believed to be a well established language which is used as a

criterion for regulative application.

The crucial issue that we would like to raise in this sub-section

may be summarized as an answer to the question: 'How much of what is

currently held up as faulty English in the Zambian classrooms can be

reinterpreted as a valid non-standard dialect?'(Serpell 1978:49).
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In this regard, we have to make a distinction "between erratic or random

variations and systematic, rule-governed usage if we want to get an

accurate picture of the situation that obtains in the Zambian primary

school situation0 Serpell (1978:4°) has observed that this phenomenon

encompasses all aspects of English usage in Zambia:

'If we can show that a feature of English spoken in Zambia is
systematically predictable with reference to a grammatical rule.
then the mere fact that the rule in question does not feature in
the grammar of standard English should not deter us from recogni¬
zing it as a valid dialectal variant.If, however, the speech of
Zambians is highly variable in respect of observing this rule,
then we need some non-arbitrary way of systematizing their
behaviour before deciding whether or not to accept it'(Serpell 1978:
49)o

1.3. Background of the Study

This study is a follow up to a dormant project which attempted to

collect a representative sample of spoken and written English from Zambian

sources with a view to generating a systematic 'description of the variant

features which mark the use of English in Zambia' (Mukama, Africa, Simukoko

& Moody 1976). The project was based in the Department of Literature and

Languages, University of Zambia. A preliminary theoretical framework

for this "type of study was proposed (Simukoko 1978), but no empirical

evidence, known to the author, has been provided in objective and purely

formal terms. What is available in print at the moment seems to consist

of impressionistic observations of researchers who have been interested,

in linguistic phenomena with a direct bearing on educational, psycholo¬

gical and social issues, (Chanessian & Kashoki eds. 1978).

This study, will attempt to give empirical evidence of the existence

of what are termed features of English found in Zambia. The investigation

is to be set in Lusaka, a complex multilingual urban community in order
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to bring out the role of extra-linguistic factors which may have a bearing

on the internal grammar of any given individual.We have noted above (sub¬

section 1.1 o) the role of English in Zambia is that of a 'naturalized*

second language and that for the majority of individuals the language is

restricted in function to specific areas of social life. This, it has

been noted, raises many questions pertaining to the type of Competence

that may be found among the language users, particularly the learners

at various stages of exposure to the language,,

One confounding notion which has affected previous attempts to

describe the phenomenon has been one of a theoretical nature. In most

previous accounts of English in Zambia, there has been an implicit

assumption that a phenomenon or well-defined object called English has

undergone a process of change giving rise to another well-defined system

that may be referred to as a Zambian variety of English (Simukoko 1977).

While this may be the case with regard to the phonological system of the

language, assumptions such as this create serious problems description

of other levels of linguistic structure. The question that has often been

asked takes the form: 'What is Zambian English?' It is apparent that this

question is not testable, and thus, it cannot be answered. As such, it

cannot be a problem which can constitute the object of scientific

linguistic enquiry. Those who have attempted to answer this question

have merely ended up with lists of items referred to as Zambianisms e.g.

Serpell (1978:52).

1.4. The Alms of the Study

The question which we posed above: 'What is Zambian English?'may

tentatively be answered as follows: ' Zambian English is what Zambian
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learners internalize under the prevailing social and psychological

conditions of their learning and acquisition of English as a second

language'. Given this answer, we may now raise a number of questions

that might include the following:

(a) What determines the differences in 'internal grammars' of second

language learners? and in the English of Bantu speakers?

(b) What constitutes second language speech features? their

systematicity and variability?

(c) What is the nature of interlanguage continua?the spread of a

given random group of learners on an interlanguage continuum
of development?

(d) What are some of the non-linguistic factors in the learning
and acquisition situation that may be found to significantly
correlate with an interlanguage continuum? and in particular
the social and psychological parameters in the Zambian urban

primary school situation?

All these questions are pertinent in any attempt to describe "English

in Zambia in its social context,, The research problem that arises is

whether or not these questions can be operationally defined, end the

units in which this were done be specified, quantified and tested0- If

this were made possible, then a significant contribution towards the

understanding of the phenomenon under investigation, will have been made.

In other words, if testable hypotheses could be formulated out of the

questions, then something informative could be said about the nature of

second language learning and acquisition in general and the learning of

English in Zambia in particular0

With all these methodological considerations above in mind, the

scope of our study becomes self-evident for all the questions are meant

to imply the general aims of our study. However, little,, if anything, will
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"be said about the first of these questions above, and the emphasis

will be placed on the last three issues<> Briefly,then, the general

objectives of this study are as follows:

(i) to ascertain -whether the linguistic behaviour of Zambian
learners of English as a second language differs systematically
from target language norms (i.e» that it is rule-governed);

(ii) to examine a random group of Zambian learners of English at
three points in time to determine if significant stages of

development exist from one given time to another;

(iii) to establish whether patterns on continua of linguistic
development have any significant correlations with a given set o£
social and psychological factors.

1.5. Hypotheses related to the study

If the recommendation noted above (sub-section 1.3*) that a problem

can only qualify as the object of scientific enquiry if it is testable

and,therefore, solvable is accepted then we can approach the Zambian

English issue afresh. In a word, a problem is solvable if, and only if,

it is possible to advance a testable hypothesis as a tentative solution

of it0 It follows, then, that our question, '7/hat is Zambian English?'

needs to be broken down into synthetic statements which may be true or

false in that they refer to the empirical linguistic phenomena 0 To

illustrate the basis, of our reasoning, let us examine a set of sentences

which fall under three unrelated grammatical and syntactic areas, but

which are usually lumped together as problems for Bantu learners of

English (McAdam 1973*340):

/« \(1 ) The village Headman's house is ( in ) the end of the village.

\fr/
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(2) There are .lots of clouds in the sky this morning.

/goes \
/ has gone \

I think that it/ will goes j to rain this afternoon.\ is going /
\S° /

/ which you gave it to \
(3) I sold the book ( it is you give to ) me yesterday„

\ which you gave /

(where ^ j = variably expressed as one of the given forms ).
To what extent is it sufficient to claim that (1) illustrates a confused

or random use of prepositions, and that the instances in which the target

language selection is made are those in which the three Bantu languages'

locative elements, pa, ku and mu have similar semantic and syntactic

specifications? For example, Kashoki & Mann (1978:75/6) note:

/ t0 \/ from \ the Chief's village may be rendered in Bemba as
N^at )
ku + musnmba0

Similarly, is it sufficient to conclude that (2) is an example of common

errors in the use of tenses by Zambian learners, while (3) shows their

failure to handle complex structures constructed by Relativization or

Complementation (cf. Trail 1963). This kind of reasoning forms the basis

of the problem to which this study is addressed,.

Now, what can be deduced from examples such as these above is that

all second language leaners can be found to produce forms which they can

never have been taught in the language classroom. In other words, they
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can be observed to produce several variants for one prescribed form in

a particular target language obligatory context. If we assume that this

linguistic behaviour is a rule-governed activity for these learners,

then our task is to account for the fact that their internalized grammar

may be constructed according to different rules from those of the target

language. In this regard, the Chomskyan Competence/Performance distinction

(Chomsky 1965:3/%-) may be considered as being equally valid in looking

at second language learner-"! a nguage 0 What may determine the application

of the distinction is the ultimate goal of the second language learning.

If the ultimate goal of second language learning is linguistic Competence

and Performance that approximates that of the native speaker of the target

language, both Competence and Performance could be assessible.Evaluating

second language performance is not difficult as the behaviour involved

is directly observable and has traditionally been the basis of Error

■Analysis. In order to assessCompetence, however, one must attempt to

discover how much of the grammar of the second language the learner has

internalized and to what extent he has developed the grammatical instincts

of a native speaker of a language. Since native speakers and second

language learners alike are most often unaware of that which they have

internalized, asking for explanations of linguistic behaviour is not

ordinarily a viable method of assessment. One aspect of performance,

however,which may be especially relevant to a speaker's Competence is

his ability to contrast a closed set of lexical and/or grammatical

items or structures. In situations, where there is variable performance

as in the examples (l), (2) and (3) above, this contrast would amount

to assigning proportions of frequency of application of each variant in

several identical environments.
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In the light of these general observations above, we are now in a position

to formulate working hypotheses, the solutions of which could lead to

answers of our general, questions (sub-section 1.4.) and fulfilment of

the general objectives:

HYPOTHESES

HYP1:0. That the English of Zambian primary school pupils in Grades IV,
V and VI differs variably but systematically from target language
norms as can be illustrated by the following features:

HYP1.1o A set of spatial and temporal prepositions in the locative,
directional and extent sentences.

HYP1 020 Primary Tense and Aspect distinctions,,

H2P1 .3„ Relativization and Complementation structures in elicited
imitation sentences0

HZP2.0. That the 'acquisition' or 'accuracy* orders of items comprising
each of the three features specified above constitute patterned

o£
arrays both in terms subject distribution and in terms of intra-

linguistic syntactic and semantic characteristics.

HYP2.1. There is a difference between the means of the three

groups of subjects (i.e. Grades) with regard to performance
on (i) spatial vs temporal sets of prepositions, and

(il) locative vs non-locative sub-sets of spatial prepo¬

sitions.

HYP2.2. There is a difference between the means of the three

groups of subjects with regard to performance on (IH)
Past vs Non-Past sub-tests, and (IV) on Perfective vs

Progressive vs Non-perfective/Non-progressive sub-sets
of sub-tests.
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HYP2o0/

HYP2<,3o There is a difference between the means of the three

groups of subjects with regard to performance on (V)
Subject KP vs Object MP focus sets of relative structures,
and on, (VI) 'that' vs 'for .. to' vs 'Poss-ing'sets of

complementizers,,

rHP3°0<> That the position of an. individual subject on the interlanguage
continuum of development is not just a function of time (i0e0
Grade), but also that of a set of extra-linguistic variables
which include the following:

HEP3.1. Age
2. Sex

3. Residential Area

4. Individual Multilingualism
3. Exposure to English outside the classroom
6. Parents'/Guardians' education and socio-economic position

The hypotheses relating to subjects have been formulated on the

assumption that all other things are equal for both Grades i.e. that

the only difference between Grades IV, V and VI lies in the fact that

the three groups have been subjected to different amounts of exposure

to English in the school. It follows, then, in the experiments that

are to be carried out, that the major sources of bias would appear to

derive from the internalized grammars and the socio-cultural milieu of

the subjects. It has been assumed that the acquisition and learning of

a given attribute spreads variably through the Zambian primary school

pupils, and in that of the whole group, but that the systematicity and

variability may be noted in certain changes in the language learner over

time i.e. if we take each grade as an index of time of one year.
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1.6. Implications

The Hypotheses which we have formulated in the previous sub-section

indicate the scope of the empirical evidence required for this study.

It is apparent that radically new ways ofdescribing the English language

situation in Zambia are being proposed. Chishimba (1979) has observed that

outdated popular theoretical and methodological perspectives on the

psychology of second language learning and teaching current in the sixties

seem to have influenced the design and application of the teaching materials

that are used in Zambian primary schools. For those who have attempted

to provide empirical evidence, the insistence on explaining everything

by reference to the concept of mother tongue interference has been

a limitation (e,g. Serpell 1968). This study will approach the phenomenon

in purely formal terms as a structural description in which we may

characterize second language acquisition by Zambian learners and their

consequent knowledge of a mental grammar in which the role of the mother

tongue is not given particular prominence. The mental grammar is only

of significance when it is used in communicative performance, i,e. as

an intuitive knowledge of the second language. In this regard, the

Zambian education system may be said to be one of the agents that create

structured layers of attainment making up a spectrum of interlanguage

continua. Our findings, in terms of solutions to our Hypotheses should

be found useful and might lead to a new methodology which may be integ¬

rated in teaching materials. Recommendations at the end of the study
the

Trill include observations such as thatKteaching of English in the Zambian

primary school system ought to aim at performance of communicative

tasks and that attempts should be made to relate language need and

structural knowledge, or else it will only benefit a few from high

socio-economic groups.
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1 »7 • Summary and concluding remarks

In this Chapter we have briefly set the social context of our study,

We have also mentioned some background information contained in other
about

related studies and observations ^ English in Zambia. We have argued

and recommended that research on English in Zambia should be framed in

more scientific methods such as proposing synthetic statements that

may be verifed or refuted with reference to empirical evidence. Prom

the ensuing comments and observations, the following preliminary

conclusions can be discerned:

(i) The extensive official use of English in Zambia establishes
levels of functional use that may not be matched by levels
of attainment of the structural properties of the second language,

(ii) The teaching of English in the Zambian primary schools may

not be adequate for the many communicative tasks the pupil
is expected to undertake both in the school activities and
in the social life outside the classroom.

(iii) Given (i) and (ii) above, the Zambian English situation
is an example of an interlanguage continuum set within a

complex multilingual speech community.

(iv) The use of new elicitation techniques combining experimentail
and traditional desriptive linguistic analyses may provide
some characteristics of heterogenous speech communities such
as the Zambian English situation,

1.8. The structure of the Thesis

This Thesis consists of eight chapters. The contents of the rest

of the seven,chapters are as follows:
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Chapter Two: This Chapter contains the review of literature on second

acquisition and learning. The review starts with an overview of studies

which have dealt with orders of acquisition/ accuracy of English grammatical

morphemes. Then, these reviews are followed by studies which have concerned

themselves with other structures, particulary the Auxiliary and complex

sentences. Then the rest of the chapter looks at models and techniques that

are currently salient in second language acquisition research and these are

Krashen's Monitor model, Schumann's Pidginization Hypothesis, the Variability

Analysis model, the Implicational Analysis technique and the Developmental
\

interlanguage Continua model. Several empirical studies are cited to show

the applications of the models to second language acquisition. The chapter

ends with a section that indicates how the literature is integrated into

this study.

Chapter Three: This deals with linguistic descriptions of each of the

three features investigated: namely, i) Spatial and Temporal prepositions,

ii) Primary Tense and Aspect distinctions, iii) Relativization and Comple¬

mentation in elicited imitation. The chapter starts with noting down the

rationale for the choice of each of the three areas, and each structure is

described in an appropriate linguistic framework that presents us with

a working reference grammar for determining the various linguistic variables;

that are likely to be relevant during the empirical part of the study. The

chapter ends with brief notes on the occurrence of each of the grammatical

features in Bantu languages, with some examples from Bemba and Nyanja

the most widely spoken languages in Zambia.

Chapter Four: Here, the design of the research project is described.

Three KLicitation Instruments are described for the collection of data, one

for each area of investigation. These are i) Task I: Spatial and Temporal
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prepositions, ii) Task U: Tense and Aspect distinctions, and iii) Task III:

Relativization and Complementation. The first two are five - item multiple-

choice elicitation techniques, "but the third is in the form of recorded

sentences for elicited imitation. The chapter also describes subjects, who

are to take part in the study and who are sampled at three points in time

(=Grades) of learning English in formal contexts. Then the chapter ends with

a brief description of Pilot Testing and Item Analysis in terms of Facility

Values and Discrimination Indexes and administration of the Tasks.

Chapter Five: In this Chapter, a preliminary analysis of data is

made. First, a statistical check for the existence of variation in the data

is carried out and variation in each area of investigation is found to be

in existence. A number of observations on the data are then made and these

are followed by a detailed analysis of errors and variants in Tasks I . and

II. The main findings in this first part of the empirical investigation

are then used to test the first general hypothesis which states that the

English of the Zamhian primary school pupils in Grades IV, V and VI differs

variably but systematically from target language norms. This Is found to be

the case since the subjects are found to be at different points of develop¬

ment, but that they use a definite system, even though this system is

different from the target language norms.

Chapter Six: Here the main results of the study are analysed and

tested statistically. The central issue dealt with here hinges around

the second hypothesis which states that the acquisition or accuracy orders

of items comprising of each of the three features studied constitute patter¬

ned arrays both in terms of intra-linguistic syntactic and semantic chara¬

cteristics, arkL in terms of subject distribution irrespective of membership

to Grades. Three methods of analysis sire used to test aspects of this hypo-
e

thesis employing a number of operational, hypothesis which deal with specific
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issues of interlanguage continua. The first method ia used to determine

relative orders of accuracy based on mean scores across the three Grades.

The second method employs Scalogram Analysis, a computer based implicatio-

nal analysis and this results in the construction of Six Guttman Scales

which account for subject distribution and sorts out the data for further

analysis. The third is a series of six experiments by ANOVA (Analysis of

Variance) to test for significance of language development over the three

Grades and for differences in linguistic parameters in each set of data.

Chanter Seven; This chapter deals with social and psychological

factors as dimensions of developmental interlanguage continua. The hypothe¬

sis that is tested is that the position of an individual subject on an

interlanguage continuum of development (which in this case = linear conti¬

nuum based on Guttman Scales) is not just a function of Time but also

that of extra-linguistic variables such as Age, Sex, Residential Area,

Individual Multilingualism, Exposure to the target language outside the

classroom, and Education and Socio-econCtaic position of parents. Each of
2

the factors is then tested byat test of significance. Not all the

tested variables are found to have significant influence, but that in

addi tion to Time, Exposure and Education and Socio-economic position are

seen to be central influences. Further analysis of data is then conducted

to establish interrelationships among the variables which shows that all

the factors are directly or indirectly related to each other.

Chapter Eight: In this Chapter, a summary of the main findings of

the empirical investigation are given, and this is followed by the reinter-

pretation of Guttman' Scales in terms of Variable Rules and stages of

acquisition for the features studied. Finally, some pedagogical implications

of the study are given as a contribution to the on-going debate about the

use of-English in the education system in Zambia.
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CHAPTER TWO

RSJTEN OF KETSRATURS AMD OUTLINES OF THEORETICAL MODELS

Introduction

In this chapter we present the review of literature on second

language acquisition and learning which has. sane "bearing on our study„

The chapter starts with a brief survey of studies which, have dealt with

the orders of 'acquisition'/'accuracy' of certain English grammatical

morphemes. The selection of studies is meant to indicate the scope and

development of methods in this very productive area of second language

acquisition. These reviews are followed by studies which concerned

themselves with other structures particularly the acquisition of the

Auxiliary and some complex structures in English,, In this section, as well,

the inclusion of studies is based on the consideration of their useful¬

ness in throwing some light on aspects of our study. The last five

sections introduce models and techniques which are current in second

language acquisition research and e^qplanation of second language data.

These models are Krashen's Monitor Model, Schumann's Pidginization

Hypothesis. The Variability Analysis Model based on research in Socio-

linguistics, The Implicational Model also based on Sociolinguistics

especially on research in heterogeneous Creole language communities,

and finally The Developmental Interlanguage Continua Model which is a

synthesis of elements from variability and implicational models as

applied to second language phenomena. "Where appropriate, each model is

exemplified by one or more studies in which empirical evidence has been

used to illustrate its application. With reference to which model best

fits our investigation, our choice is an eclectic one, but it is mostly

the Developmental- Interlanguage Continua model that will be applied,,
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2.1. Orders of Morpheme 'acquisition'/'accuracy' studies

The best starting point in reviewing the literature on second

language learning and acquisition as an end in itself is Corder's (1967)

central notion of system in language learner's language. Corder (1 967)

proposed that language learners use 'a definite system at every point'

in their development, although' it is not that of the second language'

Formalization of the possible determinants of the learner's language was

made by Selihlcer (1972) who introduced the concept of interlanguage.

These two views of the nature of second language learning are considered

to be central to the development of theories and practice of second

language acquisition and learning as a research field in linguistics.

Before we can fully appreciate the implications of what has been the

out-come of these notions, we need to examine the main studies which

have attempted to provide us with better insights into first and second

language acquisition of the past decade.

The most productive aspect which has received a lot of attention

is the sequence in which learners acquire grammatical morphemes in English.

The acquisition of a set of English grammatical morphemes is a very wrell

documented aspect and the pioneering work in this field was Brown's: (1 973)

longitudinal study of three children acquiring English as their native

language. In this study, Brown (1973) reported on the existence of a

developmental sequence of the following fourteen English morphemes;

the present progressive -ing, third person singular, both regular -s

and irregular, past tenses, both regular -ed and irregular, the copula

and auxiliary BE, the articles a and the, the prepositions in and on.
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the regular plural, and possessive inflections,, Confirmation of the

existence of a developmental sequence determined "by Brown's longitudinal

study was given "by de Villiers and de Villiers (1973) who made a cross-

sectional study of 21 English speaking children.

2.1.1 .Extension of Morpheme Studies to Child second language acnuisition

Brown's (1973) methodology and findings were soon extended to the

realm of second language acquisition by Dulay and Burt (1973, 1974a,b).

Dulay and Burt adopted Brown's procedure and examined a sub-set of eight

of his morphemes with children learning English as a second language.

Xt was discovered that three groups of Spanish-speaking children acquired

the eight studied English morphemes in approximately the same order,

though an order that was slightly different from the order obtained by

Brown (1973) and de Villiers and de Villiers. (1973) whose subjects were

Lj learners. This slight difference and'the similarities sharpened the
then current debate on whether or not first language acquisition was the

same as second language acquisition (Ervin - Tripp 1974).

Dulay and Burt (1 974) formulated a hypothesis which was said to be a

possible explanation of child second language acquisition called the

the Creative Construction process. The Creative Construction Process

was claimed to be the process in which children reconstruct rules for

the speech they hear, guided by universal innate mechanisms which cause

them to formulate certain hypotheses about the language system being

acquired,until the mismatch between what they are exposed to and what

they produce is solved. On the basis of this Hypothesis, Dolay & Burt

(l974a,b) set out to find a common sequence of acquisition across different

language backgrounds of learners of English. In this instance, their
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study dealt with eleven of the English morphemes,, hereafter termed

'functors' of Chinese-and Spanish -speaking children learning English

as a second language. The acquisition sequences of the two groups of

children were compared and approximately the sane sequence of acquisition

for both language groups was obtained. This finding supported their

claim, which in part states:

'...if it is true that universal cognitive mechanisms (or strategies.)
are the basis for the child's organization of a target language,
and if it is the language system rather than the system, that

guides the acquisition process, then the general sequence in which
certainEnglish syntactic structures are acquired by children of
different language backgrounds should be the same, with only individual,
minor variation' (Dulay & Burt 1974a:38).

As an aid in data collection, Dulay & Burt developed an elicitation

instrument known as The Bilingual Syntax Measure (BSM), that could

elicit specific morphemes. The BSM scores were based upon the number

absent, partially correct or correctly farmed morphemes in obligatory

contexts. The ordering of the morphemes was then determined by ranking

the morphemes according to descending ordersc

There were many studies in which Brown's (1 973) methodology was

applied but different results emerged, such as Hakuta (1974-). Hakuta (1974)
carried out a study of a naturalistic acquisition of 15 grammatical

morphemes by a five-year old Japanese girl learning English as a second

language. The presence or absence of the grammatical morphemes in linguistic

or nonlinguistic obligatory context was scored, and using Brown's

criterion for morpheme acquisition, a rank order of the 15 grammatical

morphemes was determined. The order obtained was different from those

of the first-language acquisition children ( Brown 1973, de Villiers &

de Villiers 1973)• At the end of the study, Hakuta discusses the
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differences "between first and second language acquisition in terms of

(i) presence/nonpresence of that semantic notion expressed by those

English morphemes in Japanese, (ii) phonological interference, and

(iii) the principle of simplicity as an important explanation of the

data produced by the Japanese girl learning English as a second language.

Dulay and Burt's (l974a,b. ) methodology was applied to several

groups of second language learners, but there was some criticism of the

method of analysis and of the value of the information provided by that

that type of research. For instance, the question of the validity of

certain morpheme studies was raised by Rosanskv (1 976) in a criticism

of cross-sectional studies based upon instrument elicited data. In a

study of six Spanish speakers, Eosansky (1976) found large -variability

among individuals even though instrument-elicited and spontaneous speech

orders correlated significantly. Rosansky also found that cross-sectional"!y

based and longitudinally derived orders for one individual did not

correlate. This then was taken as an indication that caution should be

exercised in evaluating rank order results, especially those of cross-

sectional studies.

Morpheme acquisition has, however, continued to be a productive

field of research in spite of Rosansky's (1976) cautionary remarks0

CVrimomho C1 979) has carried out a longitudinal study of bilingual

language acquisition in which the order of acquisition of English

grammatical morphemes were analysed in a child bilingual in English

and Chichewa ( a Bantu language of East Central Africa). The order of
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acquisition obtained was compared to that obtained by Brown (1973)

for monolingual children and that of Hakuta (1 31b-) for a child second

language learner. No correlation was found between the results obtained

in this study and either of those of Brown and Hakuta. A number of

explanations were offered to determine the factors influencing the

order of acquisition. The influences included external factors —

input.— and internal factors — grammatical/semantic complexity of

the English morphemes, presence/absence of equivalent morphemes in

the Bantu language.

01shtain (1979) has reported on a case study investigating the

acquisition of form and function of the English progressive by a seven

-year old Hebrew speaker, learning English as a second language. The

study attempts to answer two questions concerning the subject's acquisition

of the English progressive: (i) '/That stages of development are evident

in the acquisition of form? (ii) What relation is there between function .

and form in the subject's use of the progressive in English? The results

of the analysis showed that the subject's acquisition of the progressive

displays a number of consecutive stages. The stages formed a continuum

of acquisition, starting with unstable use of Verb -ing. Verb, and

Be + verb, within the context of the basic durative function, and finally

reaching full command of both form and function.

2.1 .2.Extension of Morpheme Studies to Adult second language acquisition

What all the studies reviewed in the foregoing section have in

common is that they deal with child second language acquisition. But

concurrent to these developments have been studies dealing with adult

second language acquisition. Por example, Bailey. Madden & Krashen (191b)
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extended the morpheme acquisition studies to adults learning English

as a second language. In this study, Dulay and Burt's (1973) B3M elicitation

technique was employed and 73 adult ESL learners were tested. Two hypotheses

were posited far verification:

(1 ) adults learning English as a second language Trill show agreement
with each other in the relative order of difficulty of functors
in Siglish;

(2) the adult ranking will "be similar to that of the child learning

English as a second language rather than to that of the children

learning English as a first language.

The results showed that there was a highly consistent order of relative

difficulty in the use of functors across different language backgrounds,

which indicated that learners were experiencing intra-language difficulties.

Furthermore, the adult results agreed with those obtained by Eulay &. Burt

(1973) for 5 to 8 year old children learning English as a second language,

and indicated that children and adults use common strategies and process

linguistic data in fundamenta 1 "ly similar ways. These findings added

considerable support to the notion that there is a basic sequence of

acquisition of English morphemes for all second language learners.

Bailey, Madden and Krashen's (1 974) findings received further support

from Larsen -Freeman (l975a,b) who wanted to determine whether or not

the reported sequence of acquisition of grammatical morphemes for adult

learners of English would be found to exist in tasks other than that

requiring speech production. In this study 24 adult subjects of four

different language backgrounds were studied using four different tasks:

reading, writing, listening, imitating and speaking. The morphemes were
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scored when supplied in obligatory contexts. The results showed clearly

that morpheme orderings were different from orderings, but showed

significant statistical correlation among different language groups learning

English. Finally, although the learner's could account for some of

the variability exihibited by different groups, there was definitely a

tendency towards a similar order for all learners of English. With

regard to why ESL learners exihibit the morpheme order that they do

Larsen - Freeman (1976) suggests that 'morpheme frequency of occurrence

in native-speaker speech is the principle determinant for the oral

production morpheme order of second language learners'.

Andersen (1977) addressed himself to the then prevailing methods

used in cross-sectional morpheme acquisition/accuracy studies and argued

that those methods of analysis were obscuring and eliminating variation

in individual production of the morphemes under study and were failing

to reveal, true systematicity in the data0 The validity of transferring

techniques developed by Brown (1 973) arkl de Villiers & de Villiers (1973)
in their first language studies indiscriminately to second language

acquisition studies was questioned. For example > "the practice of the scoring

methods using the 90o criterion level of usage which marks the + acquired

level and lumping together the 0 - 90range as the - acquired level

prevented the researcher from accounting for important systematicity

without eliminating variability. The data used in the study consisted

of the use of eight verb-related morphemes, three j-s morphemes, and the

use of articles in the written English of 89 Puerto Rican learners of

Eng] ish as, a second language.
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In this study, Andersen (1977) introduced a scoring method called the

Group Range Method principally in order to reveal, -whatever systematicity

there was in the data without eliminating individual variation which is

an essential characteristic of language-learner language. He also

recommended the need to study the acquisition/accuracy of 'not .lust any

group of morphemes, but rather of natural groups of morphemes, such as

NP-related morphemes as one group, V-related morphemes as another'(p.74).

He argued that the choice of the morphemes usually studied had been nece¬

ssitated by the need to compare the results, of first language acquisition

with those of second language learning,, In failing to separate morphemes

which do not constitute natural groups and lumping together those that

should not be grouped, a certain amount of variability in second language

performance data had been covered up:

'It is not always obvious which morphemes or, more generally which
aspects of learner language - we should study. We should not allow
the precedent established in previous and research to bias
our decisions. Instead we should let the data itself guide us.'p. 74.

Mougen, Canale & Carrol (1977) have extended Morpheme Studies to

preposition use in an analysis of the spoken usage of English prepositions

by two groups students at the Grade 2 and Grade 5 levels in Ontario,,

The first group consisted cf bilingual Eranco-Ontarian students from

Welland and Sudbury. The second group was composed of monolingual English

students from Toronto. Examination of the frequency of preposition errors

in obligatory contexts revealed that (i) the order of preposition acqui¬

sition was essentially the same for the monolingual and bilingual students

at both grades; (ii) the rate of acquisition for locative prepositions

"to" and "into" was lower for the bilinguals than for the monolinguals^,
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although the rate of acquisition for the other prepositions was similar

for the two groups, and. (iii) the "types of errors found in the bilinguals*

preposition usage differed from those found in the monolinguals* „ It

ms argued that points (id) and (iii) might have indicated influence

of French preposition usage, particularly of the prepositions "a" ("at",

"to") and "dans" ("in", "into"), on the bilinguals'acquisition of the

English locatives "to" and "into". Such interference might thus have

had a retarding effect on acquisition of certain prepositions in. a

second language.

What can we deduce from the review of literature in the foregoing

sub-sections on the acquisition or determination of accuracy orders of

a set of English grammatical morphemes • "which might have some bearing

on our study? In first place, the acquisition of spatial and temporal

prepositions should be viewed as an extension of this field of research

as Mougen et al (1977) have already made a start. Secondly, almost all

available studies on second language acquisition have been in naturalistic

or foreign language contexts. It will, therefore, be interesting to carry

out a pioneering study in a 'naturalized* second language context with

exotic influences. Finally, although most previous studies have mainly

concentrated °n morphological aspects of the features of the second language,

an approach that includes form and function (e.g. Olshtain 1979) may throw

new light on second language acquisition. On the whole, as all the studies

reviewed above indicate, we should expect to find an order of acquisition

of a given set of spatial and temporal prepositions analogous to the so

called 'natural sequences of acquisition'.
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202 0 Auxiliary Acquisition and other structures studies

Cancino. Rosansky and Schumann. (1975) studied the acquisition of the

AUX. In this study, Cancino, Rosansky, & Schumann (1975) described the

appearance of English auxiliaries in the speech of 5 Spanish speakers

acquiring English as a second language in a natural untutored manner

(c.f. Rosansky 1976 2.1 „ 0 above),, The study also included the subjects'

acquisition of negative and interrogative transformations„ The results

showed that besides the early appearance of is (copula) followed by can,

and then do, the subjects' orders appeared to be highly variable. It is

then concluded by their results, assuming that they are representative

of what occurs, in second language acquisition, that the strength of

the claims of an invariant order of acquisition of certain Engl ■? sh

morphemes could be greatly reduced ( e„go Dulay & Rurt 1974a,b)„

Fathman (1975) examined the relationship between certain aspects

of the second language acquisition process and age. An oral elicitation

instrument known as the SLOPE was developed to assess the ability of

non-native English-speaking children to produce standard English morphology

and syntax. The test was administered to approximately 200 children (ages

6-15) who were learning ESL in American public schools. The Test consisted

of the following 20 sub-tests:

(l) Affirmative - Declarative, (2) Articles, (3) Present participle,

(4) Possessive, (5) Present Tense -3rd person regular, (6) Comparative,

(7) Superlative, (8) Present Tense -3rd irregular, (9) Preposition,
(10) Past Participle -Regular, (11) Negative, (12) Past Participle
-Irregular, (13) Subject Pronouns, (14) Object Pronouns, (15) Possessive
Pronouns, (16) Plural Irregular, (17) Imperative, (18) Yes/No question,
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(19) Wh-question, and (20) Plural Regular.

The results of the testing were used to examine the relationship between

age and i) the rate of acquisition of the structures and ii) the order

of acquisition of the grammatical structures.

The results indicated that there were some relationships between

age and rate of learning. Among children exposed to English the same

amounts of time, the older children scored higher on the morphology and

syntax sub-tests, whereas the younger children received higher ratings

in phonology0 There were, however, no major differences observed in the

order in which children of different ages learned to produce the structures

included in the test. These results suggest that there is a difference

in the rate of learning of English morphology, syntax and phonology based

upon differences in age, but that the order of acquisition in second

language learning does not not change with agec

. Krashen, Sferlazza, Peldman & Fathman (1 976) used the SLOPE test

of Fathman (l 975) to test 66 adult speakers of English as a second language.

In this study, reference was made to the Critical Period Hypothesis posited

by Lenneberg ("1967) which states that natural and complete acquisition

of language can only take place between certain ages (two and puberty) and

that the processes of language acquisition in children and adults are

quite different. The results of the study revealed that the difficulty

order found was not significantly different from that found in children

learning English as a second language (Fathman 1975). There was also

no significant difference between speakers of different first languages.

It was then concluded as follows:

'... despite previously observed differences between children
and adults in learning environment and in ultimate potential,
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puberty does not represent an abrupt change in the operation of
the language acquisition device, at least in certain respects.
Adults may still have access to the strategies used by younger

learners for both first and second language acquisition' (p. 151).

2.2.1 . Studies of the acquisition of Complex Structures

D'Angle jan & Tucker (1 975)investigated the acquisition of a set of

complex. English structures by adult learners of English at two different

levels of proficiency. The study is focused on the five constructions

described by G. Chomsky (1969) in her study of child native speakers,,

The results showed a similar developmentalpattern to that found for child

native speakers. This suggested that the degree of linguistic complexity

inherent in the sentence is indeed critical in determining the order of

acquisition of certain grammatical features and that this factor operates

in both native language and second language learning.

The study also reports on some interesting language learning strategies

which came to light. Contrary to expectation, second language learners

did not process the target sentences, by relating them to similar structures

in their native language. Beginners tended to rely on semantic information

more than on syntactic information to provide clues to the likely

interpretation of certain ambiguous sentences. The advanced subjects

tended to use a combination of syntactic and semantic information. No

language learning strategies evidence different from that reported on

in the literature for child native language learners was found.

Schachter (1974), Hart & Schachter (1976) are also complex structure

based. Schachter(l 974) analysed free compositions of some Persian,

Arab, Chinese and Japanese students studying English at the American

Language Institute, in the university of Southern California. With regard
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to relative clauses, learners from the four different language back¬

grounds responded differently in their attempts to incorporate the

process of relativization into their productive capacity in English.

The Persian learners in the study had incorporated relativization into

their productive language and used it as often as native speakers did,

■while the Japanese learners responded negatively, using relativization

rarely and selectively.

Hart & Schachter (1976) made a follow up to Schachter (197l) and

analysed student, production of certain sentence constructions as .

exhibited in ALI (American Language Institute) examination compositions.

The subjects were selected from five language backgrounds ( 25 from each):

Arabic, Chinese, Japanese, Persian and Spanish, and were at three levels

of ALI. The complex structures that were focused on in the study were

all instances of the type of subordinated constructions commonly called

embedded constructions. The following structures were investigated:

a. Nominalizations: 'to', 'that' and '-ing'.

b. Relativization: Relative - subject, relative - object, Relative

object of preposition, and Relative miscellaneous0

Co Noun Complements: 'to', 'that', '-ing'.

d» Verb Complements: '.to', 'that', '-ing'

The study involved the analysis of each composition with respect

to the use of these structures and the tabulation of both the correct

and incorrect occurrences of each structure. The incorrect responses

were then classified as to error types. The totals of each construction

were compared between levels and also between language groups.

The results showed that i)the verb complements (especially the

verb - _to complements) and relative clauses (especially the relative-
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subject clauses) had been acquired relatively well, ii) noun complements

and nominalizations were acquired late, iii) the language background of

the subjects revealed inter-language difficulties- e.g. Japanese and

Chinese leaners. were found to be unable to produce relative clauses

with the frequency and facility that Persian learners produced them.

One of the criticisms, levelled at the morpheme acquisitions studies

reviewed in the first set of sub-sections in this chapter is that the

researchers were reluctant to expand the number of morphemes from the

original 14 (or so) to include sets of linguistic forms which may be

found in more meaningful communicative functions. As Andersen (1 977) noted

the number of the structures which have been studied neither comprised

related categories nor had they been generalized to specific linguistic

structures in specific contexts of communication. Studies of higher order

elements/ constituents other than morphemes and the auxiliary development

have been undertaken but not as productively as the morpheme acquisition

studies. The few studies we have looked at in this section, then, all

have some bearing on our study with regard to the feature of Tense and

Aspect and the feature of Relativization and Complementation. V/e have

not, however, to the best of our knowledge, come across any directly

related studies to these features and their inclusion is both exploratory

and experimental in nature. Hart and Schachter's (1976) approach on

Relativization and Complementation is of particular interest to us as

it indicates that we may need to look at learners who already know a good

deal of the second language when the study begins. It may also be necessary

to consider findings from acquisition research such as Sheldon (1 974)
who proposed the 'parallel function hypothesis' to explain how children

process different kinds of sentences containing relative clauses.
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2.3. The Monitor Model

Krashen (1976) proposes a model for second language performance

in adults -which separates language acquisition in adults and in children.

This type of language learning and acquisition model is called the

Monitor Model .It is claimed that language acquisition in children proceeds

by a process -which is termed acquisition. If a child is allowed the necessary

input during some critical period, complete competence in the target

language (l^ or )would be inevitable. Explicit tutelage is sadd to be
unnecessary and acquisition 'proceeds along fairly predictable stages,

governed by strategies common to all acquirers approaching all languages. '

With regard to adult second language learners, however, Krashen (1976)
notes that most adult second language teaching methods assume that adults

do not acquire, but depend wholly on conscious learning. Nonetheless,

some suggestive evidence that adults are able to acquire, at least to

some extent is offered:

'...that adult learners "supplement" their imperfectly acquired

competence by means of consciously learned linguistic knowledge
in a definite way: conscious linguistic knowledge acts only as

a "Monitor", altering the ^output of the acquired system when time
and conditions, permit. Second language performers with highly

developed monitors are thus able to out perform their acquired

competence when conditions allow this conscious knowledge to
intrude (e.g., when sufficient processing time is available or

not distracted) (Krashen 1976:163)

In a series of articles, such as Krashen (l977a,b), Monitoring as

an aspect of second language acquisition and learning has emerged

(see Krashen 1981 for a synthesis of the main concepts). Krashen's

main argument is that there are two ways in which learners gain productive

competence in a second language. The first through acquisition, which
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is a. nonconscious process fostered by exposure to and interaction

with linguistic input in the natural environment. The second route is

through learning, which results in the'conscious representation of

pedagogical rules'. Monitoring takes place when the learner uses his

conscious knowledge of target language rules to modify his performance

in the second language. Three conditions are suggested for successful

Monitor use: i) the performer must have time, ii) the performer must

be focussed on form, or correctness, and iii) the performer needs to

know the rule or to have a correct mental representation of the rule

to apply it correctly. Krashen (1977:154) comments as follows with

regard to the applications of the Model to errors:

'The model predicts that the nature of second language performance
errors will depend on whether monitoring is in operation. Errors
that result from performance based on the acquired system alone
will be consistent across learners/acquirers, regardless of first

language, as. acquisition is guided by universal principles. Errors
that result from situations in which monitoring is possible will
be more idiosyncratic, as they will reflect each learner' s conscious
mental representation of linguistic regularities in the target

language' Krashen (1977:154).

With regard to attitude versus acquisition. 'Krashen (1 981 ) suggests that

attitudinal variables such as motivation type and personality characteri¬

stics, shown to be related to success in second language acquisition,

relate primarily to acquisition and not to learning. Their presence is

said to encourage a low 'affective filter' while positive attitudes

encourage the acquirer to get more input and 'allow it in'. It is noted,

however, that not all personality characteristics are related to acquisi¬

tion; some, such as 'attitude toward the classroom teacher' and the

presence of an 'analytic personality', may relate to learning.
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2.40 The Pidginization Process Model

Schumann(l 975) draws attention to the relationship "between

pidplnization - creolization processes and certain aspects of

second language acquisition. Schumann (1975:137) defines a pidgin as

a language that develops to meet communicative needs of two or more

groups of people who speak different languages and who are in a contact

situation; i.e. the pidgin is a second language of the speakers and is

used simply as a vehicle of communication. A creole, on the other hand,

evolves out of a pidgin when, as a result of intermarriage "between groups,

the pidgin becomes the first language of their children.

Borrowing greatly from Whinnom's (1 971) characterization of Hybri¬

dization. Schumann notes that secondary Hybridization may be exemplified

by the interlanguage spoken by a second language learner. In some situations

this interlanguage is continually renewed by new learners and may become

a recognizable variety of speech. Given that there are three main functions

of language: the communicative, integrative, and expressive functions

(c.fo Smith 1973), it can be observed that in the initial stages of

second language learning, the target language serves only a narrowly

communicative function; as a consequence, it is acquired in a highly

deviant farms emphasis on content words, invariable word order, elimination

of functors, reduction of morphophonemic alternations, etc. However, as

the target language's range of functions increases the learner's inter¬

language progressively expands and complexifies0

Empirical evidence for the above claims are given in Schumann

(1976) which is a case study of one of the subjects described by Cancino,

Hosansky, & Schumann (1975) in section 2.2 above. The subject was the

33 year old native speaker of Spanish (called Alberto) whose language
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•was examined, longitudinally for a ten month period. During the period.

under observation Alberto showed very little linguistic development and

he spoke an interlanguage which contained many simplifications and reductions

characteristic of pidginization such as: i) the use of the uniform

negative 'no' for most of his negative utterances, ii) non-inversion in

questions, iii) lack of auxiliaries, iv) lack of inflections for the

possessive, v) use of the unmarked form of the verb, and vi) deletion

of subject pronouns. Given this kind of situation, it was then hypothesized

that an explanation for the subject's pidginization could be the result

of his social and psychological distance from speakers of the target

language, and a restriction in the function of his language:

placing this notion (sic restriction in the function of language)

within the framework of second language acquisition, we would argue

that the speech of - the second language learner will be restricted
to the communicative function if the learner, is socially/or pscycho-
logically distant from speakers of the TL The extent and persi¬
stence of pidginized forms in the second language learner's speech
will result automatically then from the restriction in function'
(Schumann 1976:395)

The Pidginization Hypothesis as a model for second language acqui¬

sition has attracted considerable support by many applied linguists e.g.

Valdmann (1977) a^d Andersen (1979). Schumann (1978) has elaborated on

the original formulation (Schumann 1975) which was restricted only to

pointing out similarities between pidinization and the early stages of

second language acquisition, and between creolization and later stages

of second language acqusition0 In the revised formulation (Schumann 1978)
leaves creolization out of the model, and states:

'SLA begins with a pidginized stage where the target language is
reduced and simplified due to cognitive constraints. Under conditions
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of restricted contact between the second language learner and

the target language group this pidginized stage persists. However,
if the learner acculturates (i.e. socially and psychologically

integrates with target language group), his pidginized interlanguage
will complicate and expand in the direction of the target language
norm. Therefore,since creolization is language creation and SLA
language acculturation, the former cannot serve as a model for
the latter' (Schumann 1 978:373A-)*

Andersen (1-979) has argued against leaving out creolization in

the model and adds depicteinization and first language acquisition*.

Andersen also adds two polar distinctions; and these are: nativization

and denativization: -

'Nativization is the composite of processes by which an individual
learner creates an internal representation of the language he is

acquiring and the subsequent assimilation and accommodation of new

input to the learner's gradually evolving internal representation
of that second language. Denativization is the gradual restructuring
of the leaner's somewhat unique and idiosyncratic internal representa¬
tion of the language he is acquiring in terms of the input he processes

during language acquisition. Nativization proceeds away from the
target input: denativization towards it' (Andersen 1979s 109)

Valdman (1977) has compared two dimensions along which language

learning might be compared, the grammatical and the functional. He proposes

that 'the key to interlanguage development lies in the understanding of

the relationship between the two systems' . In one situation, for example,

the interlanguage may be relatively well-formed grammatically, but have a

low degree of functional elaboration. This is usually the case with class¬

room acquired foreign languages, where emphasis is often on grammatical

correctness;on form, rather than on content. In situations where the second

language is acquired primarily as a functional tool in naturalistic settings

the interlanguage may be functionally efficient , but lack grammatical

well formedness. There is a possibility of a balanced progression, too, in

several directions of proficiency: the grammatical, and the functional.
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2.5» The Variability Analysis Model

One of the most controversial issues in general linguistic theory

proposed "by Chomsky in the mid-sixties was the doctrine of homogeneity:

'Linguistic theory is primarily concerned with an ideal speaker-

listener, in a. completely homogeneous speech - community, who
knows its language perfectly and is unaffected by such grammatically
irrelevant conditions as memory limitations, distractions, shifts
of attention and interest, and errors (random or characteristic)
in applying his knowledge of the language in actual performance'

(Chomsky 1965:3/4).

This statement characterized the static homogenous view of language and

linguistic data requirements. There was an inevitable heated debate on

the well-known Competence and Performance dichotomy, but the. strength

of Chomsky's claims was greatly diluted by Labov's (1966) disccvexy of

patterned variation in a Sociolinguistic study 0 The main issue was then

centred on the acceptance of principled variation in the speech patterns

by any group of speakers or speech community and on whether or not the

variation belongs to Competence or is a feature of Performance in the

Chomskyan sense noted above Q The traditional practice was to consider

variation merely as a Performance phenomenon resulting from the

application of optional rules and some performance variables - 'unless

the observed variation was seen to be linguistically conditioned, such

as in Complementary Distributionc The controversy was further diffused

by Labov (1 969) when he introduced the concept of Variable Rules, which

involved the statistical quantification of the variants and the contexts

in which the variants appeared. This development made it possible for

the observation of variability as being controlled by Competence to a

very high degree0 Consequently, it led to a change in attitude about

the nature of languages as not being well — defined homogeneous objects,.
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Bickerton (1973),for instance, proposed that the fundamental

assumption of variability analysis in primary speech data should not

"be dismissed by idealisation as a feature of Performance but must to

some extent reflect the Competence of its producers. Hence, Labov's

(1969) introduction of rules into the grammar that will generate at

least part of the variable output observed must have been justified,

AH these developments further relaxed the Competence and Performance

dichotomy and were also accompanied by the raising of doubts about the

validity of the exclusive use of 'native speaker intuitions' or idiolects!'

data alone. Bailey (1973:2) argued against the use of such 'idiolectal data

alone' and. suggested that the grammar that represents what speakers know

about their language 'includes all that they deal competently with in

understanding the language of others and their ability to vary the use

of their grammar in different social contexts'. Bailey also maintained

a veiy strong position with regard to the study of variation and claimed:

'The study of patterned variation in its communicative life cannot be

omitted from linguistic theory and practice without invalidating them'

Bailey (1973:23).

Labov's (1.969) extension of the concept of variation to linguistic

description and theory was motivated by the need to simplify the situation

rather than reducing the precision of rules by uncontrolled and

unaccountable notions. The formalization of the procedure was as follows:

'To achieve this end, we associate with each VARIABLE RULE a quantity

which denotes the proportion of cases in which the rule applies
as part of the rule structure itself. This proportion is the ratio
of cases in which the rule does actually apply to the total population
of utterances in which the rule can possibly apply, as defined by
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specific environments, if it were a categorical rule of the type:

X > Y / A 3.

The quantity thus ranges between 0 and 1 j for all categorical
rules ..... it follows that - 1 (Labov 1969:737)*

This formulation has given rise to a school of thought in Variation

theory known as the Quantitative Paradigm. According to Cedergren &

Sankoff (1 974) the Quantitative Model focuses on variability as a

central aspect of linguistic competence. In her reformulation of the

model, Cedergren (i 973: i43 has replaced the quantityy by a probability-
ratio which in turn is formalized as follows:

'Par each variable rule in every environment there exists a quantity
P whiciu represents the probability of rule execution; viz:

P = 1 - (1 - PQ)(1 - °c)(i - J) .... (1 - &).
It is also assumed that each of the environmental factors affects

the probability of rule application in a consistent and independent

manner, regardless of the presence or absence of features relevant
to the rule' (Cedergren 1973 »14)»
The farm of variable rules indicates the order of environments

and their influences: e.g. a hypothetical rule of the type:

states that X sometimes becomes Y most often in environment a, next

in b and least in c. The categorical rule of the traditional type

X > T /A B

differs from the variable rules in that the former specifies the use of

Y in the context A B WOfo of the time. However, both categorical

and variable rules are posited to be integral parts of the grammar of

the individual9 given that a speaker's non-linguistic parameters (e.g.

class, sex, age, etc.) can be incorporated in theinput probability, and

that by setting up strictly linguistic parameters at fixed values for
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the -whole community, their approach is said to solve the problem of

community heterogeity reasonably well (Cedergren & Sankoff 1974:334)

2.5.1. Applicatxcn of variability to second language acquisition

Lonna Dickerson (1975) reports on a longitudinal study of the

acquisition of the English sound system by Japanese leaners of English.

The central point is that the learner's second-language system, must be

a system of variable rules if it is to account for the variability (wide

assortment of pronunciations) in his production, the fluctuations between

his in-class and out-of-class performance, and the regularities in his

process of acquisition. The model used in this study is the variability

model as outlined in the previous sub-section which was essentially a

sociolinguistic one. The study has both theoretical and practical value

in second language acquisition research. First, it captures the regular

patterning of diversity in the learner's speech, giving the developing

theory of interlanguage a firmer grounding. Second, the study provides

insights to help the classroom teacher better understand and evaluate

student performance in pronunciation. (See also Gatbonton 1977).
W. Dickerson (1976) addresses himself directly to the question

that is central to variability studies: 'Is the built - in Wave mechanism

(c.f. Bailey 1973) of change operative in the individual's acquisition of

a second language system?' If it is the cane that grammar is rule—governed

order -underlying language behaviour, to what extent is interlanguage

grammar not a grammar of obligatory rules, nor that of optional rules?

Obligatory rules produce categorical behaviour, while optional rules

yield random variation. It follows, then, that interlanguage grammar

consists mainly of variable rules which capture the patterned (as opposed

to random) variation which each speaker exhibits at any one time and
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across time as the interlanguage approximates the target language system.

Enpirical evidence is provided by a case study of the longitudinal

acquisition of English /L/ by Japanese learners. Prom the observation

and discovery, it is concluded:

'Sound learning proceeds by gradual and systematic modification
of rules in a newly developed grammar in the same way that a sound

change is comparatively slow but governed alteration of rules in
a first language grammar. The variable rules in both cases are rules
in native grammar. That is, the subjects of this particular study
are native fluent speakers of Japanese - English just as much as

they are native, fluent speakers of Japanese. In short, change in
either of these systems involves a continuum of principled movement
toward the target, not random movement nor jumps through a series
of intermediate stages' (W. Dickerson 1976:228).

2.5.2. Transitional Grammars and second language acquisition

The Heidelberger Forschungsprojekt "Pidgin-Deutsch" (1978) is a good exa¬

mple. The Study reports on a project in which an analysis of the undirected

natural acquisition of German by Spanish and Italian migrant workers.
a/The language of these workers is considered as a set^ pidginized varieties

of German (=d?idgin-Deutsch) although it is noted: 'Pidgin -German is

by no means a stable language but is a rather heterogeneous system of

varieties1. "What is of interest in this study is the special technique

of presenting variation and the central concept of variety grammar. It

suggested that transitional grammars are particular cases of variety

grammars. Each of the variety grammars can be described by a grammar (G)

such as a transformational grammar with simple context -free phrase

structure rules. Por instance, a series of transitional grammars can

be established along the dimension of Time (^duration of stay) such as

follows: Time in months 6 12 24 48 96

Grammar Gi G2 s s
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There now arises the problem of how to describe the transition from.

one grammar to the next. One easy way of depicting the relationships

between the grammars is suggested as. follows:

Form the union of all rules, i.e. all rules occurring in at least
one grammar, and then after each interval of time to indicate whether
not the rule in question occurs. This may be represented as follows:

Rule &1 °2
II

Ci, S5

r1 + + + + +

r2
- + + + +

r3
- + + + +

r4
- - + + +

r5 + - - + +

r6
- - + + +

r7
- - - - +

r8 + - - - +

r9
- + - + -

rio
- + + - +

In this hypothetical set of rule changes, it can be seen that at

end of 6 months the learner or group of learners have acquired r^, r^
and rgj after 12 months, rules r2, r^ r^ and r^ are added but rg is
dropped, and so on -up the entire range of transitional grammars0

of
However, this kind of description in terms rule adding and rule

dropping is said to be valid , but only to a certain level of generality.

Two observations that must be considered are offered: i) The description

of transition in terms of qualitative changes from minus to plus or plus

to minus is rather inaccurate0 Rules have been observed to co-occur for
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a considerable period of time and shifts in usage are very gradual,

and hence, the representation should be made using the whole continuum

in which real numbers between 0 and 1 are employed, in stead of just

+ and -. ii) In the example presented above, only one dimension of

variation has been taken into account, i.e. time. This is an oversimpli¬

fied picture. There is variation, too, according to a multitude of

social and psychological factors such as sex, age, socio-economic position,

individual attitudes (e.g. motivation), etc. This then calls for a

representation of variation requiring a multidimensional space.

While we may dismiss the applicability of both the Monitor Model

(2.3.) and The Pidginization Hypothesis (2.4.) in their entirety to the

practical methodological aspects of our investigation, the appropriateness

of the Variability Analysis Model cannot be overemphasized. This- is- largely

related to an assumption which is implicit in our design of the study

(c.f0 Chapter 6) which1 is 'to be cross-sectional. It is assumed that the

acquisition of a given attribute spreads variably through the Zambian

primary school pupils, both in the .speech of individual pupils, and in the
be

whole group, but the systematicity and variability may noted in certain
X

changes in the language learner over time (i.e. Grade as an Index of a one

year interval of time). Hence, the rationale in using a cross-sectional

research design which is simply a belief that the mental grammars or

variety grammars in transition change with grade,among other things.

In a word, Variability Analysis, as illustrated in this section would enable

us to predict that if we take a constant interval of time and slice it

in such a way that we can examine subjects who have been exposed to English

as a medium of instruction at different points of time, then we would

reveal transitional grammars or establish an interlanguage continuum.
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2.6c The Implicational Model

One of the outcomes of the change of attitude on the nature of

language systems described in the previous sub-section (2.5 o) ires a

school of thought in variation theory 'which came to be known as the

Dynamic Paradigm and. was formalized by Bailey (1973). 4 fundamental

assumption of the Dynamic Paradigm was that variability results from

the spread of language changes through space and time. It is believed

that the linguistic changes begin variably in relatively restricted

environments, being later extended — at first variably — to more

general environments if the vitality of the rule continues long enough,

and eventually being categorical in all the environments where variable,,

The possibility that variability can be attributed to systematic

changes occurring in the language from time to time implies that rules

governing one form e.g. X are replaced by rules governing the use of

other forms e.go X in a set of ranked linguistic (i.e. syntactic and/

semantic ) contexts, viz; cc, &. y . £, and 6 oThe rule replacement

is said to involve a three stage cycle:

First stage: A new rule is applied in contexts where only one rule used
to apply; e.g. Y starts to get used in contexts cc . 0 .

, and jc_ which are the domains of the X rule.

Second stage: The old X and the new Y rules compete in some contexts
with X successively yielding to Y in less favoured
environments„

Third stage:The old rule X becomes obsolete in all the contexts while

the Y rule now applies alone.

All these aforesaid operations can be summarized as in Table 2.1.

Now, the effects of these changes spread through the speech community

in a most interesting pattern in that for some speakers the change may

be at the first cycle, while for others it at the second or third stages.
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TABLE 2_J

Linguistic Environments:- oc_ X X JL
1 st Cycle X X X X xA

2nd Cycle X X X xA Y

1! X X xA Y Y

11 X x/r Y Y Y

It xA r Y Y Y

3rd Cycle r Y Y Y X

This, therefore is offered as an explanation -why there is variability

in the speech of the individual as well as that of the group. In all

these instances, it can be noted that systematicity and variability can

be traced to certain changes in the language over time.In that case it

can be concluded that variability is an essential aspect of the competence

of the speaker.

The formalization and application of the dynamic paradigm model

necessitated the development and utilization of new techniques of linguistic

analysis, techniques which can display both the linguistic changes over

time and their systematicity at a given stage or point in time. One of

these new techniques that proved suitable for application in the new

formulation was Implicational Scaling and its early applications can be

found in De Camp (1970 and Bickerton (197"0* Both De Camp and Bickerton

were faced with the problem of describing Creole languages which are

heterogenous speech con"nunities within which the existence of distinct

co-existent systems could not be found. For instance, we can construct

a model implicational scale based on the discussion of rule changes in
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the previous paragraph if we replace Xs by minuses and X/Ys and Ys

by pluses as in Table 2.2.

TABLE 2.2

PC JL x e_ Groups

- - - - - I

- - - - + n

- - - + + III

- - + + + IV

- + + + + V

+ + + + + VI

i

In this Table the different linguistic environments. Gc. to €

for the variable attribute make up the columns. The examined members of

the speech community or group would make up the rows I to VI, that is,

the examined members would fall under one of the six possible scale types

or variety grammar groups such that for each individual, there would be

pluses in all columns describing contexts in which he behaves according

to a given norm; other v/ise there would be minuses. Furthermore, if there

are implicational patterns in the linguistic output of the examined

informants, i.e. if the norm variant of a variable feature is always used

in context 0L before 3 , in context @ before 3L, etc. then

this fact would be mirrored in the scale in such a way that, in a certain

row, all pluses come to the left of all the minuses.

p* xA
[-ZLV
\ >
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2.6.1 . Some examples of Implications! Analysis Studies

Bickerton (1 975) has made extensive use of implicational scales in

a Creole speech community in. which the technique enabled him. to establish

linguistic continua and to delimit Acrolectal. Mesolectal and Basilectal

systems. These types of linguistic continua are usually based on ranked

speech varieties on "^e hasis of a scale between nearest-to and remotest-

from the target or standard norm. With regard to actual use of implicational

scales Bickerton(1-975:202) comments:

'.... if data scales, it can do so by virtue of the fact that a

succession of rule changes has spread fairly evenly and consistently

through the speech community as a whole.
An implicational scale consists essentially of ranked isolects.

Each isolect is the output of a hypothetical grammar which is assumed
to be invariant; each differs from its immediate neighbour in only
one single respect, e.g. it lacks or possesses & rule its neighbours
possess or lack, or it has a particular feature in two environments
while its neighbours have that feature in either one or three. Once
such a scale has been set up, outputs of particular speakers can

be located on the scale' (Bickerton 1975:202).

Now, implicational scaling is used only as an invaluable discovery

procedure to sort out data and to determine where language changes are

applying. It is, however, hoped that behind the results of any implica¬

tional scaling there is to be a set of rules which are the objective of

any study of grammar.

Piatt (1976, 1977a) used implicational scaling to establish the

order of acquisition of copula realization in recorded interviews

of speakers of Singapore English. Singapore English is said to share

many characteristics with Creoles even though it did not develop from

a pidgin. The Singapore speakers of English constitute a continuum from
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the Acrolectal speakers, mainly those with considerable English medium

education (and social status) through mesolectal to basilectal speakers.

Copula occurrence or non-occurrence in four environments: Pre-locative.

Pre-V-ing, Pre-nominal, and Pre-ad.jective is reported to "be diagnostic

as regards a person's position on the speech continuum;

'It seems clear, however, from my investigations that Singapore

English itself is a definite system. It resembles far more a post-creole

continuum than a chaotic unsystematic collection of speakers each having

acquired in varying degrees some or all of the rules of 'standard' English

grammar in every possible order' Piatt (1977a* 13)•

In Piatt (1977b), he investigated the acquistion of 'standard' Past

Tense marking by Singaporeans with different levels of English medium

. education and demonstrated that the acquisition of past tense marking too

was highly implicational and therefore scalable. It was noted that other

things being equal Past Tense marking was to a large extent a function of

education. Implicational scale results in this study were combined with

those obtained by taking the average proportion of marked forms for the

groups for the eight verb types that were investigated. The verb types

studied were: get, be. go. have. Consonant +ed. Vowel + ed, Vowel change.

Consonant +d/t.

There are many vrays in which the Singaporean situation described by

Piatt above is similar to the Zambian context. In-both contexts it is

now apparent that pidgins have not arisen nor stabilized but that distinct

varieties of English have evolved as a result of widespread use of English

in new social and cultural contexts. Piatt's findings with regard to

implicational scaling will therefore be central later in this study

(c.f. Chapter 6, Section 6.2).
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2.6.2. Recent empirical studies of implicational analysis in SLA research

Hyltenstam (1 977» 1976) has made an important contribution to SLA stu¬

dies.'Hyltenstan used an experimental approach to the study of

variability in second language data using implicational scales as well

as variable rules. A modified cloze procedure was constructed and used

to test 1o0 adult learners of Swedish as a. second language. The test

was administered twice in which Time I refers to the test given three

weeks after instruction began, and Time II to the second test after

eight weeks, of instruction. A number of syntactic areas Trere chosen for

closer investigation, but only the following are fully reported on:

(a) sentence negation ( Hyltenstam 1977),

Cb) inversion in interrogative sentences,

(c) subject - verb inversion after sentence initial subjects.

Hyltenstam's study has been remarkable in that implicational

scaling combined with variable rules have been successfully applied

to variable interlanguage data. It is claimed that use of these techniques

brings out regularities in the variable data which may be considered as

a reflection of ongoing language change. The process of language change

is considered to be parallel to the process observed in language learning.

Another interesting observation Hyltenstam. makes concerns the

insights into the sequential acquisition of second language grammatical

structures that can be gained from a. study of regularities in an inter-

language continuum. It is suggested that one interlanguage continuum may

be constructed for a group of learners of a particular target language

irrespective of mother tongue background. It is postulated that such an

interlanguage continuum would have a lower degree of complexity at the

end that is furthest from the governing target, and that the end of

this continuum would tend to merge with the target, as in the idealized

diagram: Pig.2.1.
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Fig02.1 ; Idealized, diagram of the build up of an interlanguage conti¬
nuum. (c0fo Hyltenstam 1977, Fig i)o

In the analysis of the results on the syntax of Negation, Hyltenstam

(1 977) did find that learners could be identified along the continuum

according to the neg rule they had acquired. Learners: who had acquired

the Neg after the Aux in main clauses appeared at the lower left. If the

learner had acquired both Aux + Neg and MV + neg placement, he was found

to be on the second step of the continuum. Learners who had acquired

all the rules appeared at the top right hand corner of the continuum chart.

Once a learner was placed on the continuum, a check could then be made

to see if any background factors made any difference.
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On the whole, Hyltenstam (1978) found that there was a gradual

and successive development towards the target for all structures,. The

development could "be said to proceed gradually over a series of proba- .

bilities from 0, i.e. the new grammatical feature can never be applied,

to 1 i.e. when the new feature is always applied. Hyltenstam ("1978:3/4),

however, warns against an indiscriminate use of quantification in inter-

language data:

'I think a case can be made for excluding quantification from
the rules of interlanguage. Quantification presupposes that the

frequency of application for a particular variant - which is taken
to mirror the probability of the rule is stable over time. The
learner's language, however, is not stable over time, but in a

continual process of development. In consequence, the frequency
of the different variants can be taken to change rapidly in

interlanguage, which suggests that quantification should be replaced
by a statement of which contexts are more or less, favourable for

application of different variants' (Hyltenstam 1978, pp. 3/4).

HyltesTtam noted that some learners did not show uniform development

in all aspects of the features he studied and invokes the notion of

fossilization to explain the situation. Hyltenstam's (1977) interpretation

is that some rules sire very likely to be observed fossilized at the same

point in many speakers or groups of language learners, possibly because

there exists something like a natural plateau for those rules. In other

words, fossilization. mostly for non-linguistic reasons, may affect

different parts of the grammar in different learners.

This last observation by Hyltenstam will have some methodological

consequences in our study particularly vrith iegard to the establishment

of linear IL continua across different items (Chapter 6 ). It may be the

case that all aspects of grammatical features in this study form an overall

uniform level of linguistic development as depicted in Fig: 2.1„ above.
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Andersen (1978) is another recent application of Scaling Analysis to

SLA. Andersen (1978) is an expansion of Andersen (1977 , see 2.1 .2. )

using the same data and the same subjects. This study is aimed at

explaining the relationship between the group morpheme orders arrived

at by pooling individual scores and use of these morphemes by the

individuals whose averaged scores produced the group order. In order

to achieve this, Andersen (1978) describes a model for dealing with

individuals as well as groups, variability as well as systematicity in

research. The model proposed in this study is a fusion of elements

employed by Dulay & Burt (1974b) with implicational scaling analysis

as described in this section above (2,6.)

The implicational model is said to be very suitable to both cross-

sectional performance data and longitudinal data and is thus quite

productive for second-language acquisition research, both as a descriptive

device for displaying the data and a theoretical explanatory model.

With regard to possible determinants of systematicity in the acquisition

and use of a second language, Andersen comments:

'A second language learner picks up on a wide variety of clues
to the structure of the language he is learning, among which are the
several possible"determinants of morpheme orders discussed here.

Perhaps the Y / IIP distinction is a read distinction in how the
learner processes language. The learning of the component of verb

tense/aspect system affects and is affectedby the learning of
other components of the same system. And while the learner is
building an awareness of an aspect of nouns like plurality, he
is probably picking up information from the sam.e noun phrases about
the use of articles. In a similar fashion, the free/bound dimension
seems to correspond to reality in the way a learner deals with

language. The free morphemes have an independent status that bound
morphemes do not have. And the bound morphemes share word - final

position and minimal phonetic content' Andersen (1978:276;
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2,7. Developmental IL Continua Model

In this section, -what is presented is not strictly speaking a

model for second language acquisition, but rather the essential elements

that may constitute such a model. First of all, let us comment on the

use of the term system as in 'language learners use a definite system

at every point in their development' (Corder 1967). This is the usual

use of the term and is found in contexts such as linguistic system

■whenever it is used to refer to that of the individual language learner's

language at a specific point in time. Bickerton (1975 c.f. 2.6.1.) and

Corder (1978) have made an interesting change in the use of the term

system in the context of the development of interlanguage in which it. is

meant to be synonymous with the continuum of interlanguage competence.

When reference is made to the developing interlanguage ' continuum as a

system the term is broadened and comes to mean something radically

different from the way it is used in reference to the individual language-

learner's language. In this new sense, system refers to the sum of systems.

used by all learners (c.f. Faerch 1979:66).

The formulation of the concept of developmental interlanguage

continua was made possible after a wide acceptance of variation theory

noted in sections 2.5. and 2.6 „ above. Variation theory and the analytical

techniques in variability analysis showed that languages are not well -

defined objects, but dynamic interlocked systems evolving through space

and time. When Selinker (1972) introduced the revolutionary concept

of Interlanguage. it was strongly believed in many circles, that a given

language was a well-determined system. Hence, the notion of variability

was not emphasized, and Selinker seems to have postulated interlanguage

systems as a sequence of well-defined stages of equal complexity moving
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from a given native language (NL) to a target language (TL), as depicted

in Jig.2.2.

1 Target language

Jig.2.2: Stages of IL systems of equal complexity moving toward TL.

This concept of interlanguage is obviously misleading, given the notion of

linguistic continua implied by polylectal grammar formulations in Creole

language contexts (e0g. Bickerton 1975) which have made it possible for second

language researchers to take note of new developments. It has been noted

by investigators of interlanguage phenomena that, like a Creole continuum,

an interlanguage,as a developmental system, consists of linked and.

sequent changes0
of

Carder (1977a) invokes the notion a linguistic continuum for a
A

reformulation of Selinker's (1972) concept of Interlanguage in dynamic
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terms. He suggests that we should abandon the view that the learner

proceeds through a succession of well - defined coherent systems in

his acquisition of the target language, that is, his Competence at one

time contains one rule that is at the next moment exchanged for another.

Hather the learner incorporates new rules in his grammar, i.e. in his

Competence, in a regular my. He moves, within the interlanguage„ Above

all, Corder (l977fl) extends Selinker's (1972) original interlanguage

hypothesis by adding the dimension of increasing complexity or elaboration

of the interlanguage continuum. Xt is argued that Selinker saw the

interlanguage continuum as a restructuring of the learner's system from

the native language to that of the target language at the same level

of complexity. It is postulated, however, that the interlanguage continuum

is a dynamic goal - oriented language system of increasing complexity.

It is a developmental continuum in which the property of increasing

complexity is its main distinguishing feature from other similar phenomena

such as pre-pidgin, post-pidgin and the poat-creole continua. (c.f. De

Camp 1 971 a-pd Bickerton 1 973 ). This reformulation may be depicted as

in Fig. 2.3.

yfv
^ Target language

Basic language system
Y.. *,

Fig.2.5:Developmental IL continuum of increasing Complexity.
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An interesting feature of this reformulation is that the learner's

starting point is not hypothesized to be his mother tongue but some

basic, perhaps -universal language system which is neutral between the

mother tongue and the target language (c.f. Traugott 1977).

Parallels can be drawn between language change and language

development in the sense that variability in language learners'speech

has been observed to be systematic, non-random and highy regular in

character, and thus, best treated on a par with variation in other

language sytems. Learners tend to utilize the more advanced level of

language development in formal spoken and written communication and

'regress' to earlier levels in their casual and informal spoken language.

In a word, language learners tend to vary their speech 'up ard down' the

continuum of their own development. These tendencies, are very similar

to those of native speakers of fully complex codes who vary their

performance in principled ways in response to different communicative

tasks they are engaged on.

Corder (1 977<V claims that it is now becoming clear that a speaker

of an or interlanguage varies his performance within the range

of options he has available. This may involve shifting to a code of

equal complexity or move down the scale of complexity. It can also be

seen that 1*2 speakers (including teachers) have shown similar regression
or backsliding in their performance, and adaptation of their interlanguage

to their communicative tasks. Prom the afore said, two types of variability

can be discerned:

(i) A vertical (developmental continuum) dimension in which the
movement is down the scale of complexityo

(ii) A horizontal (non-developmental or lectal continuum) dimension
in which the movement is across the scale of complexity.
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This conceptualization of the interlanguage phenomena as language

continue is a recent development. This, too, has "been made possible by

a change of attitude by those who considered the language of the second

language learner merely as a defective, distorted or incorrect form

of the target language they were learning. Corder (1978*71) emphasizes

the point that only by treating interlanguage phenomena, and second

language in particular, in its own right could there have been any hope

of developing any understanding of the processes of second language

acquisition. It seems, then, these developments had to wait for a similar

change of attitude in Creole languages (c.f. Bickerton 1975) and non¬

standard dialects (c.f. Labov 1969). which were raised in status by the

applications of variation theory0

2.8. Integration of the Literature into our study

The intentions of this study are that we should make a formal structural.

description of the language learners' language. Is is essentially a question

of investigating the type of knowledge of English that is acquired in the

Zambian primary schools by different social groups. The main objective is to

look at second language acquisition and the consequent knowledge of a

'mental grammar' which is used in communicative performance, i.e. in the

intuitive knowledge of the second language. In view of this, we can now

indicate the ways in which the review of literature presented in this chapter

can be integrated into our study. The first of these ways is by the conside¬

ration of testable hypotheses that may be advanced to solve the general

hypotheses posited in the previous Chapter (1.5). The second, is by adopting

analytical techniques that have been tried elsewhere in second language

acquisition research reported in the empirical studies. It is of interest

to note that, with the exception of Piatt (1976, 1977a,b), there has been

no application of the new developments to research into second language
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acquisition in naturalized second language contexts, such as Zambia.

In the empirical pant of the study, each of our general hypotheses

will be broken down into testable hypotheses that can be subjected to

statistical analysis. Our first hypothesis states that 'the English of

Zambian primary school pupils in Grades IV, V and VI differs variably but

systematically from target language norms'. In order to test this, a

number of relevant questions may be asked which might include the following:

Is there variability in the use of English by Zambian primary school

pupils at the Grades indicated?

If so, is the variation and variability patterned in the sense that an

'order of difficulty' for a given set of grammatical structures can be
established analogous to the orders of morphemes reported an

in the literature?

And also, patterned in the sense that a random group of language learners

(subjects) would spread out on a continuum of language performance
levels as a function of Grade?

And further, would the 'order of difficulty* be significantly correlated
with the prescribed order of item introduction in the official syllabus?

Above all, if the essential, data for second language acquisition
research are learners' errors and variants, to what extent could these
be said to be patterned in the sense of linguistic parameters or

environments and progression over time?

These questions will be among the relevant issues that will be raised in

the preliminary analysis of data (Chapter Five).

The second general hypothesis pertains to the dimensions of orders

of acquisition/ accuracy in terms of intra-linguistic syntactic and semantic

parameters; and also, in terms, of subject distribution irrespective of

membership to Grades (or three points in Time). In this connection, the
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review of literature has provided us with well-documented models and

empirical applications to emulate. First, we have the works cited under

the Variability Analysis model based on research in Sociolinguistics.

It has been suggested here that language changes through social space

and time are systematic. Hence, in our study we would expect a significant

correlation of the rank orders of items or linguistic attributes

irrespective of the time dimension for a population of identical subjects

sampled cross-sectionally. Futhermore, we can expect to find the attributes

for each given structure to have ordered sets of natural groups or linguistic

environments. In view of these expectations, we are going to extend ' the

Variability Analysis model by the Implicational Analysis technique which

requires that the sets of linguistic attributes or environments be ordered

implicationally (i.e. that the acquisition of a more difficult item or

notion implies the acquisition of a less difficult one). In practical

terms (as will be 3een in Chapter Six), we have opted out for a combined one

and made an eclectic approach such as that recommended by Bickerton(l975)

and Corder (1978). This has given rise to the concept of developmentail

interlanguage continua in which it is believed that the starting point

for all language learning is some basic, simple, possibly universal code

and that the acquisition of a target language develops out of this by

a process of increasing elaboration.

The third general hypothesis will be independently tested: it states that

the position of an individual subject on an interlanguage continuum of

development is not just a function of Time but also that of a set of extra-

linguistic variables. Some aspects of Schumann's pidginization hypothesis

may be of relevance in the interpretation of the role of social factors

in second language acquisition, but we hope to develop this hypothesis

(Chapter Seven) as each factor is considered.
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CHAPT3R

ANALYSIS OP THE STRUCTURES INVESTIGATED IN THE STUDY

Introduction

This chapter deals with linguistic descriptions of each of the

three features investigated ; namely, i) Spatial and Temporal prepositions,

ii) Primary Tense and Aspect distinctions, iiijRelativization and

Complementation in Elicited Imitation. The chapter starts with noting;

down the rationale for the choice of each of the features, and then

each of the features is described in a framework that presents us with,

a working reference grammar for determining the various linguistic

variables that may be relevant in the empirical part of the investigation.

The chapter ends with brief notes on the occurrence of each of the

features in Bantu languages, with examples from Bemba and Nyanja.

3d..Rationale for the choice of the structures studied

1o Spatial and Temporal Prepositions

In the previous chapter (2.1.2) it was noted that a study of the

acquisition of prepositions as demonstrated by Mougen et al (1977) may be

viewed as an extension of the field of research into grammatical

morphemes which have attracted such considerable attention0 Following

Andersen (1977), research into the acquisition of natural groups of

morphemes, of which prepositions may be considered as one such natural

group, should not be dictated by considerations of methodology established

for acquisition research e.g. Brown (1973)« What is assumed in this

study is simply that an order of acquisition/accuracy may be established

for a given set of spatial and temporal prepositions, and the following
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items in Table 3°1. are representative of such a set.

Table 3.1 . List of prepositions investigated

above

across'

after

along

at

before

behind

by

during

for

from

in

into

on

out of

over

past

since

through

to

under

until

The use of spatial and temporal prepositions by Zambian learners

of English as a second language has been reported to be problematic.

McAdam (1973) includes prepositions as one of the subtests of his research

because he believes that it is an area of particular difficulty for

his subjects:

'The area which poses perhaps the greatest difficulty for Bantu -

speaking pupils is that of the use of prepositions. Nyanja, for

example, possesses only three forms which can be termed prepositions
and the interference of these forms is responsible for a large
number of 'common errors' made by learners' (McAdam 1973:340).

What is of particular interest to us in this investigation is that

one characteristic of Zambian Eiglish language learners is that the

learners can be found to produce prepositional phrases which they can

never have been taught in the language classroom. In other 'words, they

can be observed to produce several variants for one prescribed form in

a particular target language obligatory context as in our frame on p. 12
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■which, we repeat here mentioning the essential meaning of the sentence:

In terms of standard English usage, it can be argued that only one of

these five items may be used in this context, i.e. at because Jbo and

from imply a dynamic location, and on and in ascribe special locative

indicates is. that the variation in use ranges from totally unacceptable

omissions, through vague or less specific substitutions, to totally

unacceptable or semantically anomalous additions. However, the variation

in use tends to become stable mainly as a function of formal education

and exposure to the target language, i.e0 stages of development seem

to be in existence from one given time to another. In other words,

in spite of the variation, it is possible to observe differential

use of certain items as sources of deviation and that the more deviant

ones disappear when the language learner's overall linguistic competence

adjusts towards the direction of the target language. The inclusion

of prepositions as an area of investigation is aimed at discovering

the parameters of this development towards the target language norma.

2. Tense and Aspect

The arguments raised in the previous subsection for the choice

of spatial and temporal prepositions as an area of investigation are

wholly applicable to our inclusion of Tense and Aspect distinctions.

point of physical space.

relationships- e.g.surface contact (on) or enclosure (in). What this
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McAdam (1973) also included Tenses as one of his subtests. We cannot

approach the problem of Tense and Aspect in English by isolating instances

of individual Tense markers as had been the case in morpheme acquisition

studies reviewed in the previous chapter (2.1). Rather we prefer to

make a special distinction between Tense and Aspect and their realization

in their entirety since the whole issue involves control of the restrictions

of the English tense sequence as part of the verb system. The study will

only consider the primary tense uses (c.f. Palmer 1965, primary patterns).

The variation in the use of Tense and Aspect, like that in the use of

prepositions, may be observed overtly since temporal relations and

temporal specification are realized both grammatically and lexically

and also by expressions intermediate between these two extremes. On the

one hand, there is variation in the use of the closed set of morphological

contrasts in the verb system that constitutes the grammatical category

of tense. On the other, there is variation in the appropriate contextual

restrictions of the use of temporal adverbials which are lexical e.g.

'yesterday', 'tomorrow','since last week' etc. Thus, as in the previous

area, we are interested in discovering the stages of development as

a function of time of learning the various distinctions in Tense and Aspect.

3. Relativization and Complementation

This area has been included mainly because it has been observed

(e.g. Trail 1963) that complex English sentences present formidable

challenges for the language learner's ability to break them down into

components and thenmatch the parts with each other in the right way

to arrive at accurate interpretations. Processes of Relativization and

complementation raise problems because, in their operation, one clause

interrupts, another, constituents are replaced by pronouns, and normal

word order is changed in embedded clauses.
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3,2. Spatial and Temporal Prepositions

In this Section, we are going to attempt establish a representative

part of a grammar which is written and defined to illustrate spatial

and temporal prepositions usage. This grammar is a context-free case

grammar using familiar phrase - structure rules (PS-rules). The object

of establishing this grammar is that it is meant to serve as a reference

grammar of a competent speaker of standard English. In this sense, it

should be understood to describe an idealized state of the language and

is merely a useful analytical construct. As a kind of formal grammar, and

the symbols used in the description, such as subj (subject) or prop

(proposition) have meaning by virtue of rules in which they occur.

In adopting the descriptive frame work used in this Section, we

have been guided by the consideration that prepositions in general do

not submit themseleves to any generalization based on any consistent

regularity: prepositions are an area of indeterminancy. Even Chomsky

experienced problems with formalization of a description that might

include prepositions in his proposal of the base component (Chomsky 1965;

107)o Chomsky's rule for handling this area read as follows:

'Prep-Phrase > Direction, Duration, Place, Frequency, etc.'

It was noted the notions 'Direction', 'Duration' etc. were essentially

semantic notions which were inconsistent 'with a grammar that purported

to specify grammatical categories without semantic information. This

realization,then, called for some modification of some rules of Chomsky's

base component, particularly when it was noted that Time and Place

Adverbials can occur quite freely with various types of Verb Phrase, while

it is the case that many types of Preposition-Phrase appear in much

closer construction to verbs (see sub-section 3«2.3 below).
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3.2,1 . Spatial Prepositions

The descriptive framework we have adopted in this sub-system of

English grammar is a modifiedversion of Case Grammar as originally

proposed by Fill more (1968, 1971) and formalized with reference to
4*

spatial and temporal expressions in English by Bennett (1975)• According

to Bennett, spatial, and temporal expressions are associated with the

existence of one of the following five deep cases:

Locative ('L')

Source ('S')

Path ('P')

Goal ('G')

Extent ('E')

The Locative Case is found in a locative sentence whose function is

to specify where or when an Entity is located. The Source, Path and

Goal cases are found in a directional sentence whose function is to

describe a change of position. The Extent is found in an extent sentence

which indicates the location of an Entity whose extent is specified,,

Bennett (1975s 133) proposes the underlying phrase structure rules

(PS rules) which characterize the basic structure of Locative, Directional

and Extent sentences. Each of these three types of sentences can be

analysed into Propositions which consist of a subject and a predicate.

The predicate is,consequently,of three types: locative (l-pred),
directional (d-pred) or extent (e-pred) i.e. according to each of the

three types of sentences. The subject (subj) is either a physical object

(p-obj) or an embedded proposition. This description can be stated in

the following PS rules: ).

4- adoption of Bennett's framework does not include his 'Stratifi-
cational Semantics' which is not very well known as a descriptive
technique.
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[R,] prop —

sub j

pred

> subj pred

p-obj

prop

1-pred

>J e-pred >•

d-ored
N. "

The following examples illustrate the three types of predicate:

(1 ) The chart which is on the wall is above the blackboard.
prop

, pred

The chart be on the wall be above the blackboard

Pig.3.1a.

(2) The river which goes in the forest runs for 20 kilometres.

The river go through the forest for 20 kilometres

Fig.3.2ac
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(3) The mouse ran into the hole which was behind the cupboard.

Fig.3.3 a.

1 o The p-ob.j

The p-ob j in the subject position in the examples above is

equivalent to the semantic subject or according to Fillmore (1968, 1971 )
the object case which takes on the role of an entity to be located in

a locative sentence.

'That participant in a locative proposition which has no case

directly associated with it will be referred to as the semantic

subject; .... it is the thing whose location is specified'
Bennett (1975:15).

Directional and extent sentences also contain a semantic subject.

In the case of a directional sentence, it is the thing which undergoes

a change of position; and in an extent sentence, it is the thing whose

extent is specified.

2. The locative predicate

A locative predicate optionally contains a posture, e.g. 'sit',

'stand', 'lie' etc., a constituent labelled 'be'and a locative expression

(l-ex). The internal structure of a locative expression consists of

the element 'locative', a specifier (spec) and the elements 'place' or

'time'. The element 'locative' is a case which indicates the location
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of 'Entities', 'Events', or'States' in space and in time. The inclusion

of the phrases locate in space and locate in time is meant to imply that

there is a general notion of location -which is neither specifically

spatial ncr temporal-it isa general notion of location (Bennett 1975:15).

The element 'place' distinguishes spatial locative expressions

from temporal locative expressions which contain the element * time' as

the third constituent rather than 'place'. The specifier which has

the function of specifying the place (spec^) (or time (spec^ ^)) in
question consists of a'part' or a physical object or a part and a physical

object. The part constituent is a semantic category which on the surface

structure manifests itself as a preposition. This 'parts' semantic

category containing semantic markers (or sememes)such as 'interior',

'surface', 'superior', 'posterior] etc., is the main focus of this

area of investigation.

The above description can be expressed in the rules of (R^) below:

[R2] 1-pred > (posture) 'be' 1-ex
posture > "^'sit', 'stand', 'lie' ..t
1-ex > 'locative' spec-^ 'place'
spec^ > (part 5 p-obj)
part > ^'interior', 'surface', 'posterior', . .

p-obj > ^wall chart','blackboard', 'river',

Now, if we add the rules of (R2) to Fig. 3.1a. for sentence (1) above,
we get the following tree diagram as in Fig. 3.1b.

3. The extent predicate

There are two types of extent sentences: i) 'measured extent

sentences' which contain a measurement phrase, e.g. 'the forest is
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prop

Pig.3.1

20 kilometres wide'; ii) 'directional extent sentences' whose semantic

structure contain embedded directional expressions, e.g. (2) above.

This latter type of sentence is the one we have included in this, study.

The extent predicate, then, consists of an extent expression (e-ex).

This,in turn, consists of the element 'extent' ('2'), a 'specifier*

(speOg) and the semantic marker 'place'. The '2' element like 'L' (locative)
is a case. In order to indicate'the set of things that can function as

the specifier of an extent' from 'the set of things that specify locations'

the subscripts spec_^ and spec^, axe indicated. The specifier slot (spec-g) j_s

filled either by a measurement expression or by part of a directional

predicate (referred to as d-pred^).



4. The directional predicate

A directional predicate consists of an optional means of locomotion

constituent - e.g. '■walk', 'run* etc., - and a d-pred^ . The latter
consists of 'go' and directional expressions constituent, which in turn

contains either a source expression, path expression and goal expression,

or any one or two of them (if more than one is selected, the order is:

source (s-ex)- path (p-ex) - goal (g-ex))0 Each individual directional

expression (d-ex) consists of a case - 'source'('S'), 'path' (rP'), or

'goal' ('G-') - followed "by a locative expression (Bennett i 975si3^-)•

The extent and directional predicates are derived "by the following

PS-rules (R^):

[R,l e-pred > 'extent' spec- 'place'
3 E

meas -ex

specE >

meas -ex

d-pred^

> kms', '5 miles', ^
d-pred > (means) d-pred^
means > "^walk', 'run', ^
d-pred^ > 'go' d-exs
d-exs > (s-ex jj p-ex J g-ex)

s-ex > ' source' 1-ex

p-ex > 'path' 1-ex

g-ex > 'goal' 1-ex

If we now add the rule of (R^) towards a further analysis of sentences
(2) and (3) represented if Figs 3o2a and 3.3a, we get the following

tree diagrams as Figs 3.2b and 3.3b respectively:
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,sub j

prop

prop

pred

\
e-pred

subj pred

[p-obj 'go' [ [ 'L* [ (part $ p-obj)]'place']] ['E'[meas -ex]'place'] ]

Pig.3.2b.
prop

prop

subj

prea
suhi \ Ad-pred

pred

1-pred

1-ex

obj means 'go'['G'['L*[(part § p-obj)]'place']] ['L'[(part 5 p-obj)]'place']]

?ig.3.3b.
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3o2020 Temporal prepositions

The sub-set of* English prepositions which are employed for temporal

specification may be handled by using the same five cases posited

above : namely, 'locative', 'source', 'path', 'goal' and 'extent'0

It is, however, noted that there are a number of respects in which the

temporal analysis does not parallel the spatial analysis because of

two well-known properties of time: its unidimensionality and its

unidirectionality:

'...There is only one possible route between any two points in

time, ... and there are simply fewer ways in which two things

may be related to each other in time than in space. ....space

is three dimensional. With regard to the unidirectional nature
of time, whereas space is regarded .. as motionless, time is

perpetually moving, and moving always in the same direction.'
Bennett (1975:95)

Temporal prepositions occur in temporal adverbials in propositions

that contain either locative expressions or extent expressions of time.

The second constituent of this type of proposition contains a predicate

with time reference (pred^). This type of pred, IL^ consists of two types
of predicates: punctual and durative predicates which may optionally

be accompanied by a temporal locative expression. Punctual predicates

(pred^^^) are said to contain such verbs as 'recognize', 'find', 'lose',
'arrive', and 'reach' in their surface structure; but in this framework

they contain a goal expression. Durative predicates (pred^^) involve
verbs that deal with activities, accomplishments. and states (c.fo Vendler

1967).

The internal structure of a temporal locative expression (l-ex^)
consists of the element 'locative', a specifier (specT ^,), and the
semantic marker 'time'. The subscript ' ^' is added to the specifier to
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indicate that the set of things that can. occupy the specifier slot

of a temporal locative expression is different from the set of things

that occupy the corresponding position in a spatial locative expression.

The PS-rule version of the above discussion is as follows; (R, ):

t\3 prop > sub j pred^
sub j > (as in [R^ ]

pred
punct

pred^ >J

1-eXj > 'locative' spec^ ^ 'time'
[preddur

With regard to temporal extent expressions, these are said to

occur optionally after durative predicates (pred^^), i.e0 as a

durational adverbial. The temporal extent expressions (e-ex^) consist
of the case element 'extent', a specifier (spec.. „) and the semanticill"" -L

marker 'time'. The PS-rules are as (Rc) below:
o

> preddur-1 (e_eXT}
> 'extent' spec.^ ^ 'time'.

The internal structures of the constituents 1-ex^, and e-ex^ is
similar to their spatial counterparts. for instance, the spec^ ^ may
be a point in time or a period of time, or it may contain a member of

the category 'par-bp^' either with or without an accompanying point or
period (per). There are only four members of the category called

'partp^' which constitute the subset of the'parts' semantic markers
that occur in both spatial and temporal contexts. The PS-rule version

[r5] pred.dur

e-ex^ —
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in this connection is (Rg) below:

[Rg] spec^ > (part p//T 5 point/per)
partp /T > ' anterior', ' exterior', ' interior',

'posterior'

point/per > '1979', '07.00 hours', 'August', . .„

And, in connection with the internal structure of e-en,, there are two
°f * , X

types^temporal extent expressions: i; a measured expression (.meas ex^j,
or ii) directional expressions (d-exs,p). The PS-rules for this area are
identical to (R^) above e.g. the terminal symbols for meas-ex^ read as
follows:

meas -ex^ > ' two weeks', 'four hours'
The following examples (4) and (5) illustrate how PS-rules [R^]»

[R5] and [Hg] generate temporal expressions:

(4) Jane reached Glasgow at three o'clock.
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(5) The teacher stood at the door for two minutes.

prop

3.2.3 o Componential definitions

It has been noted in almost all descriptions of English prepositions

that they are a closed set of lexical items ( e.g. Quirk et al 1 972:30*1,

Hill 1 968) o Now, given the grammatical description of the contexts of

occurrence in the previous sub-sections of this section, we can see that

mere listing of the items is not adequate. A certain amount of generali¬

zation is possible in terms of the units we have established. In this

study, attention will be focused on those prepositions with semantic

information as opposed to those prepositions determined by inherent

syntactic features of specific verbs, and those that are filled in by

rules that use information from the noun phrases. And, of course, we

have restricted ourselves only to spatial and tenqporal uses of the selected

prepositions and excluded idiomatic and purely grammatical uses. Also
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excluded from consideration are the determined as opposed to non-

determined, uses of these preposition:

'A preposition may be said to be determined in a particular

position if there are no other prepositions with which it

contrasts, e.g. on in 'depend on', or at in 'at last*. Structurally,
a determined preposition occurs in a tight construction. A non-

determined preposition occurs in a loose construction. On the

whole, it is safer to speak of a degree of cohesion that may

exist between a preposition and the items with which it is
in construction' Bennett (1975:2).

Let us now reexamine the list of our prepositions in terms of

the descriptive framework established above and give a componential

definition for each item such that it may be contrasted semanticaily

and syntactically with all the other items, for this, we adopt Bennett's

definitions which are reproduced in Table 3.2. on the next page. Prom

Table 3«20 the following observations may be made on the nature of

individual, and groups of some of these items:

i) at, by, for, from, in. on, and to are neutral, in their occurrence

in spatial and temporal contexts.

ii) In addition to items ini) after, before, during, since, and
until can occur in temporal contexts.

iii) above. across, behind, into, out (of), over, past, through,

are normally restricted to spatial contexts.

iv) Among the spatial restricted items, there is a subset which
is found in locative predicates only e.g. above. at. behind.

in, on^, under and another subset comprising items that
occur in directional and extent predicates only e.g. across.

along,for, from, into, out of. past, through, and to.

An appeal to this kind of classification may reveal certain properties of

these items which may be important for a language learner in his attempts

to internalize the various uses to which they are put in the second language.
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TABIZ5 3.2a Gomponentiai definitions of the prepositions investigated.

above 'locative higher place'

across 'path locative transverse place'

after 'locative posterior time'

along 'path locative length place'

at 'locative'

before 'locative anterior time'

behind 'locative posterior place'
/•

by. 'locative proximity place'
by<

_by^ 'locative goal time'
during 'locative path extent time'

for 'extent'

from 'source'

in 'locative interior'

into 'goal locative interior place'

Ton^ 'locative surface place'
ons

I oi52 'locative time'

out (of) 'goal locative exterior place'

over 'locative superior place'

past 'path locative proximity place'

since 'locative source time'

through 'path locative interior place'

to 'goal'

under 'locative inferior place'

until 'goal time'

Source: Bennett (1 975s92,/3) with minor modifications.
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3o3« Tense and Aspect

The major problem which confronts all learners of English as a

second language is find out the most economical way of determining

which various forms of a typical English verb such as eat, may appear

in a grammatical sentence with (or without) a variety of auxiliary

verbs. In this study, we shall only restrict ourselves to the acquisition

of the following seven verbal sequences, as illustrated in (6):

(6) i. John eats.

ii„ John ate.

iii. John has eaten.

iv. John had eaten.

v. John is eating.

vi. John was eating.

vii. John will eat.

In purely syntactic terms regularities underlying the verbal

sequence which constitute a grammatical sentence of English in 'standard'

usage can be captured by the following PS-rule (R.-J:

[R^ Aux > TENSE (Modal)(Aspect), (Chomsky (1965:107))

This rule may be restated as follows:

[R-,1] Aux > TENSE (M) (have en) (be ing)

where TENSE refers to Present and Past. M to> Modal, have -en to Perfect

and be -ing to Progressive.
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Very briefly, (Ry) makes certain syntactic claims about English
VPs (Verb Phrases ): that any VP will be marked for tense (either present

or past); that a VP may contain one of the modal auxiliaries; that it

may contain a perfect form, consisting of the appropriate form of have

+ Past Participle; that it may contain a progressive form, consisting

of the appropriate form of be + ing; or that it may contain any two

or all three of these (modal, perfect, progressive) in the appropriate

ordero

This analysis appeals only to regularities of form, and not to
\

function,, If this were the only issue, it may be argued that the language

learner's problem merely involves the following regularities as in (6'):

(6') i. Simple present: V + Present

ii. Simple past: V + Past

iii. Present Perfect: have + Present V + en

iv0 Past Perfect: have + Past V +en

VoPresent Progressive: be- + Present V + ing

vi0 Past Progressive: be + Past V + ing

vii. Future time expression: will + V

The situation is, however, more complex than this: the language learner's

task involves both the acquisition of form and function in varying

proportions„ The language learner may wish to attach some semantic

information to a given form if it is to be found in his. productive

use of the second language in real communicative situations. Besides,

the conceptualization of each of the general notions of Tense and Aspect

in English is very complex and each of these notions serves a different

function in the language.
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3.3<>1o Tense

English has only two tenses: Present tense and Past tense (Quirk

et al 1972:82f). The most appropriate conception of TENSE is to "base

it upon a distinction of present and. non-present, upon various degrees

of proximity to the time of utterance as Lyons (1977:878) explains:

'What is commonly called the present tense, in English and many

other languages, is in fact more satisfactorily described as the

non-past tense. Normally, the use of the past tense in simple
sentences does indeed locate the situation about which a statement

is being made in the past in respect to the time of utterance (e.g.
He worked hard); but the use of the so-called present tense does
not generally imply contemporaneity with the act of utterance (e.g.
He works hard). It is only in contexts of immediate report or

commentary that English simple non-past tense, without an accompanying
adverb of time, is used to locate a situation in the present. The
most basic distinction in the English tense-system, as it is in
the vast majority of the tense-systems of other languages, is the
distinction between past and non-past.' (Lyons 1977, P° 878)

The scheme for the definition of tense used in this study is based on

Lyons' (1977:882/3) proposal which starts with the identification of the

temporal zero -point of the canonical situation of utterance symbolized

as tQ <> This temporal index, tQ can then be used to define a variety
of potential tense distinctions in terms of simultaneity versus non-

simultaneity, proximity vs. non-proximity, earlier than vs„ later than

etc.;

Given that t is the zero-point (referred to by the adverb
'now' in English: then,

(i)if t. = t, t. will refer to the same time as t and will10*1 o

therefore define the notion of present tense;

(ii) if ty / t , t^ 'will refer to some point or period of time
that is not simultaneous with t , and it 'will define the

o

non-present;
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(iii) If t. < t ("t. is earlier than t"), t. will referx ' 1 o x o 'x

to some point or period in the past;

and (iv) if t. > t ("t. is later than t "), t. will referv '
1 O 1 o'x

to some point or period in the future.

The formulation of Tense described above can now be added to our

formal syntactic analysis established in 3.3. above as in (6") below:

(6") i. Simple present: t^ = tQ (including stativity and iteration
ii.Simple oast: t. < t (where t. £ t )

x o x r o'

iiio Present perfect: t. = t (where t. ends at t )
x o x o

iv. Past perfect: t. < t (where t. ended at t.)
X o J X

Vo Present progressive: t^ = tQ (where t^ps tQ)
vi<> Past progressive: t^ < tQ (where t^ ps t^.)
vii. Future time expression: t. > t (where t. / t )

x o x o

The rationale behind this reformulation of the traditional notion of

Tense is the need to free ourselves from looking at interlanguage

phenomena in this study in terms of target language categories. In the

empirical part of the study, it will be necessary to attempt to discover

the systematicity that may underlie a learner's interlanguage. In order

to achieve this objectively, it will be the case that we examine occurrence

of any grammatical feature, not only where it occurs in obligatory

standard English contexts, but also where^Ver it appears, i0e. in contexts

where it would not be allowed in 'standard English'. Thus, it is required

that we define these contexts mostly in termsof universal semantic features

rather than in language specific terms of the target language.
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In view of the above description, we can see, then, that Tense

is a deictic category, and that it is not necessarily an inflexional

category of the verb. (Deixis is 'location and identification of persons,

objects, events, processes and activities being talked about, or referred

to, in relation to spatiotemporal context created and sustained by the

act of utterance and the participation in it, typically of a single

speaker and at least one addressee* Lyons (1977s637))= Tense is semantically

a category of the sentence. In Case Grammar terms established in the

previous section (302.) above,the notions of past, present, and future

tenses may be represented as (7) below:

(7) i. Past: [locative [anterior of this] time]

ii. Present: [locative [this] time]

iii. Future: [locative [posterior of this] time]

3.3o20 Aspect

Aspect differs from Tense, as a .grammatical category, in that it is

non-deictic and has something to do with distinctions such as extension

in time versus instantaneity , completion vs. non-completion, and iteration

vsonon-iteration. In other words, Aspect refers to the manner in which the

verb action is regarded or experienced. The choice of aspect is a

comment on or a particular view of the action. English has two sets of

aspectual contrasts: Perfective/non-perfective and Progre ssive/non-

orogressive ( Quirk et al 1972:90).

Lyons (1977:706) makes the following observation on the aspectual

character of a verb:
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'The aspectual character of a verb ... will be that part of its

meaning whereby it normally denotes one kind of situation rather
than another. For example, 'know' differs from 'recognize' in
English .. by virtue of its aspectual character. 'Know' normally
denotes a state . It is well known, for example, that certain
subclasses of verbs in English do not normally occur in the

progressive aspect. ...Stative verbs constitute the most important
subclass of verbs that do not occur in the progressive aspect in

English0 Stativity. then is lexicalized, rather than grammaticalized,
in English: it is part of the aspectual character of particular
verbs' (Lyons 1 977s 706).

>

.1 8 The Perfective

The essential meaning of the perfect is to locate an event or state

of affairs in a period of time leading up to some reference point e.g.

a period which ends at the moment of speaking in the case of t^ = tQ,
aikL a point of time t.. in the case of t^ < tQ (c.f. Palmer 1965:62).
In terms of the descriptive framework adopted in the previous section

(3o3o) the semantic representation of the perfective may involve a

locative expression containing a goal expression (Bennett 1975:108).

Thus, the notions of Past perfect and Present perfect may be represented

as (8) below:

(8) i. Present perfect: [locative [goal [locative this time]]time]

ii. Past perfect:

[locative[goal [locative [anterior of this time]]]time]

2. The Progressive

The progressive aspect indicates temporariness- an action in progress

instead of the occurrence of an action or the existence of a state

(Quirk et al 1972:92). The essential meaning of the progressive, then,
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is that marks an action as being in process of taking place; as Bennett

(1975:110) comments:

'If a particular event is thought of as being in progress at a

given time, then the beginning of the event must obviously have

preceded the time in question, and the end of the event has not

yet taken place. The semantic representation of a progressive
should contain a oath expression i.e. the progressive marks the
fact that an event is passing by at the time in question'.

Hence, the semantic representation of the progressive may be given as

(9) below:

(9) [path [ locative [spec^] place] place]

Note that in this definition, it is specifically the non-temporal side

of the event that is important in the progressive, and thus the locative

expression constituent of the path expression is spatial.

We can now combine Tense and Aspectual distinctions which are

investigated in this study in one Matrix as in Table 3.3°

TENSE
ASPECT

t. = t
1 0

t. < t
1 0

1

t. > t
1 O

-perfective
-progressive Simple Pres

_ _

Simple Past

1
1
1

Future time J
1

-t-perfective
-progressive

Pres Perfect Past Perfect

1
1

/ !
1

-perfective
-fprogressive

Pres Prog Past Prog

1
1

/ !
1

+perfective
+progressive

/ /

I
1

/ i
1

Table 3.3. Tense and Aspect distinctions (c.f. Quirk et al 1972:90)
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3.4. Relativization and Complementation

Relativization and Complementation are some of the mechanisms

as a result of which complex sentences are built out of simpler sentences

by recursive operations of embedding. It may be assumed that in the

initial stages of syntactic development, language learners work on the

structure of simple sentences, and that they do not yet have knowledge

of the formal operations of embedding in the second language. The onset

of the ability with these two types of complex sentence construction

greatly increases the language learner's generative capacity and are

thus diagnostic of his overall competence in the second language.

Embedding is the process in which one sentence (the 'embedded

sentence') is subordinated i.e. serves as a constituent in another

(the 'matrix sentence'). In this section, the two types of embedding

described are as follows:

i) The situation in which the embedded sentence fills in an empty
slot in the matrix sentence and functions in a syntactic role
such as subject, object, or indirect object. This process is
called Complementation.

ii) The second case is when the embedded sentence modifies, a
constituent of the matrix sentence e.g. a noun phrase (resulting
in a relative clause). This is called Relativization.

1o Relativization

According to standard descriptions of Relativization (e.g0 Jacobs &

Roseribaum 1968:199) relative clauses are considered as kinds of embedded

sentences in noun, phrases, and they follow noun phrases, not nouns.

In its function, a relative clause, like an adjective, is a modifier of

the noun. It is also the case that the relative clause itself is a

sentence; it contains a subject, a predicate, an Aux, and all other
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characteristics that identify sentences.

In this study, we shall consider two important variables in

describing the structure of relative clause containing sentences in

English, and these are:

i) The position of the relative clause in the sentence, termed its

embeddedness. This is a function of the syntactic role of the
matrix clause MP (called the head NP) that the relative clause

modifies. If the relative clause modifies the subject it is
if

called centre embedded, while.it modifies the object it- is
A

termed right branching.

ii) Focus: the manner in which the head MP functions syntactically.

According to Bowerman (1979:291-3)> these two variables jointly can

enable us to specify four major kinds of relative clause containing

sentences, as in Table 3.4 below:

EMEEDDIENESS FOCUS Example

Subject Subject (SS) The cat that bit the dog ate the rat

Subject Object (so) The cat that the dog bit chased the rat

Object Subject (OS) The cat bit the dog that chased the rat

Object Object (00) The cat bit the dog that the rat chased.

Table 3«4o Types of relative clause containing sentences (c.f. Bowerman

1979:292)

20 Complementation

Rosenbaum (1967) describes three complementizers which operate

in noun phrases and in verb phrases, and these are i) that complementizer,

ii) infinitive complementizer, and iii) Gerundive complementizer. As

morphemes, these complementizers appear as that, for . „. to , and -s -ing.
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These items are considered as morphemes because they appear as

a function of predicate complementation in that they are not a property

of any particular set of sentences. As has been noted above, these

complementizers signal the presence of noun phrase complements that

have been embedded in a matrix sentence. The following examples (10),

(11) and (12) illustrate the occurrence of each of the three items.:

(to) I think that it is going to rain this afternoon.

(11)l want very much for mother Jto buy some meat every Friday,,

(12) I am: concerned about John'_s being so lazy.

Note j Formal Linguistic Complexity

In this exploratory study, no attempt will be made to include

the effects of meaning on the acquisition of complex sentence patterns,

since this topic has been largely unexplored. The complexity of the

meaning encoded by a given linguistic form is presumably the ultimate

constraint on rate of acquisition, since no matter how simple the form

is linguistically it will not be acquired unless the language learner

has achieved at least a rough understanding of the meaning it expresses.

Now, with regard to the concept of formal linguistic complexity for

certain sentence structures, the normal procedure has been to define

complexity in terms of derivational history ; a sentence, T, is considered

more complex than another, X, if the derivation of T from the -underlying

structure assigned to it involves all the rules that the derivation of

X involves, plus at least one more rule. Derivational complexity,

cumulatively defined as in this instance may be particularly relevant

to the question of how complex sentences are acquired. Detailed explo¬

ration of this aspect is outside the scope of this study, but attention

will be paid only to aspects of accurate repetition of given sentences.
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3.5. Brief comments on the occurrence of the structures in Bantu languages

3.5.1. Location, Direction and Extent in Bantu languages

The five deep cases can Be invoked in the description of spatial

and temporal specification in Bantu languages; i.e. Locative ('L'),

Source ('S'), Bath ('?), Goal ('G') and Extent ('E')« What is remarkably

different bet-ween English and Bantu languages is the surface structure

realizations of these Cases. The semantic information carried by the

various prepositions in English tends be part of semantically complex

full verbs such as the fact that the component 'interior' is part of

the meanings of the prepositions in, into, through, and also the verbs

enter and contain. By the same token, we have,for instance, in Nyanja

the following verbs marked by their appropriate Cases:

-hkhala ('L') 'stay} 'live', 'sit'

-ima ('L') 'stand', 'stay'

-tsala ('L') 'remain', 'stay}

-coka ('S') 'leave'

-nyamuka ('S') 'leave1

-samuka ('S') 'leave for another place'

-fika ('G') 'arrive', 'reach' etc. (c.f. Salaun 1979)

What appears on the surface structure in Bantu languages in locative,

directional and extent predicates is, a set of three pre-prefixes -which

are commonly referred to as prepositions; i.e. pa-, ku-, and mu-.

Mann (1977:31) comments (with examples from Bemba):
'Another kind of pre-prefix that may be added to nominals is called
'locative' pre-prefix, because it oftens indicates place. KuLusaka
'to Lusaka', pakati 'in the middle' and mulibemba 'in the lake'
all begin with a locative pre-prefix. As well as place, these
pre-prefixes often refer to time or to various other special ideas'.
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In terms of componential definitions, these three locative pre-prefixes

would not be given precise independent specifications since they are

spread throughout the various elements of a sentence in different

allomarphs, e.g. pa- , apa+ surna„ (+ adjective 'a good place'),

apa 'at this place', apo, 'at that place', etc. The following loose

definitions may serve to distinguish these items in a general, way:

pa- 'proximity of Entity to static definite location (i.e.
exact place or time).'

ku- 'relative distance of dynamic indefinite Entity to location

(i.e. place in a general way)

mu- ' interiority of static or dynamic Entity within location

(ie. place or periods of time)

On the whole then, the semantic information carried by the verb seems

to be the determining factor with regard to which form may be used,

Mann (1977*32) again notes:

'The locative classes may mean either 'from', 'to', or 'at' a place,
depending on the verb- ukufuma kuLusaka 'to come from Lusaka', ukuya ku-
Lusaka 'to go to Lusaka', ukwikala kuLusaka 'to live in Lusaka'.

3.3.2. Tense and Aspect

As it is the case in English, an appeal to regularities of form

may be observed in the Bantu languages verb phrase in terms of a set of

agglutinative tense and aspect bound morphemes. Except in the cases of

imperatives, verbs in Bantu languages consist of a pronominal prefix,

a tense sign and a verb stem (i.e. root plus suffix). The following

examples (13) illustrate the basic paradigm (as in (6) in 3.3. above):
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(13) i.John a - la - ly - a. 'John eats',

ii. John a -li - ly - a. 'John ate'

iii. John a - ci - ly - a. 'John has eaten'

iv0 John a - li - ly - ile. 'John had eaten'

v. John a - lee - ly - a. 'John • is eating'

vi. John a - cilaa - ly - a. 'John -was eating'

vii. John a - ka - ly - a. 'John will eat'

In the examples in (13) the tense signs are ■underlined. We may summarize

the possible components of an affirmative verb in Bantu languages by

(lit-) below:

(14) +pronominal prefix + tense sign infix + verb root + verbal
suffix.

With regard to Tense (c.f. Mann (i 977J Table 1+ p.45~7), Bantu

languages as exemplified by Bemba have more means of expressing tenses

than exist in English by simply making use of the tense signs. As a

result of this procedure, we have in each of the temporal indexes, tQ
and t. a subdivision of tense distinctions as in Table 3»5s

x

Table 3.5» Tense distinctions in Bemba

[locative [this time]] e.g. John a -a-ly-a.

[locative [proximity to this]time] ..a-ci-ly-a

[locative [anterior of this]time] .. a-li-ly-2:
[locative [anterior of that]time] .. a-a-ly-ile.

t. = t
x o

t- < toX o

t. > t
X o

[locative[posterior of that]time] ...a-ka-ly-a.
[locative[posterior of this]time] ...a-alaa-ly-a
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3.5.3. Relativization and Complementation

In this study we take the view that both English and Zambian Bantu

languages have mechanisms of constructing complex sentences by the

recursive processes of embedding. As Katz and Postal (1 964:43)

have posited, it must be a property of all natural languages to contain

some means of recursive expansions:

'We specify further that all syntactic components contain among

the nonterminal symbols of the phrase structure subpart a specified
set of constituents including at least two, called Relative (Rel)
Complement (Comp).'

It is outside the scope of this study to undertake a contrastive study

of the Bantu languages and English, and what may be said here is just to

suggest that both languages have similar ways of constructing complex

structures employing somewhat similar mechanisms at the deep structure

level, but the surface manifestations of these processes are different,.

We have already noted above, one feature of Bantu languages

(3.5.2.) which is absent in English is that these languages are said

to be agglutinative. This feature of agglutination may be employed

in constructing complex structures based on verbal forms and the set

of bound morphemes which go up to make the total verb phrase. The

following example, illustrates this process; (15):

(15) i. ba-ka-lya 'they-will-eat1

ii. a-ba-ka-lya 'they-who-will-eat'
sic:

iii. a-ba-sha-ka-lye ' they-who-not-vri.il-eat* -p no^- eat)

iv0 e-ba-sha-ka-lye 'they-are-the-ones-who-will-not-eat'

v. tee-ba-sha-ka-lye 'they-are-not-the ones-who-will-not-eat'

vio tee-ku-ba-sha-ka-lye 'it-is-not-to-the cnes-who-will-not-eat'
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1o Relativization markers

The Bantu languages feature of agglutination is not the only major

point of difference "between English and Bantu languages with regard the

mechanisms of constructing complex sentences. Bantu languages have a good

deal more formal markers of relativization. For example, in the Bemba
tLAt

language there^as many forms as there are class markers of nominal
pre-prefixes. There are also different sets used when the head nominal

is used as subject and when it is used as object (Hock 1974:220, Table xv).

Examples (16) and (17) illustrate the use of different forms in the

subject and object positions respectively:

(16) Umuntu uu-wafwile mailo ali niHwinemushi.

The main who died yesterday was the. village Headman.

(17) Tabalashika ulya umuntu uo ali nihwinemushi.

They not (yet) buried the man who was the village Headman.

2. Complementizers

Complementation in Bantu languages is formally marked by Complementi¬

zers, except that there is no single form that expresses the notion of

'Pos—ing'. The equivalent forms in Bemba for the English types are

as follows:

Examples

'that' — 'ukuti' or 'pakuti' Nde tontonkanya ukuti imfula ileisa .

I think that it is going to rain.

'for — to' 'ico' or 'pantu' Cabipa sana pantu Mwinemushi naafwa.

It is very bad that the Village Head-
is dead.

The possessive form equivalent is formed by the vowel ga and the concord

prefix of the preceding noun; and it thus differs according to the classes

of nounso
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CHAPTER POUR

5LICITATION INSTRUMENTS. DESIGN AND PHOT TESTING

. Introduc tion

In this chapter, we present the design of the research project.

Three Elicitation Instruments are described for the collection of

data for each of the three grammatical areas investigated0 These are

i) Task I: spatial and temporal prepositions, ii) Task II: Tense and

Aspect distinctions, and iii) Task III: relativiz&tion and complementa¬

tion. Tasks I and II axe five - item multiple-choice elicitation

techniques; i.e. the subjects are requested to fill in blanks using

a set of contrasting options or variants in a contextualized sentence.

Task III is in tie form of recorded sentences and subjects are simply

requested to repeat each of the sentences which they hear and then

have b their responses recorded on another tape recorder.

The sources and types of subjects . who are to tatke part in the field-

work are described with particular reference to one source of variation.

This main source of variation is hypothesized to be Time at three points

on a continuum, and these points are indicated by Grades 1+, 5 and 6.

Other social and psychological parameters as sources of variation are

reported to be in existence and are to be fully described in a later

chapter.

Finally, a brief description of Pilot Testing and Item Analysis

is reported on in terms of Facility Values and Discrimination Indexes,

I*
^ (i.e. Point-biserial Coefficients of Correlation). On the basis

of the findings of Pilot Testing, the data are expected to be valid.
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4o1 o Slicitation Instrument Task I; Prepositions

The starting- point in the construction of an Slicitation Instrument

for spatial and temporal prepositions was a detailed examination of a

number of available lists of 'Error Analyses' (e.g, Mukama et al 1976)

in order to establish a new list of items which may be said to constitute

a representative sample of an area of difficulty for Bantu learners of

English, As was expected, we discovered no detailed list of items with

an adequate formal syntactic and semantic description, and consequently we

had to rely on. casual observations to delimit the items needed for a

deeper investigation. Attempts to supplement the list by collecting

freely spoken and written data were made, but it was found that only the

upper end of the continuum, i.e» subjects with secondary and tertiary

education, would be involved in the study. It was then decided that an

elicitation instrument be constructed to serve as a kind of proficiency

test-, i.e. anelicitation -procedure to enable us to establish the state of

knowledge of any given random group of learners at different stages of

learning. The only assumption we made, following Corder's (1974) suggestion,

was that the learner's Competence may be constructed from his performance

on an elicitation battery task.

4,1.1. Elicitation Instrument Task I Items

In the-previous chapter, we presented a list of the items to be

investigated, i.e. Table 3.1• (p.66). Now, in view of the linguistic

description of the domains of occurrence and componential definitions of

each of the items, our list may be expanded as in Table 4.1. in which

the complete list of the items is given in terms of functions and basic

meanings. In the Table, subscript ^ refers to time reference ( i.e.
to temporal uses of a subset of some of the items)} and subscript ^
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Table 4.1« List of Task I Items

above by1 in since

across by2 (=TR) through

after during into to

along for on1 t0TR
at forTR on2 (=TR) under

at
TR

from out of until

before fromTR over

behind from.,
a

past

> 1

to the in.terpreta.tion of directional extent sentences of the "special

use of 'from ....to' as in (1) below:

(1 ) Princes Street goes from Waterloo Place to ShandwicK. Place.

[p-obj ['E' ['S' ['L'[Waterloo Place]'place']] ['G'['L'[Shand-
wick Place ]'pla.ce']}]

For each of the items we constructed two sentences in which items were

missing followed by five alternative completions, i.e. we designed a

multiple-choice discourse-completion type of elicitation instrument

(c.f. Levenston and 31um 1979). Each set of sentences in the Elicitation

Instrument may be considered as a discourse i.ea a coherent stretch of

writing which contains enough information to enable the reader to supply

the situational context in which it took place. In other words, there

was a reasonable degree of coherence and potential contextualization for

each missing preposition to enable the subject to select an appropriate

choice for each blank:(See Appendix I for complete list of sentences used).
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It can be argued that the five-item multiple-choice completion task

might be too difficult for subjects at the lower end of the continuum

with regard to more reading time and memory retention. However, what

was at issue in the Task was not whether an item was right or wrong in

the normative sense but whether the subject felt that the best item in

terms of his own intuitions had been chosen to fill in the blank0 In a

word, it was a question of giving an individual an opportunity to display

variation with respect to the use of the prepositions in the locative,

extent and directional predicates at a given point in time and the

prevailing state of his knowledge of the second language. Nevertheless,

an inference had been made in previous error analyses that the same

individual learner sometimes replaces the specifier element of the

locative, extent or directional predicate with an item bearing a wrong

deep case marking, or with an item containing more or less components

of semantic information with regard to spatial and to temporal relations

of physical objects or events and states. It was hoped that this kind

of principled variation would emerge in any subject who completed the

Task without a fixed time limit and had a certain amount of reading

ability (c.f. Sharma 1973)®

4.1.2e Vocabulary Control

The target of our investigation was the use of a set of spatial

and temporal prepositions by subjects whose command of the target language

varied from that of a few lexical items to that of a limited stock of

vocabulary items and structures compiled in a word list called the Z.P.C.

Writers Guide Word List. It was, therefore, decided that vocabulary

control of all content words in the Hicitation Instrument sentences

was necessary. Pirst, we made a survey of the English teaching used in
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Grades IV, V and VT in order to obtain model sentences and vocabulary

items frequently employed in the class readers and teachers' handbooks

(c<>fo Chishimba 1979). Then, the Z.P.C. Writers Guide Word List was

consulted to ensure that most of the words used in the Elicitation

Instrument would be those that would have been taught by the end of

Grade IV, Term 2 (the time at which our fieldwork would take place in

terms of the Zambian school calendar). The few vocabulary items that

remained without control consisted of those of common Zambian local

names, flora and fauna, national events and traditional African items,

4,1,3o Construction of alternative choices in each frame

The construction of each set of alternatives for an item was governed

by predetermined considerations of the differences in error types and

variants that had been known to occur at different grades, IV, V, and VI

which may be assumed to be both quantitative and qualitative. Quanti¬

tatively, the number of error types and variants were expected to be

more or less randomly distributed as a function of Grade, i,e, more

random choices in the lower Grade and less in the higher Grades, Quali¬

tatively, the options in alternative choices were categorized according

to one of four broad areas which contributed different types of rule

violations, i.e., higher order constituents or surface structure substi¬

tutions. The four broad areas were as follows; (the number in square

brackets refers to actual item in Elicitation Instrument, Appendix I):

a. Contrast between spatial reference and temporal reference, as

in (2)

the teacher when he faces the classroom

[3]
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b0 Choice of a different deep Case marking for an item that occurs
in only one type of predicate, i.e. locative, extent or directional

predicate, e.g. (3)

in

(3) Jelita ■washed the uniform / } a. bucket of -water„ [5]
* to

c0 Contrast between two items, one requiring a dynamic interpretation
and the other a static one, as in (4)

/^at \(4) When Jane goes to school, she walksi \the path across the farm.
lalong/ [31]

do Choice of precise locative, directional, or extent specifications

involving indirect ordering relationships with those requiring
direct or less specific specifications, as in (5)

/♦at \
(5) The smoke from the bush fire ms( \ the trees. [42]

\ aboveJ

It was hypothesized that each of these four types of alternative

choices would be treated differently by individual subjects and that the

decrease in frequencies would be a function of closeness to target

language norms. For example, it was expected that set a would decline

sharply with an increase in Grade since all the options under this set

were meant to act as distractors. Set d was expected to be more resilient

to change since one of its characteristics was underspecification ( which

is an aspect of simplification) and this may be interpreted as a communi¬

cation strategy in which use is made of known items in contexts where

more precise spatial or temporal specifications are required. The result

of the choice of options in set d ,in this instance,may not necessarily

lead to a serious error but to a reduction in meaning leading to vagueness.
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4.1.4. Discourse-Completion Context Sentences

Each of the sentences containing the blank to be filled in by one

of the five choices was contextualized, i.e. it was preceded by one or

two sentences providing extra semantic information that was essential

to an unambiguous interpretation of the target item. The rationale

behind this format was that the subject should be presented with a short

text or piece of discourse describing a complete situation, activity

or state. The length of each text was tailored to what the subjects had

already encountered in the form of what is referred to as Controlled

Writing (Z.P.C. Teachers Handbook: Reading). For instance, (5) above

had the following as contextual sentences:

'Last year, a big bush fire came near Mumbi's village.
Mumbi saw the smoke first. The smoke ' [42]

In this case we had a well known character from the pupils' reading

materials experiencing a phenomenon, viz; witnessing a bush fire.

The appropriateness of the choice of above in this context is simply

that this item is used to indicate a locative relation between two

objects neither of Yihich is a location object (Jessen 1975:48). In a

word, given two objects X and Y where X is the object to be located

and Y the reference object, above as the location relational element

indicates an indirect relation by specifying an ordering relation between

X's unspecified direct location and that of Y (the reference object)

with respect to a third implicit or explicit location in the situation.

In this example (5) we have the spatial orientation of the location

object, smoke (X), and the reference objects, trees (Y) with an explicit

source, fire. Fig. 4.1. depicts these relationships, and conveys the
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this kind of information:

[as observed by Mumbi [X be ['locative'[higher of Y]'place']]]

If the choice at were made in this situation, we would lose a lot

of information, since at is used to indicate a direct locative

relationship in which the object identified by the complement of the

locative preposition functions as both the location object and the

reference object (Jessen 1975J46).

location object

smoke (X)
/v-

Mumbi

Expriencer of the phenomenon

trees (Y)
reference object

A

fire (source)
3rd explicit location

Fig: 4.1o Indirect ordering relationships of the item 'above'.

It was this kind of reasoning which compelled us to include context sente¬

nces in the elicitation of all items. It is obvious that this infor¬

mation cannot be conveyed adequately in one sentence. Unfortunately,

it was not possible to provide equivalent contextual information for

all items, but it was hoped that the more elaborate and the less elaborate

proceeding sentences were counterbalanced across the entire Task.
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4.2. XLicitation Instrument Task II: Tense and Aspect

The methodological considerations applied in the construction of the

SLicitation Instrument Task I were replicated in the design of the

second feature of our empirical investigation. As 'was the case with

Task I, we had to start with mere lists of what are commonly referred

to as common errors in the use of Tense by Bantu learners of English.

In fact, the special contribution of aspect as a source of difficulty

is hardly ever mentioned. The question of vocabulary control arose in

this case as well, and we applied similar procedures in selecting only

the content words that would have been taught by the time we carried

out our fieldworko

Ao201o Elicitation Instrument Task II Items

In the previous chapter, we established a combined table of Tense

and Aspectual distinctions which are a focus of our attention, i.e. Table

3.3„ (p.89 ). Table 4.2. below restates these distinctions:

Table 4.2. List of Task II Items
-

1
1
1

1. Simple Present: i) iterative interpretation ;
i

ii) stative interpretation j
i
i
i

2. Simple Past: i) Past regular (-ed)
i

ii) Past irregular j
i
i
1

3. Future Time expressions: i) 'will + Verb J
i

ii) 'Be going to + Verb' j
i
i
i

Present Perfect 5. Past Perfect ]
I
I
I

6. Present Progressive 7. Past progressive j
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Unlike Task I sets of sentences, 6 sentences were constructed for each

of the seven items listed in Table 4,2, (See Appendix II for the complete

list of sentences). The five item multiple-choice design was retained

but the predetermined considerations with regard to differences in error

types and variants were, of course, quite different,

Ao2,2, Construction of alternative choices in each frame

In this Task, it was also assumed that error types and variants

would be both quantitatively and qualitatively different across the

three Grades, Each grammatical feature was considered as a subtest with

six items giving rise to the following distributional possibilities:

6 frames with 6 target choices,
A x 6 = 24 alternative choices consisting of

error types and variants.

The main subdivisions of error-types and variants were along the

following general categories:

a, Uninflected Form: i,e, the use of the unmarked main verb

without any auxiliary as in (6) in the context t. = t [iterative]

eats \
(6) John / \ nsima every evening.

\*eat I
b. Change of Tense: in contexts where the Non-present (i,e, t^ < tQ)

was specified, alternative choices containing Present (including
t^ > t ) were included as change of tense errors or variants,
as in (7)

(7) Context: t^ < tQ ['L'[last week]'time']
/ S3-W \Chimuka / \ some hippos by the river side, [ 12]\ S6SS /
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Similarly, in contexts in which Present (i.e. t^ = t ) was
specified, alternatives containing Non-Present forms (including

t^ > tQ) were included as change of tense error-types or variants
as in (8)

(8) Context: t. = t ['L*[nowadays]'time']
/ lives\

Chimuka / > in Lusaka with his uncle. [23]
\* lived,

- Progressive Aspect: this set of alternative choices contained

instances in which stative verbs were made to occur in the

Progressive Aspect, and non-stative verbs in contexts of
temporariness (or actions in progression) were made to contain
a path expression. The result of choosing alternatives in this
set gave rise to presence or absence of progressive aspect error-

types or variants e.g. (9) and (10)

(9) Context: t^ = t (stative), ['L*[this]'time'] (='now')
knows \

Bwalya ^ \ how to ride his new bicycle. [30]
* is knowing/

(10) Context: t^ < t (Progressive), ['L'[many years ago]'time']

(was travelling^\along the Zambezi River
* travels /

when he found the Victoria Palls. [20]

d.- Perfective Aspect: this set of alternatives contained error

-types or variants which occurred when a non-perfec tive choice
was selected in a context requiring a Perfective form, and
when a perfective form was selected in a context not specified
with perfective aspect, as in (it) and (12)

(11) Context: t. = t ['S'['L'[Tuesday]'time']]
/ has been y\Jelita is ill and she / ^ , . \ in hospital since Tuesday.
\ xs being / ^

*is
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(12) Context: t^ = t ['L'[this]'tine'] (='now')
is looking

for the lion around the bush now.

[1]

e„ Change of Voice: All the target sentences in the Slicitation
were in the active Voice. A set of alternative choices was

included with a form of EE and a Past Participle, which, if

they were selected, would give a Passive interpretation to the
sentence. This category of alternative choices gave rise to

change of Voice error-types or variants, e.g. (13)

f, Ungrammatical verbal sequences: this set of choices consisted

of a collection of serious error-types which could not be assigned
to any of the other categories above. Various ungrammatical
verbal sequences were strung together, and were designed specifically
to act as distractors. The following were some of the strings
used:

(13) Context: t^ < t ['L1 [anterior of this]'time']

a cat

i) to + V (infinitive)

ii) to + V + -ing (=infinitive + Progressive Marker)

iii) have+ -ing (=mixture of two Aspects)

iv. Be + V + -ing (unmarked Aux + Progressive Marker)

v0 V + -ing (=non-finite verb)

vi0 V + -en (=non-finite participle)

vii. will + V + -ing (=Modal + Progressive Marker)

viiio Going + V + -ing (=non-finite future time expression).
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2f.2„3o Discourse -Completion Context Sentences

As had "been the case for Task I (sub-section A.1.4.) each of

the target sentences containing the blank to be filled in by one of
the five choices was contextualized, i.e. it was preceeded by one

or two sentences providing extra information for an unambiguous

interpretation of the target item (or items). The importance of this

contextualization has been illustrated for each of the examples given

in the previous sub-section ( Examples (6) - (13)0

In English, it is the case that temporal relations and temporal

specification are realized both grammatically and lexically and also

by expressions intermediate between these two extremes. In this study,

we are primarily interested in the small closed set of morphological

contrasts correlating in some way with temporal deixis constituting the

grammatical category of Tense. Now, there is the rich open system

comprised of temporal adverbials ('yesterday', 'soon', 'tomorrow', etc.)

or syntagmatic constructions based on temporal noun phrases and/or

temporal prepositions and conjunctions, ('last week','since yesterday',

'for three days', 'until next week', etc.) It was this 'open-system

that was used in providing intra-sentential contexts (lessen 1975*'I8A)
for the target sentences used in the Elicitation Instrument Task II„

Secondly, Aspectual distinctions were considered to be the

linguistic reflex of the nature of the situation being described or

characterized and not entirely the feature of the verbal sequence alone.

In this regard, we adopted Vendler's (1967) classification of predications

in four types: i) activity, ii) accomplishment, iii) achievement and

iv) stative0It was then noted that types (iii) and (iv) could not occur in

the progressive aspecto On the whole, no objective criterion was used

in establishing contextual clues for aspectual distinctions.
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4.3 <> Elicited Imitation Task 111: Relativization and Complementation

Par this area of investigation we used an entirely different

elicitation technique from the other two areas0 The nature of the

features under consideration necessitated the use of a technique which

does not involve looking at specific items or forms "but at the structure

of the entire sentence. The technique we adopted here is called 'Elicited

Imitation' and as an experimental technique it merely involves subjects in

repeating a model utterance. According to Swain, Dumas & Naiman (1974:72)

Elicited Imitation is said to occur in an experimental situation during

which subjects are requested to repeat a model sentence constructed in

in order to include specific grammatical structures. It is also required

that the sentence to be repeated be suffiently long to avoid quick

memorization of the utterance. It is believed that imitation of supra-

span sentences involves both decoding and encoding, and as such is a

valid source of information about productive competence and a conservative

estimate of comprehension competence. Naiman (1974) justifies the

use of this technique as follows:

'By using imitation with young children in the process of learning
a second language, one would be able to collect controlled and
useful data on the linguistic system of the child, both comprehension
and production in the second language. Data of this type would
be indispensable to theorists interested in building and verifying
theories of second language acquisition. If sentences to be imitated
have been systematically selected the children's repetitions would
provide data for the description of the language system of the

second language learner' (Naiman 1974:5)°

The rationale behind the use of Elicited Imitation has been our

belief in the probability that for a language learner to imitate a
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sentence which is "beyond his immediate memory span, he must "be able

to comprehend the grammatical structures present in the model sentence.

In order to repeat the sentence, once he has comprehended it, the subject

must encode the utterance according to his own grammatical system. Thus,

the production system he uses for the encoding of the repetition may

be identical to or at variance with the one that was exemplified in

the model sentence. In this regard,Markman, Spilka & Tucker (1975)

suggested that sentence recognition and imitation are filtered through

the individual's productive system. Prom this,. it is inferred that

sentences similar in form to a speaker's linguistic - production system

output should be relatively easy to recognize and imitate since they

are easily coded, or made sense of on the basis of familiarity; and

conversely, that sentences different from a speaker's normal output

(i.e. sentences which deviate from the individual's personal grammar)
would be relatively difficult to imitate.

4.3.1. Slicitation Instrument Task III Items (see Appendix III)

In the Third Chapter (section 3.4.) we outlined the main sentence

types which we are investigating. For Relativization, Table 3.4.

presents the four types of sentences which are a focus of our attention,

and these are summarized in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3. Types of Relative Clause containing sentences

- j
i

1.Subj NP: SO: 'The bone that the dog picked was in the kitchen' [5] j
i

2.Subj HP: SS: "The train which arrives at midday will be ten. minutes'
Tate today1 [ 2] j

3.0bj NP: OS: 'Robert watched the football match which was clayed
on Sunday' [7l j

4. Obj NP:00: 'Jane drank the tea that Mary had made' [ 331 j
i
)
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For each of these four types, of relative clause containing sentences

five sentences were constructed modelled along similar lines. As

in 'all the other Tasks, vocabulary was carefully controlled to suit

all the levels of the target subjects used in the study.

With regard to Complementation, three types of complement structures

were identified in the previous Chapter (sub-section 3o4.2.) and these

are given in Table 4.4. below in terms of complementizers:

Table A.4. Types of Complement Clause containing sentences

1. 'that' :'John knows that lions can kill people in the game park' [3]

2. 'for o. to':'It is not good for grandfather to remain alone in
the village' [32]

3» 'Poss ...-ing' I like my father's owning a very big shop in the
town centre'[28]

For each of these three types of complement clause containing sentences

six sentences were constructed employing similar structural patterns.

Together with the sentences with relative clauses there was now a

set of complex sentences in which each sentence type formed a subtest

of 6 items in the case of complementation and 5 items in the case of

relativization. Altogether,the Elicitation Instrument contained 38 items.

4o3o20 Sentence Length and effects of Short--Term Memory

It was noted in the previous Chapter (sub-section 3°4o ) that

some aspects of formal linguistic complexity may be relevant to the

study of how learners master simple and complex sentences. It could

be the case that many sentences that superficially appear complex, i.e.
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contain more than one clause, may "be derivationally shallower than

simple sentences that may he complex at an underlying level. What we may

in fact be concerned with in this regard is sentence length in terms of

morphemes, syllables, or'words'; and the interplay of this on Short-Term

Memoryo For instance, Zngve (i960) postulated the depth hypothesis which

claimed that a central short - term memory with a depth of about seven

items, possibly identical to the memory which is used in the immediate

recall of random digits and unconnected words, is operative in dealing

with conplex linguistic structures. His model also correctly predicted

that speakers should have no difficulty producing 'progressive* i.e.

'right - branching' structures - since they impose no burden on short-

term memory. These structures are exemplified by Sub j NP;OS sentences

in our study. Conversely, Yngve's model predicted that 'regressive'

i.e.'left - branching^ structures would be more difficult to process,

since they require items to be held in short -term memory for a time

before being processed. Examples of these structures are the Subj KP: SO

in our study.

'What constituted 'supra-memory span' sentences for our study was,

thus, highlighted by considerations such as those in the previous

paragraph. We noted that Naiman (1 974:7) used sentences in French which

were all 15 syllables long. In our case, the mean length of sentences

we constructed wan 12.05 words and 15.69 syllables. We reserved the

right to lengthen or shorten any of the sentences after we had carried

out some Pilot Tests and had analysed preliminary results from these

tests. However, in order to build aspects of variability in the length

of sentences, we freely let the number of syllables, for instance,

range between 12 and 18, so that 15.69 was the mean of a wide margin.
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4„4o Subjects,

An important aspect of the design of this study is that it is

cross-sectional.The reason -why we can say that the study is cross-

sectional is that the Elicitation Instruments we have described in

the preceeding sections' could be said to contain sets of language

items which are said to pose difficulty in the cognitive functioning

of Bantu learners of English at various Grades or stages of exposure

to the second language„ It is assumed that the acquisition of each of

of the three > features, i„e0 Spatial and Temporal preposition, Tense

and Aspect distinctions, and Relativization and Complementation Processes

and their attributes spread variably through the Zambian primary school

pupils, both in the speech or writing of individual pupils, and in that

of the whole group,, However, the systematicity and variability might

be noted in certain syntactic and semantic changes over time (i.e„ at

each Grade as an Index of timey In view of this, it was then decided

that a cross-section through Time should be taken, and a constant interval

of time be sliced and subjects who. had been exposed to English as a

medium of instruction for 4, 5 &nd 6 years could then be sampled,,

In pratice, the subjects who took part in our data collection for

this study were drawn from 9 Lusaka primary schools; namely, Lusaka Girls,

Lusaka Boys, Lusakasa (Libala), Chilenje B, Kaunda Square, Chelston,

Chibelo, Kasamba (hatero) and Chawama0 The choice of these schools was

made to reflect as widely as possible all sectors of the Zambian primary

school population,, No random sampling was done, but the schools were

selected at random from the available list of established primary schools

at the Lusaka Urban District Education Offices,, Then, each of the 9

primary schools was requested to provide us with 15 pupils, five from
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each of the Grades, 4, 5 and 6.

We discovered that a substantial proportion of the pupils in

Grades 5 and 6 were repeaters, i.e. they had previously attempted the

Grade 7 examination but had not been selected to go for further education.

These pupils had been, for some unknown reasons, allowed to re-enroll

at a lower grade so as to resit the Grade 7 secondary school selection

examination. We decided that these subjects should be removed from our

investigation since they did not fit into our Time dimension cross-

sectionally0 Also excluded from our study were those Grade 4 subjects

whose reading ability was questionable, and would have, thus, failed

to complete all the items in the elicitation instruments in spite of

being allowed simple time in which to do so. These exclusions reduced

our potential number of 135 subjects to 121, and these had the following

characteristics displayed in Table 4o5. below.

Table 4o5« Characteristics of subjects

'

Grade: 4 5 6 Total

| 39 40 42 121

Sex: | M F M 1 M F

! 23 16 21 19 19 23 121
_ i ___ i

Age: 8-10 yrs 11 - 13 yrs 14-16 .yrs

49 40 52 121

(Mean: 11.5 yrs)

A full list of other extra-linguistic characteristics were obtained

and these sire described in Chapter 7.



4<>5o Pilot Testing; and Item Analysis

When the target population of the subjects had been ascertained,

the Elicitation Instruments were administered to a representative sample

of 21+ subjects, for Tasks I and II, and 12. subjects,for Task III, These

trial attempts were meant to serve as our Pilot Tests, and the results

from these tests were then used for item analysis. Por this exercise,

the Elicitation Instruments were treated as if they were conventional

discrete point tests. The rationale behind the item analysis was the

improvement of total—score reliability and total-score validity of

the target language options among the five-item multiple - choices for

Tasks I and H, and accuracy of repetition of the various sentence

structures of varying length for Task III. We wanted to be sure that

all the sets of choices and different sentence types were functioning

- that they were doing something for us in the way of providing variability

among the options or sentence types or at least making a contribution

toward that end.

^-05o1 o Facility Values

The first thing we wanted to know was the difficulty level of the

items or the popularity level of each item answered in the keyed -

direction or in the case of Task IH repeated accurately0 In this context

'popularity' refers to the extent to which Pilot Test subjects chose

the target language option or repeated sentence types accurately. To

this end, we then calculated the Facility Value of each item using the

formula:

100 /N, where B represented the subjects answering the item
in the keyed - direction and N the number of subjects

attempting the item»
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of
The results these calculations are given in Appendix IV as Tables

K

IV.1 (Task i), IV.2 (Task II), and IV.3 (Task Hi), A summary of

these results is given in Table 4.6. below.

Table A.6s Facility Values summary statistics

Task I II III

Average Facility Value 62 51

_____ —

61

Facility range 59 56 50

Standard deviation 18 14 15

4.5.2. Discrimination Index (rpbi)
The second statistic we performed on the Pilot Test results was the

Discrimination Index. This was a measure of the extent to which each

item answered in the target language norm or repeated accurately in the
(jOiih

case of Task III discriminated between subjects^ high target language
options or repetitions and those with low choices or less repetitions,

i.e. with mare variants and error-types. The formula for calculating

the Discrimination Index we used was of the Point - biserial Coefficient

of Correlation (rpbi) for each item (Guilford Sc. Fruchter 1978:308). The

formula r^,^ may be expressed as follows:

MR - MT

^ / P
^ 1 - p where MR is the mean score for subjects

choosing the target language option, MT the mean of the total Pilot
Test subjects, ST the standard deviation of all the scores for all
subjects, and p the proportion choosing the target language option.
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The results of these calculations are given together with Facility

Values in Appendix IV as Tables IV.1, IV.2 and I/.3. A summary of

these results is given in. Table 4o7o below.

Table A.7: Summary of Point-biserlal Coefficients of Correlation.

1

■~--Ja.sk | I II HI

i11H////
i

1

Average rpbi j o52 .54 .61

rPbi range i .52 o56 .37

Standard deviation : .13 014 .10
i

Ao5o3. Summary of Pilot Test Results

4o5.3o1o Tasks I and II

The results of the 24 Pilot Test subjects (8 subjects from each

of the Grades, 4, 5 and 6) were in terms of the use of target language

variants or answering in the keyed - direction. When this was done, it

was observed in our five - item design the validity of the notion

right or wrong response was questionable, and that an a -priori scoring

formula was necessary for an accurate interpretation of the results.

According to Guilford & Fruchter (1978:453) the rationale behind

a priori scoring formulas is a priori reasoning about chance success

and the need for correcting for it0 In the Slicitation Instruments,

Tasks I and II, we had a five alternative situation and the assumption

was that a subject who did not know the target language variant would

guess at random. 'When the subject guessed, the probability of filling
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in the target language variant was „20o Thus, the following stock

scoring formula was used:

W
S = R -

k - 1

where R = number of target language

choices, W = number of non-target responses or variants (not
including omitted items), and K = 5, i0e0 the number of our
alternative responses to each item0

In our situation, the formula reduced to

S = R
W

4

The results obtained with a priori correction for guessing are

are summarised in Tables 4.8Q and 4.9o for Tasks I and II respectively«

Table 4<.8; Summary of Pilot Test Results: Task I

.GRADE

T

4

Lowest score afo 10.4o/o 12.5%

X score

Highest score

Standard deviation
L_

35.8^

89.6/0

22.4

57o8/4

91.7/2

23.3

12.8/°

95.8/2

17.2
— 1

4.5o3o20 Task III

The procedure used in testing Task HI items necessitated a different

scoring technique. The sentences for this Task were recorded onto a tape

recorder (Uher 4000 Report L) with sufficient time between the sentences
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Table 4.9: Summary of Pilot Test Results: Task II

"^--^GRADE ! ^ 5 6

*"*
■*«

Lowest score o.cr/o 0.0% 34.5^

X score \ 30.1% 50.3% 69 o 6^

Highest score 61.3% 64.3/o 94.

Standard deviation 7.3 9.6 7.1

Table 4.10: Summary of Pilot Test Results: Task III.

h

GRADE 4 5

—

T
I
I

6 !
i
i
i

"1
i
i

Lowest score i 2J?c 48/2
i

36/2 j
1
1

X score i h2% 16%

1
!

i
1
1

Highest score i 63% 96%

1
1

Q8% j
1

Standard deviation i 19.6 23.3.

1

23.3 I
1
1
1
1
I
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for the subject's response,, Each subject was tested individually

and the responses were recorded onto a second tape recorder 'which was

placed as unobtrusively as possible. When the responses were transcribed,

a score of 3 given for an accurate repetition of the model sentence

but -, a score of 2 was given for responses in which part of the

sentence was rendered in the subject's own words or paraphrases, and

finally a score of 1 was given in instances in which the subject partially

gave a response containing at least half of the message content of the

model sentence o We thus had a scale for each item ranging from 0 for

no response to 3 for accurate repetitions „ The scores from the 12

Pilot Test subjects, 4 from each of the Grades 4, 5, and 6 are summarised \n

Table 4o10„ on the previous page.

4.5=4. Discussion of Pilot Test findings

The results of the Pilot Tests and the consequent item analysis

confirmed a number of our preconceptions about the suitability of the

two techniques of data collection in our fieldwork exercise. The follo¬

wing are some of the main findings which emerged:

(1 ) All the three Slicitation Instruments were found to be

relatively objective in application to a wide cross-section

of Zambian English language learners at various levels of

an interlanguage continuum;

(2) The subjects raised no objections with regard to reading

difficulty and length of Tasks I and II, and with regard to

the comprehension of the model sentences of Task III, and from

this observation, it was concluded that vocabulary was not

a major source of variation;
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(3) The Facility Values and the Dicrimination Indexes showed

that the data were capable of displaying maximal variation

across all subjects, and that there was no need to reject

any of the Elicitation Instruments items on account of being

too difficult or too easyj

(4) The distribution of error--types or variants in each of the

Slicitation Instruments confirmed our initial hunches that

there would be patterned variation and not a random choice of

distractors, in the case of Tasks I and II, and that sentence

types of Task III would display variable encoding and decoding

processesj

(5) The developmental nature of the data displayed at the three

pointsin time (i0eo Grades) indicated to us that data obtained

by these means could be said to be valid, i.e., the data would

tell us something of the linguistic competence of Bantu learners

of English under investigation.,

With all these considerations in mind, it was then decided that

Elicitation Instruments were appropriate for our fieldwork. Very few

alterations were made to the, original formats used for Pilot Testing

and the main data collection.,

4o6<> Administration of Slicitation Instruments

Pilot Testing of the materials was conducted in July 1980 at the

University Zambia Institute for African Studies,, After the validation

of the instruments, the Investigator accompanied by a trained research

assistant made appointments to administer the Tasks in 9 Lusaka primary
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schools. The subjects from each school, five from each of the three

Grades (4, 5» afid 6) were as much as possible selected randomly and

assembled at one place within the school premises, usually the school

library or a senior teacher's office,, The purpose of the investigation

was explained to them and it was emphasized that the study had nothing

to do with their assessment individually. They were also told not to

take part if they felt coerced in any way. Thus, the testing was done

voluntarily and quite informally. Most of the explanations and instructions

were given by the research assistant and the subjects were not aware

of who was in fact conducting the investigation. The administration

of the Tasks took place in August 1980 during the second half of the

second term of the primary school calendar. For the written Tasks (i.e.

I and II) there was no time limitation imposed for the completion of

the exercise, and completion times ranged between 25 minutes and to

about an hour. After the Testing sessions all the subjects were

interviewed for specific background information which is fully analysed

in Chapter 7 as extra-linguistic variables.
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CHAPTER jTVB

PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS OF DATA AND ERROR ANALYSIS

5.1. Introduction

In the introductory chapter (Chapter One), we noted down four

questions (section 1.4.)which were said to "be pertinent in any attempt

to describe English in Zambia in its social context. This chapter addresses

itself to the first two of these questions which read as follows:

(a) What determines the differences in 'internal grammars' of second

language learners? and in particular in the English of Bantu speakers?

(b) What constitutes second language speech features? their syste-

maticity and variability?

We also noted that the research problem that arises when one approaches

questions such as these stated above was whether or not such questions

could be operationally defined, and the variables in which this were

done specified, quantified and tested. In the previous two chapters, the

variables which are central to our study have been specified, quantified

and tested. The objective of this chapter is. to give a preliminary analysis

of the data and specify further linguistic variables to be tested by

more accurate statistical techniques. However, before this task arises

we can now operationally define our working hypothesis which is tied

to these general questions and reads as follows (see Chapter One, section

1.5):

Hypothesis 1:0

'That the English of Zambian primary school pupils in Grades XV,
V, and VT differs variably but systematically from target language
normsI

This hypothesis is retricted in application to three areas of our

investigation, each of which in turn, giveia break down of the variables
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we are interested, in, viz:

HYP 1.1o A set of 30 spatial and temporal preposition uses in
the locative, extent or directional predicates;

HYP1 020 A set of y'priisary tense and aspect distinctions;

and, HYP1 .3. A set of 4 relative clause and 3 complement clause sentences
in elicited imitation0

In the next section (5.2) a preliminary check for the existence of

variation and variability in the data and in the distribution of subjects

will be made for each of the three areas investigated. This will be done

in order to justify our design of the study which is cross-sectional

and longitudinal with regard to three points in time (i.e. three tirades).

The next section will deal with aspects of the order of acquisition/

accuracy" of items in each area and check whether the discovered rank

orders are significantly similar to the official syllabus requirements

and gradings. Section 5.4 will examine the Correlation of subject orderings

by the Tasks.. Then, a detailed analysis of error-types and variants in

Tasks I and II will be made to a. set of operational hypotheses.

5»2o Determination of variation: preliminary analysis

5o201o HYP.1:Spatial and Temporal prepositions

The first step in our preliminary analysis of data was to ascertain

whether variation actually existed among the 30 items functionally defined

by componential analysis (see Table 3°2) and an employed in two sentences

of the Elicitation Instrument: Task I (see Apendix I). In each of the

occurrences of an item, it is expected that the item is functioning as

a specifier of a spatial or temporal locative, extent or directional
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predicateo The performances of all subjects with respect to whether

they used the target language variant or not were calculated for each

of the two occurrences of the prepositions. In other words, the extent

to which each preposition was filled in,in the keyed direction,were

calculated as a percentage of the total number of subjects. On the basis

of this calculation, the items were ranked in order of 'difficulty* or

acquisit ion/accuracy. Table 5.1 o displays these relative ranks. The

average performance of the subjects on each item was 64.7% with a range

of 48^ and standard deviation of 13«5^°. It is interesting to compare

these figures with those of the Facility Values and Facility range,

of 62 and 59 respectively, and standard deviation of 18 reported on

in the previous chapter (Table 4.6), obtained from. Pilot Testing. Since

some of the items were a great deal easier than others, the existence

of variation was expected to be present.

The second step was to examine the performance of each individual

subject with a priori correction for guessing (see sub-section 4.5#3

of the previous chapter). In this regard, a subject who scored 12 or

less out of a 60-item task could be said to have obtained the result

by random guessing. Thus, a score of, let us say, 15 would turn out

to be as follows if it -were corrected for guessing:

S=R-W = 15-^ = 3o8.
4 4

Adjustments were carried out on the score of each subject, and then

the subjects were ranked in order of proficiency on the task, or inversely

according to the least number of error-types or variants selected. Appendix

V.1 displays these results for all the 121 subjects.
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Table 5.1 i Rank ordering; of Task I Items: Prepositions

Preposition use Task Item Nos. % Subjects Rank ZPC R£

atTR 19 40 90o5 1 23

in 5 56 85.5 2 1

before 14 47 84.7 3 13

across 8 53 83.9 4 12

on2 18 45 79.8 5 2.5

after 25 34 78.9 6 18

"^TR 24 39 76.9 7 15.5

f0rTR 13 46 74.0 8 19

on^ 29 32 73.6 9 2.5
since 4 55 71.1 10 26

along 28 31 67.8 11 9

behind 3 60 66.9 12 6

at 2 59 65.3 13.5 23
out of 6 57 65.3 13.5 8

into 16 43 64.9 15.5 5
to 12 51 64.9 15.5 15.5
until 11 50 64.0 17 20

for 7 52 62.8 18 30
22 37 61 a2 19 10

during 9 54 58.3 21 21

from 26 35 58o3 21 27

through 17 44 58.3 21 25

by2 27 36 56.2 23 28

past 23 38 53.3 24 29

over 30 33 50.4 25 11

fromTR 20 41 46.7 . 26 15.5
under 10 49 45.9 27 4

fromE 15 48 44.6 28 15.5
above 21 42 43.4 29 7

b^1 1 58 4201 30 23
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Using data contained in Table V„1 . of Appendix V.1 the subjects

were grouped according to the three Grades and the frequency distribution

of their scores displayed as in Table 5.2. This was done to show whether

members of each Grade spread out across all performance levels. It can

be seen from Table 5.2. that although there were no Grade 6s in the

0-1%% range, the. distribution of subjects indicated a reasonable cross-

section of language learners at all levels of proficiency and could,

thus, be said to constitute a continuum, which is quite apparent from

a closer examination of subjects in Table V.1 of Appendix V.1.

Table 5.2: Frequency distribution of scores by Grades at 2C# intervals

GRADE A 5 6 TOTAL

n = 39 n = AO n = A2 121

N.

Performance level

A 80 - 100# 5.1# 22.5# 35.7# 21.5#

B 60 - 79# 10.3# ' .OJC\J A7.6# 27.5#

C AO - 59# 30.8# 52.5# 1A.3# 25.6#

D 20 - 39?° VOCO•o 12.5# 2.A# 1A.9#

E 0 _ 19?° 23.1# 10.0# O.C# 10.7#

A graphic representation of the data in Table 5.2. is given in

Fig. 5.1. on the following page.
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Subjects

Performance level

Fig 5A: Frequency polygons based on the data appearing in Table 3.2.
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5.2.2. HYP.2: Tense and Aspect

The first step here, as in the previous sub-section, was to ascertain

whether or not variation actually existed among and within the seven sub¬

tests of Task II which were defined functionally in terms of Tense and/or

Aspect. Sach of the 7 distinctions investigated here was expected to occur

in 6 contexts and,thus, the potential score for each subject on each item

(i0e0 sub-test) would range between 0 and 6. The performance of all

subjects was analysed and the frequency distribution of scores of the

context sentences were tabulated. Table 5»3o displays the results of these

tabulations; the Table also gives the rank orders of the items. The

rank orders were based on the percentage performance of all subjects on

each sub-test. The average performance of the subjects on each sub-test

was 51.7/£ with a range of 25.9^2 and standard deviation of 8.3/2. Now,

given that some sub-tests were a great deal easier than others, the

existence of variation was confirmed.

Table 5o5t Hank ordering of sub-tests: Tense and Aspect distinctions

Sub-test Task item Nos. % subjects Rank zfc :

Simple Past 5,12,19,26,33,40 64.5 1 1.5

Future exps 4,11,18,25,32,39 57o0 2 4

Past Perf 7,14,21,28,35,42 55o1 3 7

Present Perf 3,10,17,24,31,38 52.1 4 6

Simple Pres 2,9,16,23, 30,37 47.9 5 1.5

Past Prog 6,13,20,27,34,41 46.7 6 4

Present Prog 1, 8,15,22,29,36 38.6 7 1.5
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The second stage in this preliminary analysis of data v/as to examine

the performances of individual subjects with a priori correction for

guessing (see sub-section 4.5o3. Chapter Four)0 The subjects were, then,

ranked in order of proficiency on the Task. The ranks were tabulated in

descending order, and these are displayed in Table V. 2 of Appendix V„

Finally, we used data contained in Table V.2. of Appendix V.2 to

group subjects according to the three Grades and calculated the frequency

distribution of their scores. These tabulations are shown in Table 5.4

ard graphically displayed in Fig. 5o2° These calculations were done in

order to show whether members of each grade could be found at all stages

of the continuum. It can be observed from the Tables and the graph that

Grades 5 and 6 spread out evenly -throughout the entire continuum but Grade

4 members bunch at the bottom of the continuum with no members in the

80 - 10C# range. Nevertheless, the general picture that emerges is that

subjects do constitute a reasonable cross-section of language learners

at all levels of proficiency,,

Table 5.4: Frequency distribution of scores by Grades at 20/3 internals

| GRADE 4 5 6

I
I

TOTAL j
1 n = 39 n = 40 n = 42 121 i

i Performance level
i
i
i

| A 80 - 100# 0.0# 10.Q^ 28.6# 13.2# i
I

! B 60 - 75# 5° l/£ 27.5# 14.3/2 15=7# |
|

! C 40 - 5^ 7.7# 20.C# 31.0/o 19.8#
I

i D 20 - 39# 28.2/0 17.5# 19.0# 21.5#
' E 0 - 19# 59o Qyo 22.5# 7.1# 28.9#

I
I

_1
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Subjects

Performance level

Pig 5.2« Frequency polygons based on the data aprearing in Table
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5.203o HYP.5: Relativization and Complementation

5<.2.3«1° Relativization

The first thing we did was to check whether variation existed

among the four relative sentence types constituting the sub-tests which

formed part of Task III. As we noted in the previous chapter, sub-section

4.5o3o2, the scoring technique used for Task III involved the rating of

each item on. a four-point scale (i.e. 0 to 3). Now, given that each sub¬

test was elicited from a combined score of five sentences, the range of

scores on each sub-test was expected to be between 0 and 15o The number

of subjects who took part in Task III was 4-5 £rd was a representative

sub-sample of the total, number with 15 subjects from each of the three

Grades, 4, 5, a-nd 6. The performance of all subjects was analysed and

the frequency distribution of the scores were tabulated. Table 5°5<>

displays the results of the subjects' performance on each sub-test and

the relative ranks of the four relative sentence types. The average score

of all subjects on each sub-test was 61.7/^ with a range of 22/£ and a

standard deviation of 10.3/4 Prom the display of these data in Table 5«5,

it can be observed that a good deal of variation existed among the sub¬

tests since some were easier than others.

Table 5.5: Rank ordering of relative clause sentence types

Sentence Type Task Item Nos. % subjects Rank

Obj NP: OS 7,14,23,31,36 68.4 1

Obj NP: 00 9,16,25,33,37 66.1 2

Subj NP: SS 2,17,19,27,38 65.9 3

Subj NP: SO 5,12,21,29,35 46.4 4
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We then examined the performance of individual subjects to determine

■whether the subjects could be said to constitute a reasonable cross-section

of language learners at all levels of proficiency. Table VI.1 of Appendix

VI.1 displays the results of ranking the subjects in order of proficiency

in descending order. From these figures, we grouped the subjects according

to the three Grades and calculated the frequency distribution of their

scores. The results of these calculations are shown in Table 5.6 and.

graphically displayed in Fig 5<>3.

Table 5.6t Frequency distribution of scores by Grades at 20% intervals

^

i

/
/
/
/

/I
/
1
1
1
/
/ 1

4
n = 15

5
n = 15

6
n = 15

TOTAL

45

Performance level

•> oo0 1 O.Cf/o 26.?/o 33.?/° 20. C$2

B 60 - 7S/> 26.776 33.3% b-0.0% 28.5^

C 40 — 3?/ 40o($ 40. 26.7/ 33.6%

D 20 - 395^ 33.3% 0.0% 0.0/° 1U1%

1ioN 0.0% . OaO/0 000/o 0.0/

5.2.3.2. Complementation

The procedure for checking the existence of variation used in the

previous sub-section for Relativization was repeated for the analysis

of Complementation. In this instance, however, the range of scores on

each sub-test was between 0 and 18 because it was from a combined score

of six sentences. Table 5.7. gives the results of the subjects' performance

on each sub-test and the relative ranks of the three types Complementation

sentences. The average score of all subjects on each sub-test was
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Subjects

-Ft? 513: Frequency -polygons based on data arrpearlnp- in Table 5.6

Subjects

Fig_5jjft Frequency polygons based on data, appearing; in Table q.8
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60o3/° with a range of 11.6/? and a standard deviation of 63?o These results

do indicate the existence of variation since the 3 sentence types are

treated differently "by subjects.

Table 5o7: Rank ordering; of Complement clause sentence types

Sentence Type Task Item Nos. % subjects Rank

'that* 3,6,11,18,2k,30 66.9 1

•for ... to' 1,8,13,20,26,32 58.6 2

•Poss -ing* 4,10,15,22,28,34 55.3 3

The subjects were, then, examined individually to determine their

spread on the continuum, iQe. whether they could be found at all levels

of proficiency. Table VI. 2 of Appendix VI shows the results of ranking

the subjects in descending order of proficiency. Prom these figures, we

grouped the subjects according to the three Grades as in Table 5°80 These

data were, in turn, used to construct a graphic display of the frequency

distributions shown in Pig 5°4o

Summary of section 5q20

In this section, we have made a preliminary investigation into the

existence of variation in the data in each of the three areas of our study.

Hie results of our analysis indicate that the subjects, as a random group

of second language learners, do spread out on a continuum of language

development. 2ven though we do not yet know the relevant factors in the

Zambian primary school situation which are known to correlate significantly
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Table 5.8: Frequency distribution of scores by Grades at 20}o intervals

K
•X.

>i

GRADE
-S

•X

4

n = 15

5

n = 15

6

n = 15

TOTAL

45

Performance level

A 80 - 10C$ 0.0^ 26.7$ 33.3/2 20.0$

B 60 - 79$ 26.7$° 33.3^ 1+6.7$ 35.6$

C AO - 5S$ l+0.C$ 33.J$ 13 - 37- vo.COeg

D 20 - 39$ 26.7/2 6.7$ 6.7$ 13.3$

Z 0-15^ 6.7$ 0.0$ o.a$ 2.2^

with this kind of variable performance, we can at least claim that one

of these dimensions ofvariability is Time (= Grade). In other words,

the degree of knowledge of the second language, as measured by our

ELicitation Instruments, is largely a function of Grade, i.e. the amount

of formal language instruction in the school situation. This observation

has been confirmed in all instances as our graphic displays of the data

in Figs 5»1 through 5-4 have shown. "That is of immediate interest now

is to determine whether the obtained rank orders of the items have any

correlation with the introduction of the items by the official linguistic

syllabus -used in the Zambian Primary school English course. This issue

is dealt with in the following section.
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5.3o Correlation of item orderings by Tasks with the Official Syllabus

This section tests the operational hypothesis -which deals with item

orderings; "by Tasks and the Official ZPC Syllabus and reads as follows:

'That the orders of acquisition/accuracy of items in each area will
be similar to that of the graded introduction of the items prescribed
in the Official linguistic syllabus'.

In order to test and solve this hypothesis, the following testable Null

Hypothesis, Hq has been postulated:

Hq: 'that there is no significant correlation beteween the rank
orders of items obtained by Tasks (i.e. Elicitation Instruments)
and the graded rank orders of introduction of the items in the
ZPC teaching materials'.

This hypothesis -was tested by a Spearman rank order correlation . The formula
2

used was r , = 1 2d where d = difference between
rho ——

N(N 1 ) -t^e paries, N = number of items0

5.3.1. Spatial and Temporal prepositions

Appendix VII Table VII 01 shows the points at which pupils following

the Zambia Primary Course teaching materials should be able to read and

write the words. These stages or gradings are prescribed in the Z.P.C.

Writers Guide. For example, the item along as in 'along the road'is graded

as II 31. This means that the word along can be read and written as from

Grade 2 Unit 31 (the Unit numbers refer to the ZPC English course, which

is divided into 33 units per grade, i0e0 11 per term)0 In other words,

the Unit numbers give an indication as to where in the grade each particular

item is taught. Thus, using the information contained in Appendix VII .

Table VII C1 we ranked the items in order of introduction and these are

given in the last column of Table 5°1 (sub-section 5°2.1<>)
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The result of the Spearman. Hank order correlation between the Total

Task I item ranks and the ZFC Heading ranks (c.f0 Table 5 c 1) was as

follows:

rrho = + ° 22f' p > o0^*

This result was not significant even at the 5/^ level of significance.

Therefore, the Null Hypothesis was accepted. This implies that the introdu¬

ction of the prepositions in the Zambia Primary Course teaching materials

is significantly different from our findings in the Task I rank ordering

of these prepositions.If it is the case that the Task I order was somewhat

similar to the order of acquisition of these items, then the grading of

the items by the ZPC course winters may not necessarily be reflecting the

learners' natural, order of acquisition.

5.3 o2« Tense and Aspect

In order to determine the order of introduction of our general

notions of Tense and Aspect in the ZPC teaching materials reference was

made not only to the Z.P.C. 7/riters Guide, but also to other reported

descriptions of the ZPC materials e.g. Chishimba (1979) and McAdam ("1973) •

For instance, McAdam reports:

'In the first year, am/is/are + -ing and the Simple -_s forms are

taught; in the second, the Simple Past, was/were + -ing and. the
'going to'future are introduced; in the third year, have/has +- -en

is taught, together with the modals "must". "can", "shall" and "will"
and in the fourth year, have/has been + -ing. the modal "should"
and the special modals "need" and "*d rather"are included, together
with "have to" and "used to'.' (McAdam 1973*150)

Thus, using a variety of information sources such as this, we arrived
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at a rank; ordering of these notions as would be introduced in the ZPC

teaching materials, and these are given in Table 5.3 (sub-section 5.2.2)

above in the last column. The result of a Spearman rank order correlation

calculation between this ordering and the Total Task U item ordering

produced the follovdng result:

rrho ^ = " P > ,05*

and this indicated a negative relationship which was not significant.

Die Null Hypothesis was accepted as was the case in the previous sub-section.

The third area, of our investigation did not render itself to any-

relative item orderings by Task III and the introduction of these items

in the Official linguistic Syllabus. We did not have any means of quanti¬

fying the variables that might go into the calculation of a correlation

coefficient. We have, therefore, not included Relativization and Comple¬

mentation here.

Summary of Section 5.3: This Section has examined the relationship between

rank orderings of items by Tasks and by the Official linguistic Syllabus.

The results of Spearman Hank order correlations indicate that there is

no significant correlation between them. If it is the case that the

prescribed syllabus constitutes the expected Input to the language learners'

acquisition device, then our findings imply that this expected Input does

not entail an equivalent Output, and thus may be said to be at variance with

the natural order of acquisition. These results are not conclusive, but

an examination of subject- orderings across the Tasks might render support

to the validity of the results, and this is the subject of the next section.
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5o4o Correlation of subject orderings by the Tasks

This section deals with the correlation of subject orderings by

the Tasks -which is tested by the following operational hypothesis:

'That there 7ri.ll be significant correlations between rank orderings
of all the subjects in each of the three Tasks.'

In order to test this operational hypothesis, the following testable Null

Hypothesis, Hq was formulated and tested by a Pearson r:

Hq: 'That there is • no significant correlation between the performance
of subjects in each of the three Tasks i0e. Task I vs Task II,
Task I vs Task HI Rel. Task I vs Task III Comol, Task II vs

Task Task IH Pel, Task II vs Task 111 Conrpl. Task TIT Pel vs Compl.

The formula we used for calculating the Pearson r was the Product Moment

Method vfoich. utilizes raw scores and is given by the formula:

N^.XY - (£X)(&7)
** y/ [N2X2 - (±x)2] [N-^Y2 - (£J)2]

where X and Y are original scores in variables X and Y.

The following sources of data were used for calculating the coefficients

of correlation:

Variable X Variable Y Data for X Data for Y

i. Task I Task II Table V.1 Table V„2

ii. Task I Task III Rel " Table VI.1

iii. Tank I Task III Conrpl " " Table VI.2

iv. Task II Task III Rel Table V.2 Table VI .1

v. Task II Task III Compl " " Table VI.2

vi. Task III Rel Task III Compl Table VI.1 ft It
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Table 5° 9 gives the results of the inter Task correlations which are

all significant at the O01 level of significance. We therefore rejected
K

our Null Hypothesis in favour of the operational hypothesis.

Table 5.9: Pearson r correlations between Tanks

Task I Task II Task III

Rel Cocrpl

Task I 1.0000 .3212 .6181 .5410

Task II 1.0000 .5928 .5276

Rel 1.0000 .9397

Task III

Compl 1 .0000

Section 5.4 Summary: The results of the inter-Task correlations indicate

that subjects' performance across Tasks are significantly correlated, and

that the Tasks could be said to haye measured the language skills, in a

relatively consistent manner. It follows then that the learning of .English

in the Zambian primary schools involves a systematic acquisition of various

language features that are ordered among themselves while at the same time

the language learners are also ordered in relatively similar ways. It is

interesting to note in the Table of results above that there is more inter-

Task affinity between the written tasks, I and II, r (119) = .8212 and

between the Oral Production tasks, Task III Rel and Conrol, r (43) = ®9397.

This indicates that slightly different skills were involved in the perfor¬

mance of the two types of elicitation instruments.
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505. ISrror Analysis for Systematicity and Variability

This section deals with, the second question v/hich reads:

'What constitutes second language speech features? their systematicity
and variability?'

This question is tied to Hypothesis 1:0 (see section 5.1 above) but

the operational hypotheses falling under it aire different. In this- instance

our attention will be focused on aspects of errors, and variants which

subjects made in. the course of completing Tasks I and II. Task III errors

and variants have not been included in this: section because of their large

numerical value and lack of predetermination on the part of the research

design. The operational hypotheses for each of the analysed Tasks were

as follows,:

Task I: i. 'That there is a pattern of distribution of the four error-

types or variants across the three Grades';

ii.'That there is a significant correlation between the contribution

spatial and temporal prepositions make as sources of error across
the Grades';

iii.'That the contribution of the five 'deep case' marking errors

or variants are patterned across the Grades';

iv. 'That there is a correlation between the subjects' choice of

dynamic specification and static specification error-types
or variants' ;

v. 'That there a correlation between the contribution of Over-

specification and Under-specification as sources of variants
across the Grades';

Task II; vi. 'That there is a relationship between the six error-types
and their distribution across the three Grades' ;
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vii. 'That there is a significant difference in the distribution
of Uninflected variants in the Past and Non-Past domains;

viii. "That there is a significant pattern of distribution of

changes of tense bet-ween Past to Non-Past Tense and vice

versa';

ix. 'That there is a significant pattern of distribution of change
of Aspect errors or variants across the three Grades;

x. "That there is a significant relationship in the contribution
of occurrence of ungrammatical sequences in the Past and Non-
Past domains across the three Grades0

Some of these operational hypotheses were tested by a statistic called
2

Chi Square test (X )• 'This statistic was used in cases where the data
2

were in the form of frequencies. In its application, theTL -test required

the setting up of the Null Hypothesis (H.q) 'that there was no relationship
or pattern of distribution between sets of figures in a matrix of frequency

data0 Then, a decision rule was set up, using the appropriate number of

'degrees of freedom', to support or show doubt on the validity of the

hypothesis; viz;

2
i. reject H if the calculated X were more than the critical value

o

at o05 level of significance;

ii. accept H if the calculated value of % were less than the
o

critical value.

The general computing formula we employed was as follows;

f
e

where f was the observed figure and f the
o ——— e

expected one. (Guilford & Fruchter 1978:197)
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5 o 5» 1- o Spatial and Temporal prepositions

An essential element in the design of this area of investigation

was the building in of predetermined error-types or variants in each set

of alternative choices, in the Elicitation Instrument, Task I, (see sub¬

section 4.1o3)° It was hypothesized that both quantitatively and

qualitatively. the differences in error-types or variants would be distri¬

buted systematically as a function of Grade i.e0 more error-types would be

observed in the lowest grade and less error-types and more semantically

interpretable variants in the highest grade, with the middle grade getting

a mixture of both types.

2
5o501„1o/C - Test of significance between Grades and Error-types

The total number of non-target language choices made by 39 subjects

from each Grade was computed and this turned out to be 2495. This number

represents the corpus of data 'which were used for error analysis, but

as our error categories were predetermined, we were merely interested in

finding out what their distribution across the Grades was. Table 5.10

displays the tabulated figures in a 4 x 3 matrix of frequency data.

Table 5q10: Matrix of frequency distribution of error-types or variants

Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Total

a. Spatial vs Temporal 164 76 38 278

b0 Case Marking 411 281 180 871

Co Static vs Dynamic 265 131 119 515

do Under- or Over-specifi¬
cation

3^-6 298 187 .831

Total 1186 786 523 2495
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In order to determine whether or not the figures in Table 5.10 could be

attributed to random variation across the Grades and the error categories
2 2

we submitted them to a Chi-Scuare test, 0Xc)o The application of the % -

test required the setting up of the Null Hypothesis, that there was

no relationship between the sets of figures in each Grade and of the

error-types and variants in the four categories 0 The results of our

calculation produced the following result:

iC 2 (6) = 37.14, p > .01.

This result was highly significant. This meant that the distribution of

error-types and variants across the Grades was patterned„The nature of

the patterned distribution of these figures from Table 5.10 may be seen

more clearly in a graphic representation as depicted in Pig 5»5.

In terms of quantitative changes, it can be observed from the figures

in Table 5»l0 that the following changes take place in the error-types

or variants:

a. In this, category, there is an overall drop of in the number
of errors between Grades 4 and 6 with a progression of 53. ~f?°
between Grades 4 and 5 and 50? between Grades 5 and 60

b0 Here we find an overall drop of 56.2^ between Grades 4 and 6 with
somewhat slower rates between Grades 4 and 5> 31 • 67° and Grades
5 and 6, 35.9?°

Co In this category, there is an overall drop of 55.17° between Grades
4 and 6, and a progression of 50?° between 4 and 5 and a very small
rate of 9.2/5 between Grades 5 and 6.

d. Here, there is an overall drop of 46.2^ from Grades 4 and 6
and a progression of 13.95^ between Grades 4 and 5 and a slightly
better rate of 37.0° between Grades 5 and 6.
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Errors & variants
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Categories of Error types or variants

Fig 5.5: Frequency polygons based on data appearing in Table 5.18.

(NB: In this figure, the comparison was not between the absolute numbers

of errors or variants, but on relative frequencies in percentage

forms based on the total number in each category).
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2
The highly significant X. -test supported by variable progressions between

grades confirm our hypothesis that both auantitatively and qualitatively

the subjects in this study treated the various error-types or variants as

a function of Grade and that resistance to elimination of any given

category -was governed by its contribution to non-random variation,, These
/

aspects of the data are brought out even more clearly in the examination

of individual categories that follows in the next sub-sections below.

5„5o102. Spatial versus Temporal distinction error-types

Appendix VIII lists some of the most remarkable examples of the

choices made by the subjects across all the grades. The total number

of error-types obtained from 117 subjects (39 from Grade) was 278. This

category could be said to contain genuine errors and no variants which

may be attributed to systematic inter language behaviour. We were, however,

mainly interested in finding out the extent to which spatial prepositions

were selected as error-types in preference to temporal ones, and vice versa.

Or, if you will, was there any significant correlation betvreen the

occurrence of spatial and temporal distinction errors at each Grade. The

Null Hypothesis, H to be tested was that there was no significant

correlation between the contribution of each preposition type as a source

of error across all grades0

In order to test the Null Hypothesis, we applied a Pearson r to

the data whose computational terms are summarized below with the X variable

as spatial prepositions and Y, temporal prepositions:

spatial (X) temporal (Y) Total

Grade 4 88 76 164

Grade 5 37 39 76

Grade 6 17 21
' 38
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The results we obtained at each grade were as follows:

Grade 4, r (37) = + .278, p > «05;

Grade 5, r (37) = + „567, P < .01 ;

Grade 6, r (37) = + .577, p < .01.

The total correlation coeffient we obtained for all subjects was:

r (115) = +.435, P < .01.

These results, indicate that only Grade 4 subjects treated the spatial

and temporal distinction randomly, i0e. the result of the Pearson r was.

not significant. The upper Grades and the overall profile produced signi¬

ficant r coefficients indicating that the spread of error-types across

a, continuum of subjects was the same for both the spatial, and temporal

domains. Thus our Null Hypothesis was accepted i.e. there was indeed no

difference in the contribution of the error-types in the two preposition

domains. In other words, choices . such as (1) and (2) would be judged

as equally odd by subjects who knew how to use the relevant prepositiions

in their obligatory contexts:

5o5 01.o3o Choice of wrong deep Case Marking errors and variants

This category of alternative choices could be said to contain both

unacceptable errors and interlanguage variants which contain some inter-

pretable semantic information. Appendix VXII lists some of the most

salient examples, of these error-types and variants. The total number

(2) The smoke from the fire -was
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we obtained from the 117 subjects (59 from each grade) was 871o The

size of this category was fairly large since it reflects the fact

that the category had five sub-sets, i.e. according to the five deep

cases: 'Locative', 'Source','Goal', 'Path' and 'Extent' (c.f0 3.2).

Table 5.11 displays the tabulated distributions in a 5 x 3 matrix

of frequency data.

Table 5.11: Matrix of frequency distribution of Case Marking errors

Grade 4

'Locative' 141

'Source' 78

'Path' 38

'Goal' 124

'Extent' 29

Total 410

Grade 5 Grade 6 Total

62 47 250

55 38 171

30 26 94

99 47 270

35 22 86

281 180 871

The hypothesis to be tested here was whether or not the figures

in Table 5.11 could be attributed to random variation across the 'case

markings' and the Grades. In order to verify this, we submitted the
2

figures, to a Chi-Square test (X ). The results of the calculation

was the following:

X2 (8) = 22, p > .01.

This result was significant, and it meant that the contribution to

error of each 'deep Case' marking across the Grades was patterned.
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With the exception of of the 'Extent Case' at Grade 5 level, there

v/as a gradual decline in errors or variants in all sub-sets as a

function of Grade.

5.5.1.4. Dynamic versus Static specification Variants and Error-types

Appendix .VTU lists some of the most frequent choices made by

subjects from all the Grades. The total number of examples under this

category 'was 515. It was expected that this category would include

mainly interlanguage variants which contained some semantic information

with the exception of, in the case of a dynamic context, lack of precision

in change of position or orientation of the location object, and, in

the case of a static context, lack of specification of where the

location object (or Entity) is situated or located in space or time.

The immediate objective of the analysis of this category was to determine

whether or not subjects preferred options containing an absence of

static specification (X variable) or options lacking dynamic precision

(Y variable). In order to test this observation, we applied a Pearson r

to the data which is briefly given below:

Grade 4

Static (X)

159

Dynamic (Y)

106

Total

265

Grade 5 96 35 131

Grade 6 77 43 120

The results we obtained at each Grade were as follows:

Grade 4, r (37) = + .537, P < .01j

Grade 5, r (37) = + .449, p < .01 ;

Grade 6, r (37) = + .486, p < .01
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The overall correlation coefficient for all subjects (n = 117) was

r (115) = + .381, p < .01.

These results indicate that there was a similar distribution of variants

and errors caused by failure or lack of knowledge to indicate dynamic

contexts and those caused by failure to specify with precision spatial

and/or temporal relations and movements of Entities, Events or States.

5.5.1.5. Under-soecification versus Over-specification variants

Appendix VTII. lists examples of choices in this category. This

category was expected to contain interlanguage variants only and no

choices which could lead to a complete breakdown of communication.

The total number we tabulated from all subjects (n = 117) was 831 and

distributed as follows:

Over-specificaxion (X) Under-specification (Y) Total

Grade 4 92 254 346

Grade 5 90 208 298

Grade 6 50 137 187

It wan observed that of the two sub-sets under this, category, under-

spec ification appears to have been the more prolific contributor of

the variants. This aspect of subject behaviour was consistent with

strategies of language learner communication: i.e. when a language

leaner is faced with communication difficulty, there 'would be a tendency

to use known items in contexts where more elaborate ones might be

required. In this instance, it was considered that under-specification
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embodied both the linguistic dimension and the psycholinguistic sense,

i.e0 it was the nature of our interlanguage phenomenon to exhibit

features of simple codes (c.f, Corder 1975) such as pidgin languages.

The result of this tendency in our case could be said to be a reduction

in the use of prepositions and consequently to vagueness in both

spatial and temporal specifications.

In order to determine the extent to which Over-specification (X)

■was related to Under-specification (Y) at each Grade and overall the

sampled population (n = 117) we applied the Pearson r to the data.

The results of our calculations were as follows:

Grade 4, r (37) = + .284, p > ,05;

Grade 5, r (37) = + .529, p < .01;

Grade 6, r (37) = + .053, P > .05;

All Subjects, r (115), = + .370, p < ,01.

The results indicate that only the middle group (Grade 5) treated

the two types of specification similarly. The lower Group (Grade 4)

and the upper Group (Grade 6) randomly applied any of the two strategies

but the overall profile was, however, significant at the .01 level

of significanceo

Summary of 5.5.1 : The analysis of the aspects of the second language

speech errors in the above sub-sections indicates that there is both

systematicity and variability in the data. It has been observed that

significant patterns exist among the error-types and variants across

the three Grades. It appears that purely linguistic considerations may

be invoked to explain the persistent occurrence of certain forms over

time. In a word, preposition errors in this study are definitely systematic.
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5o5020 Tenae arid Aspect

This section examines the distribution of built-in errors and variants

v/hich were an essential element of the design of Tank II. As was the case

in the previous section, it vas also hypothesized here that both quantita¬

tively and qualitatively the determinant of error or variant distribution

would be Grade, i.eQ errors and variants would decline as a function of

Gradeo

5.5.2.1 "X -test of significance between Grades and Errors, and Variants

The total number of non-target options, (excluding omitted sets) made

by 117 subjects (39 from each Grade) was 2324. This corpus of data represents

the number of available error-types and interlanguage variants which was

used for error analysis in this area. The types of alternative choices

that were built- in the design were briefly described in sub-section 4.2.2.

of the previous chapter, and here we are merely interested in the • nature

of distribution across Grades. No detailed analysis of individual categories

would be included, since this would entail morphological distinctions

and the role of context sentences, which are outside the scope of this

study. Table 5° 12 displays the tabulated figures in a 6x3 matrix of

frequency data.

Table 5.12? Matrix of frequency distribution of error-types or variants.

Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Total

a. Uninflected Forms 180 105 96 381

b. Change of Tense 386 257 252 895

Co + Progressive Aspect 105 83 71 259

d. + Perfective Aspect 92 82 94 268

e. Change of Voice 103 79 51 233

f. Ungrammatical sequence 154 100 34 288
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Given these figures in Table 5.12, we wanted to determine whether

or not their distribution could be attributed to random variation across

the Grades and the errcr-types and variants,, The Null Hypothesis to be

tested was that there was no relationship between distribution of' the figures

among the categories of error-types and variants. In order to test this

hypothesis, we submitted the figures to a Chi-Sauare -test, (")£ )„ The

results of the calculation was as follows:

x2 (10) = 52.71, P > .01.

This was a highly significant result, and it indicated that the nature

of the distribution of these figures was patterned. The kind of pattern

that existed can be depicted in a graphic representation as in Pig 5.6

which shows- frequency polygons of the distributions of proportions of

errors or variants at each Grade and across the categories. With the

exception of category do (+ Perfective Aspect), there is a decline

in the percentage of errors and variants with a rise in Grade.

In terms of progressions between Grades,, the following changes take

place in each category as in Table 5<>.13.

Table 5.1 Percentages changes of errors and variants across Grades

Grades A to 6 Grades 4 to 5 Grades 5 to 6

Category a, 46.7% 41.7% 8.6%

b. 34.755 33.455 1.9%

Co 32.455 21.C% 14.555

do -2.2% 10.5% -14.6%

e. 50.5% 23.3% 35.4%

fo 77.555 35.1% 66.0%
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5,5.2.2. Ilninflected Forms

This category of alternative choices could be said to contain mostly

interlanguage variants in which the main distinguishing feature was an

absence of a morphological tense marker. Appendix IXa lists some of the

examples that were elicited. The total number of examples obtained from

117 subjects (39 fhom each Grsi.de) was 381 . Table 5.14 displays a summary

table of the distributions in 2 x 3 matrix of frequency data.

Table 5.14.: Matrix of frequency distribution of Uninflected variants x Tense

Past Non-Past Total

Grade 4 45 135 180

Grade 5 23 82 105

Grade 6 24 72 96

Total 92 289 381

Our main interest in these sets of figures was to try and determine

whether the occurrence of uninflected forms were equally distributed in

in the Past and the Non-Past Tense domains and across the three Grades.

The Null Hypotheis, to be tested was that there was no significant

difference in the distribution of uninflected variants in the Past and

Non-rPast domains and at each of the three Grades. In order to test this

2
hypothesis, we submitted the figures to a Chi-Square (X ) - test. The

result of our calculation was as follows:

X2 (2) = 0.41, p > .05.

This result was not significant, and the Null Hypothesis was, therefore,
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acceptedo This meant that there -was no significant difference in the use

of Unmarked forms in "both the Past and the Non-Past contexts0 This result

is not surprising since the use of unmarked (or uninflected) forms is one

of the characteristics of inter language behaviour and is paralleled by

■what was referred to as Under-soecification in the previous section (sub¬

section 5.5„1. .4).

5.5 ,2.3. Change of Tense

This category contained both error-types and interlanguage variants

depending on the role of intra-sentential context information from temporal

adverbials. Appendix IX.b gives a sample of these types of errors or

variantso In our analysis., we were just interested in finding out whether

there were any significant patterns in the distribution of these choices

in two types of changes: one set of changes from Past Tense to Non-oast

Tense, and the second set, Non-Past Tense to Past Tense forms,, These changes

were examined across the three Grades. Table 5»15 displays the summary data

in a 2 x 3 matrix of frequency data.

Table 5.15: Matrix of frequency distribution of Change of Tense forms

Fast —> Present Present —> Past Total

Grade 4 94 292 386

Grade 5 61 196 257

Grade 6 54 1 98 252

Total 209 686 895

As in the previous sub-section, the Null Hypothesis to be tested
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here was that there was no significant relationship in the distribution

of change of tense errors or variants and the three Grades. In order to

test this hypothesis, we submitted the figures to a Chi-Scuare (X. ) -

test. The result of our calculation was as follows:

X 2 (2) = 2.38, P > .05.

This result was not significant. This meant that our Null hypothesis was

accepted.

5.5.2.4. Change of Aspect

In this analysis, we have combined two categories of error-types and

variants, i0e0 set c, + Progressive Aspect and set d. + Perfective Aspect,,

Appendix IX c and dgive some examples of the choices in these categories.

Table 5 <>1.6 displays a summary of the frequency distribution of Change

of Aspect errors, or variants across Grades in a 2 x 3 matrix.

Table 5.16-. Matrix of freouncy distribution of Change of Aspect Forms

+Perfective +■Progressive Total

Grade 4 92 105 197

Grade 5 82 83 165

Grade 6 94 71 165

Total 268 259 527

"What was of immediate interest to us in these figures was to determine

the nature of their distribution into the two types of Aspectual domains
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and across the three Grades. The Null Hypothesis to be tested here was

that there was no significant pattern of distribution of errors or variants

between the two Aspectual distinctions and at the three Grades. This
2

Hypothesis was tested by a Chi-Square -test. The result of our

calculations produced the following result:

X2 (2) = 3.92, p > .05.

This result was not significant and we, therefore, accepted the Null

Hypothesis implying that the errors and variants were more or less

randomly distributed across the Aspectual domains and the Grades 0

5.5,2.5. Change of Voice

This category was largely restricted in occurrence to Fast sub-tests

and no comparative statistics were expected to be carried out on the data.

Appendix He, gives a list of some examples elicited under this category.

The distribution of the forms across the three Grades were as follows:

Grade A: 103 "jC -

Grade 5s 79

Grade 6: 5*1

These figures indicate a steady decline of the errors as a function of

Grade 0

5o 5.2.6. Ungrammatical sequences

This category contained choices that were meant to act as distractors

in the Elicitation Instrument. As such, they consisted cf only error-types
■io

and no interlanguage variants. These forms were expected decline very

sharply with Grade, i.e. the proportion remaining in the upper Grade could

in fact be attributed to random selections. AppendixIX f. lists some of
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the examples that were elicited. The distribution of the forms according

to Past and Non-Past contexts was tabulated and Table 5• "I 7 displays the

figures across the three Grades.

Table 5.17: Matrix of frequency distribution of Ungrammatical sequences

Past Contexts Non-Past Contexts Total

Grade 4 77 77 1 54

Grade 5 47 53 100

Grade 6 19 15 34

Total 143 145 288

The Hypothesis to be tested here was that there was no significant

relationship in the contribution of occurrence of ungrammatical sequences

in Past and Non-Past domains and across the three Grades. This Hypothesis

was tested by the Chi-Square (X ) -test. The result of the test was as

followst

X 2 (2) = 0.68, p > .05. -

This result was not significant and the Null Hypothesis was accepted

indicating that the occurrence of ungrammatical sequences '^as not restricted

to one Tense domain. Note the sharp decline of proportions in the figures

of the Totals: Grade 4 = .53s Grade 5 = .35 and Grade 6 = .12. These

trends indicate that ungrammatical sequences could not be considered as

part of the interlangauge variants of the subjects.
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Summary of section 5.5.2; In the analysis of errors and variants of

Tense and Aspect, we have obtained a similar picture to the one we obtained

in the previous sub-sections on Spatial and Temporal prepositions. It has-

been observed that learners in this study are found at different points

of development, but they use a definite system, even though their system

is decidely different from target language norms. In our analysis, we

have been mainly concerned with the explanation of errors and variants

using purely linguistic factors. We have not been judging the errors in

terms of whether or not they seriously interfere with communication since

our intention has been purely theoreticai. and descriptive in nature0

It should be noted in passing that throughout the analysis of results

in this Chapter (5) we have deliberately narrowed our focus to two

dimensions, ie, the picture we have painted has been of the form:

This picture is, of course, oversimplified, since each score on an

elicitation task is a complex mixture of several sub-tests based on

semantic and syntactic intra-linguistic variables. This expansion has

been implied in the sections dealing with error analyses, but it has not

been made explicit. Our intention in this chapter has been to present a

conventional picture of the developmental nature of the sequences of

structures and items in each area of investigation. In the following

chapters, we shall be working with a three dimensional model in which

the third dimension will be made up of intra-linguistic variables or

environments but Time will still continue to be the main determinant of

variation.

viiereX = Grade (or three points in Time),

y = Performance on an KLicitation Task.
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5.6o Summary of the Main Findings of Chapter Pive

1. Variation in each area of investigation v©.s found to be in existence,

items in each area constituted a ranked ordered sequence;

2. The main determinant of individual variable performance on Slicitation

Instruments was Grade, i.e, the amount of formal language instruction

in the schools;

3. There was no significant correlation between the discovered sequences

of 'acquisition'/'accuracy' (Task I and II only) and the graded

introduction of the items in the Zambia Primary Course teaching books;

4« There was, however, a significant correlation between the performance

of subjects in each of the areas of investigation established by Tasks;

5. Task I: i. The distribution of the four categories of errors and
variants quantitatively and qualitatively declined as a

function of Grade;

ii. Temporal and Spatial distinctions were spread evenly across

Grades (with the exception of Grade 4);

iii. The contribution of 'deep case' marking errors or variants

uniformly declined as a function of Grade;

iv. There was also a similarity in the distribution of errors
or variants caused by inaccurate dr/namic or static specifi¬
cation across the Grades;

v. There was, with the exception of Grade 5s, a random applica¬
tion of Over- and Under- suecification as sources of variants

across the Grades;

60 Task II:vi. Quantitatively and qualitatively, with the exception of

category d. (+ Perfective Aspect), there was a decline in
the six error and variant categories with a rise in Grade;

vii. There was no significant difference in the distribution
of Uninflected variants in the Past and in the Non-Past-,

viii. There was no significant pattern of distribution of changes

of tense between Past to Non-Past Tense and vice versa.
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6. Task II: cont/

ix. There -was no significant pattern of distribution of

Change of Aspect errors or variants across the Grades;

x. There was no restriction of occurrence of TJngraramatical
sequences to any one Tense domain, but there was a. remark¬
able sharp decline in proportions with a rise in Grade.

5.7. Conclusion

In view of these findings above, we can now give an answer to our

two questions posed at the beginning of this chapter. The first question

was about the determinants of differences in * internal grammars' of Bantu

learners of English. The results have indicated that Time (or Grade)

is a significant parameter of variation and variability. The prescribed

linguistic syllabus used in the primary schools appears to have no

influence on the my the subjects seem to have internalized the use of

the structures and notions Investigated. The second question dealt with

second language speech features or errors. It has been found that the

distribution of errors, their systematicity and variability is highly

structured but that there are qualitative differences among different

error types and variants. In this instance as well, Time has been found

to be the main dimension of variability. An appeal to purely linguistic

explanations has been found to be adequate in dealing with the differences

between the second language feat^fures and the target language options

and variants. In this regard, it can be concluded along the lines of

Hypothesis 1:0 that the English of Zambian primary school pupils in Grades

IV, V and VI may be said to differ variably but systematically from

standard target language norms.
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CHAPTER SIX

ANALYSIS OP DATA; INTERLANGUAGS CGNTINUA AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Introduction

This chapter addresses itself to the third question which we posed

in the introductory chapter (Chapter One, section 1 .4) and reads thus:

'What is the nature of interlanguage continua? i.e. the spread of a

given random group of learners on an interlanguage continuum of

development?'

To this question the following working hypothesis was posited as a

a tentative solution of it; Hypothesis 2;p:

'That the 'acquisition' or 'accuracy' orders of items comprising
of' each of the three areas studied, i.e. Spatial and Temporal

prepositions, Tense and Aspect, and Relativization and Comple¬

mentation, constitute patterned arrays both in terms of intra-
linguistic syntactic and semantic characteristics and in terms
of subject distribution irrespective of membership to Grades.'

Ihree methods of analysis are used to test aspects of this hypothesis

employing a number of operational hypotheses which deal with specific

questions and observations which are tied to the nature of interlanguage

continua. The first method will determine relative orders of 'acquisition'

/'accuracy' based on mean scores across the three Grades. The second and

third methods will require elaboration as they are introduced, and these

are Scalogram Analysis and Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) . The former will

be used as a discovery procedure to sort out data and to determine whether

the orders of acquisition constitute linear implicational series;,the

latter will be used to detect any significant contributions made by intra-

linguistic variable and subjects at the three points in time. Both these

two methods will be computer based techniques: Scalogram Analysis will

be based on the SPSS Subprogram Guttman Scale (Nie et ad 1975) and ANOVA

on the Biomedicad Computer Programs, BMDP-8 (Jennrich &. Sampson 1979:598.6).
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6.1. Relative orders of 'accuracy'/'acquisition across Grades

This section tests the operational Hypothesis 'which examines the

the rank ordering of items across the Grades and reads as follows:

'That the subjects at the three Grades will show agreement with
each other on their performance mean scores on the items (or sub¬

tests) of each grammatical feature'„

In order to test this hypothesis using our data, the following null

hypotheses have been formulated, the proof of which, would verify the

hypothesis:

Hq: 'that there is no significant correlation between the rank orders
obtained, in each of the three sets of features, by

a0 Grade 4s and Grade 5s

b0 Grade 4s and Grade 6s

Co Grade 5s and Grade 6s

do Grade 4s and Total Rank order

eQ Grade 5 s and Total Rank order

f0 Grade 6s and Total Rank order

6.1 .1. Spatial and Temporal prepositions

Table X...1 of Appendix X gives the mean scores of each

preposition usage across the three Grades. Prom these figures, the items

were ranked in relative order of accuracy/difficulty and these ranks are

displayed in Table 6.1. Using these data, we calculated the . Spearman

rank order correlations using the formula which was given in the previous

chapter (section 5»3)» The rationale behind this calculation was to

test further the validity of the findings of the previous chapter that
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Table 6.1: Rank orders of Task I Items

Preposition use Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Tota:

atTR 1 1 1.5 1

in 3 O
L. 5 2

before 2 4c 5 7 3

across 4 3 3 4

0nTR 7 4o5 9o5 5

after 7 7 7 6

t0lR 7 14.5 1.5 7

f0rTR 13 6 11 9

on 9 9«5 9c5 8

since 16 8 4 10

along 16 12.5 7 11

behind 10 20 15.5 12

at 16 •x. 11 18 14

out (of) 18 17 13o5 16

into 5 14c5 26 14

to 11 12.5 23 14

until 23 9o5 12 17

for 20 19 15o5 18

12 24 19 19

during 24.5 22 . 17 22

from 22 17 20 20.5

through 28 17 13.5 20.5

CM£ 14 27 21 23

past 26.5 21 22 24

over 19 25 28 25

fr°mra 29 26 24 26

•under 21 28 29 27

fronig 24o5 23 30 28

above 26o5 30 27 29

b7i 30 29 25 30

No. of subjects 39 39 39 117
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■MiS
the set of1 items in^area of investigation do in fact form natural
sequences of acquisition which are maintained at all stages of learning

•which in our case refers to the three points in Time (or three Grades).

Table 6.2 gives the results of the Spearman rank order correlations.

All the results are significant at the ,01 level of significance.

Table 6.2: Spearman r
^ correlation between Grades and Total Item ranks

Grade A Grade 5 Grade 6 Total

Grade A 1.00 ,73 ,62 ,88

Grade 5 1.00 082 ,93

Grade 6 1.00 ,88

Total 1.00

The results in Table 6.2 indicate a rejection of cur Null Hypothesis,

i.e., that there was a significant correlation between rank orders obtained

by subjects in the three Grades and Total scores. The results do strongly

indicate that the relative orders of accuracy/difficulty were the same

irrespective of subjects' membership to Grades. In other words, the order

of acquisition of these items may be said to be similar across the three

Grades. Given this finding, it is,therefore, the case that subjects drawn

from the three Grades have shown agreement with each other on their per¬

formance mean scores on the items of spatial and temporal prepositions.

What is apparently disimilar between the Grades, then, are quantitative

differences in each item showing growth as a function of Grade, Nigs 6.1

and 6.2 clearly show a graphic representation of the sequences of accuracy

of the Temporal and Spatial items respectively.
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6.1,2 Tense and Aspect

Table XI. 1 of Appendix XI gives a breakdown of mean scores on

each sub-test across the three Grades. From these figures, the sub-tests

were ranked according to their relative order of difficulty by members of

each Grade and also by Total scores. These ranks are shown in Table 6.3

below.

Table 6.3: Rank orders of Task II Items

Sub-Test Grade A Grade 5 Grade 6 Total

Simple Past 1111

Future Time exps 2322

Past Perfect 3 243

Present Perfect 5.5 4 3 4

Simple Present 4655

Past Progressive 5<>5 5 6 6

Present Progressive7777

* n = 39, ** n = 117.

Using these data (Table 6.3 ) we calculated the Spearman rank order

correlations between each of the three Grades and the Total scores employing

the same formula presented in the previous Chapter, and Table 6.4 gives

the results of these calculations which were all significant at the . 01

level of significance. These significant correlations are supported by

a graphic representation of the sequences of accuracy shown in figure 6.3.
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Table 6.4: Spearman rho correlation "between Grades and Totals'

Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Total

Grade 4 1.00 o84 84 o94

Grade 5 1.00 86 o 93

Grade 6 1.00 o 96

Total 1 .00

As was the case in the previous results, the correlation coefficients

in Table 6.4 lead to a rejection of the Null Hypothesis. There was a

definite significant correlation between the rank ordering of the sub¬

tests across the three Grades and Total mean scores. It can be seen here,

as was the case in the prepositions, that quantitative differences between

Grades are a function of Grade as an index of Time. The ordering of these

grammatical notions may be said to be structured and not random.

6.1.3. Relativization and Complementation

Tables XI. 2 and XI. 3 of Appendix XT give breakdowns of mean

scores on each sub-test of Relativization and Complementation sentence

types respectively. 54-om these tables, figures were used to rank order

the sub-tests in each set in relative order of difficulty across the three

Grades. These ranks -were, then, used to calculate Spearman rank order

correlation coefficients which are given in Tables 6.5 and 6.6. All

the coefficients were significant at the .01 level of significance, or

indicate perfect correlations of 1.00? and these are given in Table 6.7

(Relativization) and Table 6.8 (Complementation).
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Table 6.5: Rank orders of Task III Items: Relativization

Sentence Type Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Total

Obj HP: OS 1111

Ob a HP: 00 2 2 3 2„5

Subj HP; SS 3 5 2 205

Sub j HP; SO 4 4 4 4

Table 6,,6; Rank orders of Task IU Items; Complementation

Sentence Type Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Total

•that' 1111

'for ..to' 2 2 2 2

'Poss -ing' 3 3 3 3

Table 6.7 : Spearman rho correlation between Grades and Total Item scores

Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Total

Grade 4 1.00 1.00 .80 .95

Grade 5 1.00 .80 .95

Grade 6 1.CO .95

Total 1.00
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Table 6,8: Spearman "*"rho correlation between Grades and Total Item scores

Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Total

Grade 4 1 .00 1 o00 1 o00 1 ,00

Grade 5 1.00 o oo O oo

Grade 6 oooT— 1 ,00

Total 1.00

Figures 6.4 and 6.5 give graphic representation of these facts by indicating

parallel sequences of accuracy/acquisition across the three Grades for

Relativization and Complementaion respectively.

Section 601 . Summary: This section has examined the relative orders of

'accuracy'/"acquisition* of the items in each area of investigation at

three points in Time (=Grade) of our cross-section of Zambian learners.

The significant correlations we have obtained between the three slices

of Time indicate that the items in each area are ranked in a similar

pattern irrespective of Time. This finding indicates that the acquisition

of these attributes spread variably through the Zambian primary school

pupils, both in the speech and writing of individual pupils, and in that

of the whole group. However, there is remarkable systematicity and

variability that may be noted in certain quantitative and qualitative

changes in the language leaners' language over Time. Y/hat foilova; from

this observation is to consider the nagging issue of the fact that

the three areas of investigation are said to pose difficulty in the

cognitive functioning of Bantu learners of English. It may be instructive

to investigate sets of linguistic environments which are applied variably

but systematically in the acquisition of these attributes, as in 602.
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Fig 6J+: Comparison of Relativization sequences by three Grades
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Fig 6.5: Comparison of Complementation sequences "by three Grades
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6.2.0 Implications! Analysis

According to the originator of the technique (Guttman 1944) Guttman scale

analysis is a means of analyzing the underlying operating characteristics

of three or more items in order to determine if their interrelationships

meet several special, properties -which, define a Guttman scale;

i. Guttman scales axe Tridimensional, i.e. the component items all
measure movement towards or away from the same single underlying
object ( which in our case is movement toward the target language).

iio Guttman scales are cumulative, i.e, a cumulative scale implies
that the component items can be ordered by degree of difficulty
and that respondents who reply positively to a difficult item
will always respond positively to less difficult items and vice

versac

As it was noted in Chapter two (section 2.6 c.f. Table 2.2) the items

in the scale make up columns and the examined subjects make up the rows.

In this instance, the data was dichtomized by being divided at some point

into two portions: 4- acquired (1 ) and — acquired (o), Prom the results

of the previous section, it has been discerned that all the items are

capable of being- sorted out according to proportion of respondents who

failed or rejected the items. In this situation, if it were assumed that

item 0c contains the highest proportion of subjects replying negatively,

item j£_ contains the lowest, and items . <y, and cT fall between c*. and

8 these items can be placed in an implicational order by the proportion

of respondents who replied 'no' to these items. Table 6.9 replaces Table

2.2 in the light of this description: and note the examined subjects

fall into scale types i.e, subjects who had acquired only one item would

know 2 and no others; subjects who had acquired two items would know

items jjC and and not items jg^, ov In a word, the acquisition
of a more difficult item would never be associated with not knowing a
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less difficult one.

Table 6.9: Example of a "perfect Guttman Scale

Scale Type Q*
Items

A X- £. A

5 1 1 1 1 1

4 0 1 1 1 1

3 0 0 1 1 1

2 0 0 0 1 1

1 0 0 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 0 0

To illustrate the output and evaluation of Guttman scales from the

SPSS Subprogram lets us examine the data in Table XI. 1 (Appendix XI )

of Task I Item mean scores across Grades of the 30 preposition uses studied.

If we decided that a mean score of 1.34 (or 6j^>) denoted + acquired i.e.

1 and all the values below that as -acquired or 0 response the data would

be represented as in Table 6.10 .and results displayed as in Pig 6.6-. In the

Figure, EES stands stands for responses which are to be considered as devia¬

tions, i.e. the Subprogram prints the term ERR above those responses which

passed an item when they should have failed it or failed an item when they

should have passed. The row marked FCTS indicates the percent of respondents

passing and failing each item and is printed at the bottom between the

rows marked SIMS and ERRORS. The Subprogram also computes a set of four

statistics which can aid in evaluating the scalability of the items.
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Table 6.10; An Irsplicational table of prepositions with. Grades as Items

Oracle 4 Grade 5 Grade 6

atTR
in

1

1

1

1

1

1

before 1 1 1

across 1 1 1

0nTR
after

0

0

1

1

1

1

fOI*TR
on

0

0

1

1

1

1

since 0 1 1

along 0 1. 1

at 0 1 1

to 0 1 1

until 0 1 1

to__
TR

behind

0

0

0

0

1

1

into* 1 0

for 0 0 1

during

0

0

0

0

1

1

from 0 • 0 1

through 0 0 1

*y2 0 0 A
I

past 0 0

over 0 0 0

under

0

0

0

0

0

0

fronu,iS
0 0 0

above 0 0 0

by1 0 0 0

*into is a non-scale type., (cf Fig 602)
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ITEM GRADE 4 GRADE 5 GRADE 6

0 1 0 1 0 1 TOTAL
|
-err -err -err

3 0 4 0 4 0 4 4

S3R-

2 9 0 0 9 0 9 9

err-

1 10 1 11 0 1 10 11

0

i

O

1

vo

i1

6 0

1

ou> 6

SUMS ^ 25 5 17 13 7 23

POTS 83 17 57 43 23 77

ERRORS 0 1 0 0 1 0

Dig 6.6; Example of a Guttman Scale Output "based on data in Table 6.10

These statistics are as follows, with illustrations from the data in

Pig 6.6 above:

i. The Coefficient of Reproducibility. (R): this is a measure of

the extent to which a respondent'sscale score is a predictor of
one's response pattern. It is obtained by dividing the total number of
errors by the total number of responses and subtracting the result
from 1. It thus varies from 0 to 1 , and .9 indicates a valid scale.

ii. The Minimum Marginal Reproducibility: this constitutes the

miminumum coefficient of reproducibility that could have occurred
for the scale given the cutting points used and the proportion
of respondents passing and failing each of the items. It is obtained by
summing the maximum marginals for each item and dividing this
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sum "by the totail number of responses.

iii. The Percent Improvement; this indicates the extent to which

the Coefficient of Reproducibility is due to response patterns
rather than the inherent cumulative interrelation of the variables

used® It is obtained by subtracting the Minimum Marginal Reprodu¬

cibility from the Coefficient of Reproducibility.

iv0 The Coefficient of Scalability; this is calculated by dividing
the Percent Improvement by the difference between 1 and the
Minimum Marginal Reproducibility® This also varies from 0 to 1, and
should be well above ®6 if the scale is truly unidimensional and
cumulative.

In the light of these definitions we can calculate each of these measures

from the data appearing in Pig 601 as follows:

i. R = 1 - 2 = o98.

30 x 3

. . ... , ^ 25 + 17 + 23 -70
11. Minimum Marginal R = = ® /2

30 x 3

iii® % Improvement: = .98 - .72 = .26

.26
iv0 E- Scalability: = = ®92.

1 - o72

Prom these results it can be seen that the Grades in our analysis

constitute a valid scale for the 30 preposition uses studied® Thus, it

Can be observed that

Scale Type 3 J contains at^, in, before, and across
2: orv^, after, on, since, along, at, to, until®
1: to^, behind, out of, into , for, i-r^j during, from,

through, by2, past
0: over, from^ under, from^ above, and by1 ®
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6. 2/1 Implicational Scaling Analysis Results

The general operational hypothesis tested by implications!, scaling

analysis in each area of investigation was that there were patterned

arrays both in terms of item ordering and subject distribution. In other

words, that items in each area formed a linear implicational series.

The second general operational hypothesis was that in cases where the

items did not form a linear implicational series, there were two or more

separate series based on the natural grouping of the items in terms of

syntactic or semantic intra-linguistic relationships.

6. 2.2.Spatial and Temporal Prepositions

Tha data matrix for Task I items was 30 x 121 = 3,630 responses.

For the sake of space and effort this matrix cannot be reproduced here

but the actual figures were fed in the computer for Scalogram Analysis

by the SPSS Subprogram: G-uttman Scale„ A run of the 12 Temporal preposi¬

tions was processed and the results of the print-out are displayed in

Pig XII.1, Appendix XII. These items were not scalable since the Coeffi¬

cient of Reproducibility and the Coefficient of Scalability were 0o766i4-

and Oo3t53 respectively. Similarly, sub-sets of 12 and 6 spatial prepositions

were made but similar non-significant results were obtained, i.e0 Coefficients

were; Reproducibilit.y = 0.6952 and 0.7607, Scalability = 0.1575 and 0.3824.
Pig XII.2,Appendix XII gives the figures of Spatial prepositions. On the

basis of these results, attempts to ascertain whether individual items

formed a linear implicational series were abandoned. 7/hat vra.s required

then in this case was to look for separate series based on natural groups

of the items. It was decided that at least four items at a time should

be grouped on the basis of syntactic and semantic similarities such as
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predicate type and deep case marking.

The following groupings of Temporal prepositions were made and the

groups were then manually scanned for implicational patterns:

for at^ after
during orVq "before

a. from^ > b. ih^ > c. since
tOrjrg by2 • until

Table Xllla Appendix XIXI displays restilts of these grouped items in a

descending order of subject distribution. The subjects in each scale type

were not accurately ordered, but were arranged in such a way that indivi-

vual variations could be observed. (The asterisk * marks deviations (or
of

Errors) from the implicational pattern). Pig 6 0 7 gives the resuits ^ the
distribution of subjects on the scale.

The results given in Pig 6.7 indicate that the three sets of grouped

Temporal prepositions do form a linear implicational series. Even though

the Coefficient of Reproducibility was slightly below the critical level,

the Coefficient of Scalability indicates a valid scale with the following

characteristics:

Items: set a set b set c type 0

% of subjects 38.8kfo 17.3^S 20,66% 23.

Cumulative % 38.82$ 56.20% ~]6.8G%o 100.0C^

Scale Types 3_ | 2 ]_ _1_ | _0

This method of data analysis, was repeated for the set of Spatial

prepositions. In this regard, the grouped items "were as follows:

behind out of in across

over v. , into . _ on ^ along
a*

under to at * through
above from by^ past
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SET

RESP, 0 1 0 1 0 1 TOTAL

_ypp -ERR—

S

3 0 47 0 47 0 47 47
c

A —ERR--

L 2 8 13 10 11 2 19 21

E .-ERR-

1 23 2 13 12 13 12 25

—ERR—

0 28 . 0 28 0 28 0 28

SUMS 59 62 51 70 43 78 121

PCTS 49 51 42 58 36 64

ERRORS 0 15 10 12 15 0 52

Statistics: Coefficient of Reproducibility = O.8567

Minimum Marginal Reproducibility = 0.5785

Percent Improvement = 0o27S2

Coefficient of Scalability = 0o6600

Fig 6o7: Guttman Scale A: Temporal Prepositions (data in Table Xllla)

In the analysis of the Spatial items the extent interpretation prepositions

for and frorn^. were left out. Table XII lb, Appendix XIII displays- the
distribution of individual subjects on a five-sca.le implicational table0

Fig 6.8 gives the results of the four sets of Spatial preposition items

on a Guttoan Scale (Quitman Scale 3; Spatial Prepositions).
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SET

RESP...o 0 1 0 1 0 1 ! 0 1 TOTAL

— k'WR —

1
!

s 4

■ -'-111

0 21

JUL.

0 21

—miiiv———

0 Tl
1

0 21 21

c ERE
t

i
I

A 3 13 9 4 18 5 17 I 0 22 22

L ■-ERR-
5

3 2 21 4 13 12 9 16 I
I
7 18 25

—ERR-.'
I

1 19 0 16 3 11 8 i
I
11 8 19

-ERR-

0 34 0 34 0 34 o 1 34 0 34

SUMS "87 34 67 54 59 62 52 69 121

PCTS 72 28 55 45 49 51 43 57

ERRORS 0 13 4 15 14 8 18 0 72

Statistics: Coefficient of Reproducibility = 0.8512

Minimum Marginal Reproducibilty = 0.5888

Per^cent Improvement = 0.2621.

Coefficient of Scalability = 0.6381

Fig 6.8: Guttman Scale B: Spatial Prepositions (data in Table XIITb)

These results indicate that the four sets of Spatial Prepositions

constitute an implications!, series which is comparable to Guttman Scale A

obtained above for Temporal Prepositions. The cumulative percentage
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distribution of subjects on the scale is as follows:

Items: set a set b set c set d type 0

% 3s 17.36/2 18.18/? 20.66/? 15.70?? 28.10j&

Cumulative?? 17.36/? 35.54?? 56,20?? 71o9C?? 100.00;?

Scale Types 4 | 3 I 2 | 1 | 0

6.2.3, Tense and Aspect

The data matrix; for Task II consisted of 7 x 121 sub-tests = 847

responses which were on a seven-point scale (i.e, 0 to 6), These data

were fed in the computer for Scalogram Analysis by G-uttman Scale. SPSS

Sub-program, Pig XIV, Appendix XXV gives the results of the computer

print out (at division point 3 or 50??and above). The seven notions in

the sub-tests were found to be not scalable since the Coefficients of

Reproducibility and Scalability were 0.8253 and 0.564/ respectively.

We then opted out for the second general hypothesis and looked for two

separate series based on the Past and Non-Past Tense distinction. In other

words, we analysed the sub-tests with a view to discovering whether the

following constituted, the impIdeational series:

Past Prog > Past Perfect > Simple Past

Present Prog > Simple Present > Pres Perfect > Future
Time exps

Table XVa of Appendix XV gives the results, of grouping the

subjects loosely in a descending order into the four scale "types in which

a. Past Progressive

b. Past Perfect

and c. Simple Past.

The results of Scalogram Analysis are given in Pig 6.9 Guttman Scale C.
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SUB-TEST Past Prog

a

Past Perf Simple Past,

c

R3SP

S

G

A

L

E

0 1 0 1 0 1

ERR -ERR- -ERR

3 0 32 0 32 0 32

—ERR'

2 18 5 5 18 0 23

--ERR-

1 20 6 22 4 10 16

—ERR.

0 40 0 40 0 40 0

SUMS 78 43 67 54 50 71

PCTS 64 36 55 45 41 59

ERRORS 0 11 4 4 10 0

TOTAL

32

23

26

40

121

29

Statistics: Coefficient of Reproducibility = 0o9201

Minimum Marginal Reproducibility = 0.5950

Percent Improvement = 0„3251

Coefficient of Scalability = 0.8027

Fig 6.9: Guttman Scale C: Past Tense Series (data in Table X Va)

These results indicate that three notions constitute an implications!

continuum. This finding suggests that in the Past Tense domain the subjects

in this study have acquired the three notions in the order Simple Past

Tense without Aspect, then Past Perfective and finally Past Progressive

Aspectso
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The linear implicational continuum of these results in terms of

Cumulative Percentages is as follows:

Notions:

% of Ss

Cumulative %

Scale Types,

Past Prog Past Perfect Simple Past type Q

26.45/*

26.45?*

5

19.01%

45.46/2

2

21.4Sf*

66.95%

1

33.06/2

1C0.0C^

0

The second scale to "be determined was that of the four notions in

the Non-Past Tense domain (including Future Time Expressions) 0 The

quantitative version of the scale is given in Table X.Yb of Appendix X .V.

Fig 6o10: Guttman Scale D: Non-Past Tense series (data Table X Yb)

SUB-TEST Pres Prog Simple Pres Pres Perf Future Time

RESP.

S 4

C

A 3

L

S 2

1 , 0
I

1 0

-ERR i -ERR

0 18 | 0

SRR-

17

11.

23

43

9 ! 6

0

0

18

20

-ERR-

4

1
-ERR

0 18

3 23

18

43 0

0 1
-ERR

0 18

0

8 i 1

-ERR—

17

43

11

26

10

12

ERR—

(43 0 I

SUMS 94

POTS 78

ERRORS 0

27 71

22 61

9 6

47 67 54 58

39 55 45 48

96 6 12

65

52

0

TOTAL

18

26

11

23

43

121

48
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Fig 6.10; Guttman Scale S: Statistics:

Coefficient of Reproducibility = 0.9008

Minimum Marginal Reproducibility = 0.6136

Percent Improvement = 0o2872

Coefficient of Scalability = 0.74-33

The results of Scalogram Analysis of the Non-Past Tense series are shown

in Fig 6010 (on the previous page). The Statistics of significance for

scalabilty indicate a valid scale which is represented below in the form

of a linear continuum and Cumulative Percentages:

Notions: Pres Prog Simple Pres " Pres Perf Future Time Tvoe 0

% of Ss 14.88/2 21.490S 9.09^ 19.01# 35.54^

Cumulative # 14.86;b 36.35/^ 45.44^ 64.45/2 100.00

Scale Types 4 | 3 | 2 | 1 I 0

6.2.4o Relativization and Complementation

602.4<.1o Relativization

Results of implicational analysis for the four types of complex -

sentence construction by Relativization required only one linear ordering

of the sentence types. The quantitative data for the subject distribution

and variable performance appears in Table XVTa Appendix XVI. Fig 6.1.1

Guttman Scale E gives the results of the analysis. These results indicate

a valid scale which predicts the following order of imitation facility

or processing difficulty for the sub-sample of 45 subjects who took part

in this area of investigation:

'Stubj NP: SO > Subj NP:SS > Obj NP: 00 > Obj NP:0S
and this is shown clearly in the linear continuum on the next page.
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R2L sentence

hssp

s

G

A

L

3

4

SUMS

PCTS

ERRORS

Sub.j UP: SO Sub.j HP:SS Ob.j MP: CO Ob.j KP; OS

0

-ERR—

0

10

12

9

-ERR

1

0

0

0

-EKR-

0

0 8

.ERR-

5 5

12

0 1

-ERR

0 12

0 1

-ERR

0 9

3 7

5SH-

3 3

o

2 A

ERR-

12 0

total

10

12

35 10 23 22 18 27 17 28 45

78 22 51 49 40 60 38 62

0 10 53 35 0 17

Statistics: Coefficient of Reproducibility =0.9056

Minimum Marginal Reproducibility =0.6278

Percent improvement =0.2778

Coefficient of Scalability =0.7464

Pig 6.11: Guttman Scale S: Relative sentence series (data Table XVIa)

Rel Sentence Type: Sub.j KP:SQ Subj NP:SS 0bj KP: 00 0b,j IMP: OS Type 0

fo of Ss

Cumulative %

Scale Type

20.OQ^

20.0Q?o

4

17-78%

37.78/=

3

22.22^

60o0C^

2

13.33f° 26.677=

73.337^ 100.0Q*

1 I 0
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6.2.4.2. Complementation

The outcome of whether or not the three types of complement

sentence structures constituted a linear implications!, continuum -was

quite straight forward as the data comprised of a matrix of 3 x 45

resposes, scaled from 0 to 18. (The division point was 12 and above).

Table XVTb, Appendix XHpresents the quantitative version of the scale,

and Pig 6.12: Quttman Scale P below displays the results of our analysis.

Pig 6.12: G-uttman Scale F; Complement sentence series (data Table XV.

COMPLBMSITIZER 'Poss -ing' 'For ..to' 'that1

R2SP

S

c

A

L

IS

0

TOTAL

12

10

16

SUMS

PCTS

ERRORS

29

64

0

16 25

36 56

4 3

20 17

14 38

1 1

28

62

0

45

Statistics: Coefficient of Reproducibility =- 0.9333

Minimum Marginal Reproducibility = 0.6074

Percent Improvement = 0.3259

Coefficient of Scalability = 0.8301
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The results in Pig 6.1.2 indicate a valid scale predicting that the three
of

types^conrplement strutures are implicaticnall^ranked in that order. The
linear presentation "below summarises the spread of subjects at the four

scale types:

Complementizer: 'Poss - ing' 'for „. to' 'that' Type 0

Percentage of Ss 26„67f= 22.22?5 15.5^ 35.56%

Cumulative Percentage 48.85% 64.45% 100.0C%

Scale Type 3 1 2 I 1 I 0

Summary of Section 6.2: In this section, we have outlined and applied the

technique of Scalogram Analysis or Implicational Scaling based on the

SPSS Sub-program: Guttman Scale. This technique has been used to sort out

our data to indicate linguistic environments in which changes occur in the

language learner language over a period, of three years (=Grades). Six Scales

have been constructed to account for the individual distribution of subjects

on linear implicational continue. These Scales are examples of interlanguage

continue and indicate the stages of development (or Scale Types) for the

sample of language learners. Note that we have a proportion of subjects

who are marked as Non-Scale Types,i.e., subjects who deviate from the

implicational. patterns indicating variability in the internal grammar of

individuals as well as that of the whole group. All the Scales are valid

statistically and. should thus be considered dynamic interlocked systems

evolving through space and time. What remains now is to test for the
significance of our choice of linguistic environments and development over

Time ( =Grades).This is undertaken in the next section by the use of

Analysis of Variance.
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6„3.0. Analysis of Variance (AITCVA)

This method of analysis was used for the experimental, part of our

study. A series of experiments were built in the study to deal with

specific issues which arose in the course of trying to explain the

behaviour of subjects in variable performance on sets of syntactically

or semantically related items over the three Grades (or three points

in Time). As there was no method of evaluating Implicational Scales

over time and testing for significant differences between sets of items,

we decided to use a special AITOVA model called repeated measures design

to sort out these requirements. Repeated measures designs are those

that incorporate several observations on the same subject, and the

repeated measures dimension was the time (or Grades) variable. However,

since our subjects consisted of three independent groups, we had to

use mixed designs that combine both repeated measures and independent

groups within the same study. The actual designs we used were based on

a two factor experiment with repeated measures on one factor as described

by Winer (1971 s518). The data analysis was done done by the computer

using the BMDP— '8V: General Mixed Model Analysis of Variance - Equal

Cell Sizes (Jennrich & Sampson 1979:598.6). The following operational

hypotheses define the main variables that were investigated by ANGVA:

HYP2: Experiments I and II

'There is a difference between the means of the 3 groups of

subjects (i.e» Grades) with regard to performance on:

(i) spatial versus temporal sub-sets of prepositions;

(II) locative (or static) versus non-locative sub-sets of

spatial prepositions.

Experiments III and IV

There is a difference between the means of the three groups
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with regard to performance on:

(III) Past versus Non-Past sub-tests;

(IV) Perfective versus Non-Perfective sub-sets of sub-tests.

Experiments V and VI

There is a difference between the means of the three groups

with regard to performance on:

(V) Sub.ject IIP versus Object NP focus sets of relative structures.

(VI) 'that' versus 'for ..to' versus 'Poss -ing' sets of

Complementation structures.

Each of these experiments was analysed by subjects only (Variable A at

three levels i.e. a^ = Grade 1+, a^ = Grade 5 a-^d a^ = Grade 6). The
B Variable in each case consisted of the intra-linguistic factors to be

comparedo

6.3.1. Experiment I: Distinction between Spatial and Temporal domains

In the analysis of prepositions in the previous two sections, a

distinction has been made between Spatial arid Temporal uses of the items.

Of particular interest in this regard, vre may single out the following

as occurring in both Spatial and Temporal contexts, and that what may be

the only difference between the sets is their reference domain denoted

by the reference ob ject, that" may be either a temporal noun phrase or a

spatial physical object; the actual morphemic shape may be said to be

similar!

Set b^: at, by^ for, from, in, on, to
Set b2: at^, by2, for^, from^, in^, on2, to^

7/hat appears to be the case so far is that subjects' performance on

the Temporally marked items tend to be better across the Grades.
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In order to verify this observation, the following null hypotheses

were formulated and tested by Analysis of Variance:

Hq: 1. 'There is no difference between the means of the three groups
of subjects (i.e. a^ = Grade A, a2 = Grade 5, and a^ = Grade 6)1

2. 'There is no difference between the following sets of prepo¬
sitions: Spatial set (i.e. b^ = at, by^, for, from, in, on, to)
and Temporal set (i.e. b2 = at^, by2, Tor^, from^, in^,
on2, tom).'

3° 'There is no interaction between Grades and the distinction

between Spatial and Temporal uses of the prepositions.'

The ANOVA plan we used was as follows:

Grade A ai b2

Grade

!

I

I

lf\

l

i

a2 ĜT* CM
n

>

«

Grade

1CT\1 1I
r

bi *2

This plan was a two-factor experiment 'with repeated measures on one

factor (the B Variable). The independent groups factor was Grade at

three levels, and the repeated measures factor was the subjects.' perfor¬

mance across the tiro sub- tests of spatial and temporal prepositions.

39 subjects from each of the three Grades took part in the experiment.

Ths summary of the ANOVA procedure and the resulting F -ratio are

given in Table 6.11 (on the next page). In this set of results, we find

that the F for the Grades variable was highly significant, F (2, 11 A)
= 2301A, p < .01. This means that the subjects at different grades

performed differently: the increase in performance was thus largely
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Table 6.11: ANOVA Summary: Spatial versus Temporal prepositions

Source of Variance SS df MS F -ratio

Between Subjects 2094.6 116

A: Grades 606.2 2 303.1. 23,14*

Error for A 1488.4 114 13.1

Within Subjects 279.0 117

B: Preposition Domain' 23.5 1 23.5 10.88*

A x B interaction 8.9 2 4.45 2.06**

Error for B 246.7 114 2.16

*
p < .01, ** p > .05

a function of Grade, i.e. Grade 4 Ss were at the bot torn of the

continuum, Grade 5s in the middle, and Grade 6s closer to target language

norms.

The referential domain of preposition use, viz; Spatial versus

Temporal uses (or B variable) was also significant, F (1, 114) = 10.88,

p < o01o This means that performance in each of these two preposition

domains was different: the Spatial domain -was placed on a lower plane and

the Temporal one on the higher plane0 In other words, there was less

variation in temporal specifications than in spatial ones. ' However, the

Grades and Preposition Domain (A x B) interaction was not significant,

F (2, 114) = 2.06, p > .05. This, means that the distinction between the

temporal and spatial domains was maintained at all Grades, and this implies

that if there were any patterned arrays in the data, the two domains would

require separate analyses as was the case in the previous section.
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The means we obtained from our calculations were as follows:

Grade 4: 6.69 and 7.77 (or 47.8^5 and 55.5f3), Grade 5: 9.53 and 9.46

(or 6606^o and 67.6/3) and Grade 6: 10.82 and 11o51 (or 77.5/^ and 82.2/S).

The first figure in each pair refers to the Spatial domain and the second

to the Temporal one. Fig 6013 shows the results of plotting the means.

The diagraua clearly shows the absence of an interaction between Grades

and Preposition domain, i.e. the lines go up together in a more or less

parallel manner.

The conclusions we can make in considering the null hypotheses stated

above in the light of these findings are as follows:

Hq: 1i. This was strongly rejected, i.e. there was a significant difference
in performance among the Grades.

2. This was also rejected, i.e. there was a difference in the subjects'
use of prepositions in the Temporal and the Spatial domains.

3. This was, however, accepted, i.e. there was no interaction between
Grades and Preposition Domain.

6.3.2. Experiment II: Distinction between Static and Dynamic spatial

Prepositions

In this experiment we examined the subjects' performance on a sub¬

set of 8 static spatial prepositions, viz; above, at, behind. in.

on. over, and -under, versus another sub-set of 8 dynamic prepositions,

viz; across. along, from, into, out of. past, through, and to. (See sets

of items in Guttman Scale B Fig 6.8 above). The objective of this

experiment was similar to that of Experiment I: i.e. we wanted to know

whether static locative prepositions and dynamic non-locative prepositions

were treated differently across all the subjects and the three Grades.

Examinations, of rank orders in section 6.1 (cf Table 6.1) above seems to
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GRADE 4 GRADE 5 GRADE 6
■Fig 6.13: Performance on Spatial and Temporal prepositions "by Grades

indicate that non-locative prepositions were treated better than locatives.

In other words, the Directional Predicate appears to be a more favourable

environment than the Locative Predicate with regard to the acquisition

of preposition items. In order to test for significance the validity

of these observations, the following null hypotheses were formulated

and tested by Analysis of Variance employing the same ANOVA model and

procedure as experiment I above0

Hq: 1„ 'There is no difference in the means among the three Grades.

2. There is no difference between the means of the Static

and the Dynamic sub—sets of Spatial prepositions (B Variable)
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H : 3. There is no interaction between the Grades and the Static
o

and Dynamic distinction'.

The summary of the ANOVA procedure and the resulting F -ratio are

given in Table 6.12. In this set of results we obtained a highly significant

Table 6.12: ANOVA Summary; Static versus Dynamic spatial prepositions

Source of Variance SS df MS F -ratio

Between Subjects

A: Grades

Srror for A

2522.44

770.9

1751.54

Within Subjects 448.00

B: Preposition Context 48.01

A x B interaction 13o99

Error for B 386.00

116

2

114

117

1

2

114

385.45

15.36

25.09""

48.01 14.16*

7.CO 2.06**

3.39

*
p < .01, ** p > .05

F -ratio, F (2, 114) = 25.09, p < .01. This indicates that subjects at

each Grade performed differently with the growth rate increasing as a

function of Grade.

The context of.the preposition, i.e. locative predicate ( =static)

and directional predicate (=dynamic) contexts was also significant,

F (1, 114) = 14.16, p > .01. This indicates that subjects across all

grades assigned the two types of preposition contexts to different planes.,

i.e. the static locatives to a lower and the dynamic ones to a higher plane,

In other words the directional predicate is the more favourable environ¬

ment for spatial preposition acquisition.
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Here, as it was the case in the first experiment, we found that

there was no significant interaction between the Grades and preposition

context, F (2, 114) = 2.06, p > .05. The means that were obtained in

the calculation were as follows:

Context = Static Dynamic

Grade = 4 7.3 (45,&) 7.5 (46. #5)

5 9.4 (58.6/5) 10.8 (67.6^0)

6 11.3 (70.755) 12.3 (77.1/5)

A plot of these figures on the diagram, Fig 6014 shows the lack of

interaction.

Fig 6.14: Performance on Static and Dynamic prepositions by Grades
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The following conclusions may be made now in the light of the

of the findings reported above with regard to the Null Hypotheses:

H : 10 This was rejected, i.e<> the three Grades had significantly
o

different means.

20 This was also rejected; the subjects' use of the prepositions
in the two types of context was different.

3„ This was accepted, i.e. there was no interaction between Grades and
Preposition context.

603o3. Experiment III: The effect of the Past and Non-Past Tense domains

A close examination of the rank orders of the tense and aspect

structures displayed in Table 6.3 and Fig 6.3 (section 601 o3<> above)

indicate«that on average sub-tests in the Past Tense contexts appear

to rank higher than the sub-tests in the Non-Past Tense contexts overall,

(in this analysis the Future Time expressions sub-test was not included).

This then implied that subjects performed better in correctly filling in

Past Tense structures than the Non-Past Tense ones across all the subjects

and among the Grades. In order to verify these observations, the following

Null Hypotheses were formulated and tested by Analysis of Variance:

H : 1.'There is no difference between the means of the three Grades
o

(Variable A).'

20 'There is no difference between the means of the following
sets of sub-tests: Simple Present, Present Progressive.

Present Perfect (Variable ) and Simple Past, Past Progressive,
Past Perfect (Variable B^).'

3o'There is no interaction between the Grades and the Past

and Non-Past Contexts distinction.'
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The summary of the AKCVA procedure and the resulting 3? -ratios are

given in Table 6.13. The results indicate that performance at each Grade

Table 6,13? ANQVA Summary: Past versus Non-Past Tense contexts

Source of Variance SS df MS P -ratio

Between Subjects 4490.00 116

A: Grades 1262.33 2 631 .17 22.29*

Error for A 3227.67 114 28.31

Within Subjects 594:00 117

B: Tense Distinction 160.84 1 160.84 42.62*

A x B Interaction 2.98 2 1.49 .40**

Error for B 430.18 114 3.77

*
p > .01, ** p < .05.

significantly increased, F (2, 114) = 22.29, p < .01. The increase in

the level of performance was a function of Grade.

The Tense of the grammatical notion i.e0 the Past and Non-Past context

distinction was also significantly different in performance levels -within

subjects, P (1, 114) = 42.62, p > .01, This indicates that Aspectual

distinctions and morphological markings are variably identified in the

two Tense distinctions, i.e. the Past Tense forms are assigned to a higher

plane and the Non-Past forms to a lower one. In other words, the Past

Tense domain is the more favourable environment for the acquisition of

aspectual distinctions.

With regard to the Grades and the Tense marking interaction, the ratio

we obtained was not significant, P (2, 114) = .40, p < .05. This indicates
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that the two levels of Variable B were maintained in a parallel manner

at all levels of Factor A (= Grades). The means, we obtained in the

computation in this regard were as follows:

Tense = Non-Past Past

Grade = 4 5.08 (28.21#) 6.62 (36.75/0

5 9.05 (50.28%) 10.51 (58.40#)

6 10.38 (57.65#) 12.36 (68.66#)

A plot of the Tense distinction x Grades interaction is given in Pig 6.15-

Fig 6.15: Performance on Past and Non-Past Forms by Grg.des
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6.3.4. Experiment IV: Distinction among Perfective, Progressive and

Non—Aspectual Forms

This experiment examines the subjects' performance on sub-sets of

three sub-tests distinguished from one another by being marked for

Perfective Aspect, Progressive —soect or Unmarked for Aspect (i0e0 the

Simple forms excluding the Future Time expressions). 'The objective of

this experiment was identical to that of the third experiment, i.e. we

wanted to know whether context sentences marked for aspect, Perfective

versus Progressive on the one hand, versus context sentences Unmarked

for Aspect on the other, were treated differently across all subjects

and Grades. Results of relative orders of acquisition (section 60102)

did not show the direction of these contrasts (see Fig 6.3 above). In

order to clarify the situation, the following Null Hypotheses were posited

and tested by Analysis of Variance:

Hq: 1.'There is no difference in the means at the three levels of Grades
(Variable A). '

2.'There is no difference in the means of the three Aspectual Domains
i.e. Perfective, Progressive and. Non-Aspectual context sentences

(Variable B at three levels).

3= 'There is no interaction between the Grades and the Aspectual

marking distinctions'.

There was a slight modification to the ANGVA model in this experiment

since we had three levels of Factor B, i.e. the experimental plan was as

follows: Progressive Perfective Non-Aspectual
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The summary of the ANGVA procedure and the resulting F -ratios are given

in Table 6.14. These results indicate that performance at the three Grades

bs significantly different, F (2, 114) = 22.75, p < .01. There was the

usual increasing trend of performance level being a function of Grade.

Table 6.14: AUOVA Summary: Progressive vs. Perfective vs. Non-Aspect contexts.

Source of Variance SS df MS F -ratio

Between Subjects 2979.99 116

A: Grades 849.99 2 424.99 22.75*

Srror for A 2130.00 114 18.68

Within Subjects 898.00 234

B: Aspectual distinction 163.85 2 81.93 27.68*

A x B Interaction 77.02 4 19.25 6.50*

Error for B 657.13 228 2.96

*
p < .01.

The Aspectual distinctions within context sentences of the B Variable

(i.e. whether the context sentences "were marked for the Progressive, the

Perfective, or Unmarked for Aspect) was also significant, F (2, 228) =

27.68, p < .01. This indicates that there was variable performance on

the three notions of aspectual distinctions within" the subjects. It was

apparent that the Progressive tended to be placed on the lowest plane, but

it was not clear which of the two others, i.e. the Perfective and the

Unmarked contexts could be said to be on the highest plane. This does

become clear when we consider the A x B interaction (i.e. Grades am

Aspectual distinctions) which was significant, F (4, 228) = 6o50, P < »01.
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The means, we obtained in the calculation were as follows:

Aspect = Progressive Perfective Unmarked

Grade = 4 3.33 (27.79^) 3.56 (29.7QS&) 4.74 (39.53/3)

5 5.95 (49.57^) 6.87 (57.26^) 6.74 (56.2(33)

6 5.85 (48.72#) 8.54 (71.15^) 8.36 (69.66^)

A plot of these figures is given in Pig 6.16 below.
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In order to determine the cause of the significant result of the

A X B Interaction, there was a need to carry out more statistical

analysis by a multiple comparison test i.e. a test that would enable

us to compare any and all mean differences in terms of their reliability.

In this regard, we used the TUKSX (a) TEST which is said to be a. useful

statistic for comparing each group to every other group (pairwise) to

determine which group means were significantly different from each other.

The TUKSY (a) TEST involves the calculation of a range statistic (HSD)

for each rank that separates one from the next. If the difference between

these means is larger than the range statistic, then the means are reliably

different from each other. The computation of the range statistic was

carried out using the following formula:

HSD = qfct, if)
MS
error

n

where q(ct , df) = a range statistic
for the actual significance level of the
F -value, and

df = the degrees, of freedom for the
MS
error. (Meyers & Grossen 1978:274)

The following results were obtained after calculating the Tukey(a) Test:

b1 "°2 b3
Grade 4 b^ _ NS +

b2 +

b3
Grade 5 b - NS NS

b2 _ NS
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Tukey (a) results continued/...

b1 b2 b3
Grade 6 b,

1

b2 - NS

( NS e Not significant)

These results indicate that at the Grade A level there were no significant

differences in the means between the Progressive and the Perfective Aspects,

but the two were significantly different from the mean of the Non-Aspectual

farmso At the Grade 5 level none of the means were significantly different

from each other, v/hile at the sixth Grade only the Progressive Aspect

was significantly different from the other two notions. In fact, as may

be seen from Pig 6.16, there was a cross-over effect with regard to the.

Perfective which rose from the second plane to the highest at Grades 5

and 6 o

The Null Hypotheses were then considered in the light of the results

we obtained after the main ANOVA procedure and the Tukey (a) Test:

Hq: 1. This was rejected: the means at the three Grades were signi¬
ficantly different from each other, P (2,11 A) = 22.75, p < .01,

2. This was also rejected: there were differences in the means

of the three Aspectual contrasts, P (2, 228) = 27.68, p < .01.

3. This too was rejected: there was a double interaction of the

the two Pactcrs, Grades, x Aspectual marking. The levels
of Pactor B were not maintained in the same order as a function

of Grade, rather a significant proportion of the means at
each Grade did not represent reliable differences as determined

by the Tukey (a) Test. The P -ratio here was (4,228) = 6.50,

p < o 01.
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6.3.5° Experiment "V: Relative Sentence Focus Types, (Ob.i NP and SubJ NP)

The results of rank ordering of the four types of relative sentence

structures (section 6.1.3) and implications!, scaling (Guttman Scale E,

section 6.2.4.1) have indicated that subjects processed these four types

of structures variably and similarly across the Grades. The object of

this experiment is simply to determine whether significant differences

between the means of the Grades at each of the three levels exist. Fig 6.4

is in fact an interaction diagram using the same data as will be the case

for this experiment, but the issue of whether or not the four types of

relative sentence structures contain significantly different means remains,

to be determined. Moreover, we are also interested in finding out whether

an interaction between Grades and relative sentence type can be established.

For these objectives to be tested simultaneously, we designed and

computed the following AMCVA plan:

SubJ NP:S0

Grade 4

5;
Grade 5
a2

Grade 6
a3
bi 1

|

SubJ NP-.SS b2 b2 b2

CbJ NP: 00 b3 b3 b3

ObJ NP: OS \ \ \

In this two factor ANOVA model with repeated measures on one factor, the

independent groups factor was the Grades,A. Hence, repeated measures

factor, B was the subjects' performance across the four sub-tests of the

relative sentence types in which two were SubJ NP focus and two ObJ NP focus

sub-sets.
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A sub-sample of 45 subjects took part in this experiment, with 15

subjects at each level of the Grades, Table 6,15 gives the results of

the ANOVA procedure, and the resulting F-ratio values. In this set of

Table 6.15: ANOVA Summary; Relative sentence Focus types

Source of Variance SS df MS F -ratio

Between Subjects 1488,99 44

A: Grades 399.14 2 199.57 7.69*

Error for A 1089o85 42 25.95

Within Subjects 753.25 135

B: Rel Sentence Type 321.44 3 107.15 33.48*

A x B Interaction 28.06 6 4.68 1.46**

Error for B 403,75 126 3.20

p < ,01, **p < .05o

results, we find the F for the Grades variable was significant,

F (2, 42) = 7,69, p < ,01, This means that there was a significant

effect on Grade, and that the subjects* performance at each level was

a fraction of Grade.

The analysis also showed that there vas a. significant effect of

relative sentence type, F (3, 126) = 33.48, P < .01. 'This means that

there were significant differences among the four sentences types, and

that these were more or less arranged in a parallel manner over Grades,

However, the Grades and relative sentence focus types distinction was

not significant, F (6,126) = 1.46, p > ,05. Table XI.3 of Appendix XT

gives the means we obtained, and a plot of these appears as Fig 6,4,
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6.3.6. Experiment VT: Complement sentence types

The objective of this experiment is similar to the previous experiment,.

Here, too, results of rank ordering (6.1.4) and implicational scaling

(Guttman Scale F, section 6.2.4.2) had just shown variability as a function

of Grade without determining whether or not significant differences did

exist at each level of Grades and the three Complement sentence structures.

Fig 6.5 depicts a plot of the interaction diagram that would be obtained

from the means of the ANOVA procedure (see data- in Table XI.4, Appendix Xl)
The ANOVA plan we employed here was identical to that found in Experiment

IV (section 603.4. above). In this case, however, the three levels of

the repeated measures, Factor B are the three Complement structures types.

A sub-sample of 45 subjects, 15 at each Grade took part in the experiment.

Table 6.16 gives the results of the analysis.

Table: ANOVA Summary; Complement sentence types

Source of Variance SS df MS F -ratio

Between Subjects, 1671.04 44

A: Grades 428.28 2 214.14 7.24*

Error for A 1242.76 42 29.59

Within Subjects 494.11 90

B: Compl sentence type 104.11 2 52.06 11.47*

A x B Interaction 8.65 4 2.16 0.48**

Error for B 381.24 84 4.54

*
p < .01, ** p > .05.

This analysis showed, that there was a significant effect of Grade,

F (2, 42) = 7.24, p < .01. This indicated that performance at each of
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three Grades was different. The analysis also showed that there was a

significant P -ratio effect for the Complement sentence types distinction,

P (2, 84) = 11.47, p < .01. This indicated the sentence types were

treated in a significantly different manner. However, the A x B interaction

of Grades and Complement sentence type was not significant, P (4, 84) = 0.48,

p > o05. This indicated that the relative ranks of the structures were

maintained in a parallel manner over Grades (see Pig 6„5).

Summary of Section 6.3:In this section, we have used ANOVA to test for

significance of language development over the three Grades (=three years)

and for significant differences between the choice of certain linguistic

environments which were differentially favoured on subjects' performance.

Six experiments were conducted and analysed. In each of the six experiments,

there was a significant effect of Grade indicating that significant' language

development takes places over the period of three years (=three Grades).

Now, with regard to the linguistic parameters, the following conclusions

were reached:

(i) The use of Temporal and Spatial prepositions was different: less
variation was observed in the former than in the latter. This

finding indicates that Temporal specification was easier than

Spatial specification;

(ii) Of the two sub-sets of Spatial prepositions, the Eynamic and the
Static sub-sets, the former were used more correctly than the latter.

This indicates that the directional predicate was more favourable
than the locative predicate in the acquisition of prepositions.

(iii) The past Tense context was found to be more favourable for the
accurate identification of Aspectual distinctions and morphological

markings than the Non-Fast context.

(iv) There was, however, a variable interrelationship with regard to
the distinction between Perfective and Progressive, and between them
and the Simple Non-Aspectual forms. This led to an interaction
between Grades and Aspectual domains indicating that there was.

no definite sequence among the three variables.
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(v) The set of Relative sentence types were found to have significantly
different effects confirming their order relative to each other
which was as follows:

Sub j HP: SO > Sub j HP: SS > Obj HP: CO > Obj HP: OS

(vi)The. three Complement Sentence types were also found to have

significantly different processing characteristics and confirmed
their relative order of difficulty which was as follows:

'Pos -ing' > 'for . 0 to' > 'that'

6.4. Conclusion

This, chapter was devoted to the issue of determining the nature

of interlanguage continua that may be found in the Zambian primary school

situation, particularly with regard to the spread of a random group of

pupils over three grades. All the results from three methods of analysis

have painted a similar picture. First we have seen that rank orders of

items in each area of investigation are structured in similar sequences

irrespective of Time (=Grade). However, within the groups of items in

each area, we have discovered significant implicational arrays and thus

interlanguage continua have been established by G-uttman Scaling methods.

In this way, the spread of all the subjects on interlanguage continua of

development have been accounted for. Moreover, our findings of significant

development over Time (=three Grades) have been statistically tested by

ANOVA, and it has been observed that intra-linguistic characteristics

are similarly patterned irrespective of Time. This indicates that in

the Zambian primary school English language learning context, aspects

of an emerging Zambian varieiy of English could be said to be nascent.

This variety of English could be said to form a continuum ranging from

highly deviant interlanguage forms to more or less acceptable variants
as the continuum approximates the target language. The six Guttmam Scales

constructed in this Chapter are indicative of these continua.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

INTERLANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT AND TOE INFLUENCE OF EXTRA-LINGUISTIC VARIABLES

Introduction

This chapter addresses itself to the last of the four questions that

were posed in the first chapter (Section 1.4) and reads thus:

•What axe some of the non-linguistic factors in the learning and

acquisition situation that may "be found to significantly correlate
with an interlanguage continuum? and in particular the social and

psychological parameters in the Zambian urban primary school situation?'

This question was provided with a tentative answer which in turn was meant

to act as our working hypothesis, and reads as follows:

•That the position of an individual subject on an interlanguage conti¬
nuum of development is not just a function of Time (i.e0 Grade), but
also that of a set extra-linguistic variables which include the follo¬

wing:

i. Age

ii. Sex

iii. Residential Area

iv. Individual Multilingualism

v. Exposure to English outside the Classroom

vie Parents'/Guradians' education and socio-economic position.'

2
This Hypothesis was tested by the/C. -test because the data for this aspect

of our study was in the form of frequencies or 'cross-tabs'. The formula

we used here was the same as that given in Chapter Pive, Section 5.5. The

advantage of using the"X -test in this instance was that it permitted

an evaluation to be made of the distribution of frequencies over Scale Types

in each Guttman Scale established in the previous chapter. Specifically,
2

the^ -tests were carried out to determine if the distribution of subjects
across Scale Types ana over frequencies along two or more dimensions of
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the extra-linguistic variables could reasonably be attributed to random

variation,, In other words, we wanted to know how the joint effects of the

position of individual subjects on a linear continuum of a G-uttman Scale

-represented by frequency scores - distribute themselves within two or more

different categorical classifications. What was tested, then, was whether

or not the Scale Types and the extra-linguistic categories were independent

of one another.

The key concept in this chapter is interlanguage continuum of develop -

ment. Ey developmental continuum, it is implied the increasing frequency

of the introduction of new linguistic forms or the gradual change of the

probability of use of particular forms. It was observed in the previous

chapter that the acquisition of new forms may be conditioned by the lingui¬

stic environment and that Time (=Grade) was found to be a significant deter¬

minant of variability. In including Time and linguistic environments as

parameters of variability, we were in fact introducing a multidimensional

model of variability. Nonetheless, the Guttman Scales should be considered

as the most convenient way of depicting different types of interlanguage

continua ranging from the remotest (or Scale Type 0) to the closest to

the target language norm. In this regard, second language acquisition may

be characterised in terms of these types of Scales or step-wise approxi¬

mations, passing through a series of intermediate varieties in the direction

of the target variety (or target varieties, given that there is internal

variation in the language depending on the degree of exposure). It was noted,

in all cases of the Guttman Scales, that in the majority of cases, the

target variety (or the closest Scale Type) ms never reached by a significant

number of subjects, though the whole process indicated movement in its

direction. This chapter explores the specific nature of different speech

varieties that may be conditioned by extra-linguistic variables stated above.
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7o1 o Grades (=Time at three Cne Year Intervals)

In Section 6.3 of the previous Chapter, ANOVA tests were used to

determine the significance of language development over a period of three

years of the cross-section of our subjects. Included in the analysis was

the determination of significant differences between ordered sets of

linguistic environments and grammatical notions which were differentially

favoured with regard to subjects' performance on the Hicitaticn Instru¬

ments. It was shown, without exception, that in each of the six experiments

there was a significant effect of Grade (i.e., Time) which indicated that

significant language development takes over the three year period sampled

in this study.

This finding was brought to light after it had been demonstrated

in the previous section (6.2) of the previous Chapter that Scales (i.e.

Guttman Scales) could be constructed to account for the individual distri¬

bution of subjects on linear implicational continua. It was pointed out

that these Scales were examples of interlanguage continua and could be

seen as mirroring the path of acquisition of the structures investigated

in this study. What was not made explicit in the construction of these

Scales was the actual distribution of subjects at each point in time in

relation to the overall linear implicational pattern. Unfortunately, it

was not the case that the same individuals were sampled at the three

points in time, and thus it was not possible to indicate the movement

of individuals within the same continuum, and keeping to the same impli¬

cational pattern at both times. However, the picture painted by the results

obtained in 6.1. (of the previous Chapter) -with regard to the relative

orders of 'acquisition'/'accuracy' of items in all three areas indicated

the existence of identical patterns irrespective of time. In view of this
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observation, and given the fact that we found subjects at nearly every

point in each linear continuum indicating different degrees of remoteness:

from target language norms, it can be claimed that this study does reveal

something about the longitudinal development of the structures investi¬

gated even though the data were obtained cross-sectionally in one phase.

Tables 7.1 through 7.6 of Appendix XVTI give figures of cross-tabu¬

lations of the Guttman Scales A to P by Grades. Each of these sets of

figures of frequency data were submitted to a Chi-Square Test to show

whether or not the distribution of subjects at each grade could be said

to be significantly correlated with Scale Types. The following were the

results obtained from our calculations:

SCALE df X2 P

A (6) 42.75 > .01

B (8) 59.63 > .01

C (6) 39.43 > .01

D (8) 37.32 > .01

E (4) 12.71 > .05

P (4) 14.59 > .01

With the exception of Scale S, all these results were significant"

beyond the .01 level of significance. In these and the following calcu¬

lations we used anC*: level of .05 for a significant result. The results

indicate beyond doubt that subjects at the three points in time could be

said to represent significantly different stages of interlanguage continua.

This finding is to be expected in view of the ANOVA results noted above,

and fully explained in Section 603 of the previous Chapter.
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A detailed description of one of the Scales might indicate the

effectiveness of the method of data analysis in this section. If we take

Guttman Scale B (Past Tense Series) whose data are given in Table 7o2

of Appendix XVTI and express the data, in terms related frequency perce¬

ntages, we could obtain the picture depicted in Pig 7.1 below.

S

C

A

L

Z

T

Y

P

t-4

... 3

- 2

-- 1

- 0

X-sectional
17.4

18.;

20.7

15.7

28.1

Time 1
2.6

5.1

17.9

17.9

56.4

Time 2
22.5

12

22.5

20.0

22.5

Time 3
26.2

35c

21.4

9.5

7.1

TIMS

Pig 7.1 '• Scale B; Relative percent Frequency distribution of subjects

The picture we get in Pig 7.1 is self explanatory - and this is true for

all other Scales. It cam be observed that at Time 1 (=Grade 4), 56.4/2

are at Stage One of the linear implicational continuum and only 2.6/2 have

reached the final Stage. At Time 2 (=Grade 5), there is a relatively

uniform distribution of subjects at all Stages, but that at Time 3 (+Grade

6), we have a mirror image of Time 1. At this Time we find the majority

of subjects in the last two upper Stages of the continuum. This,then, is

what is meant by the statement the distribution of subjects on the,

interlanguage continua is a function of Time.
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7o20 Age

This section examines the influence of Age as a parameter of varia¬

bility and subjects' position on the linear implicational continua. As

was noted in the second Chapter, (Section 2o3°2.), Nathman (i 975) examined

the relationship between certain aspects of the second language acquisition

process and age. Her results indicated that Age could be a possible

dimension of variation and indicated further that the ability to learn

certain aspects of a second language might be age related. In view of

this observation, subjects in this study were closely questioned about

their ages, and on the basis of their responses, they were then classified

into the following age groups:

1. < 10 years (i.e. Ss who were ten years or younger)

2. 11. - 13 years

3. > 1A years (i.e. Ss who were fourteen years or older)

There were considerable difficulties in determining the actual ages

of the subjects. As McAdam (1973s311) noted in his study, in the Zambian

situation, it is not yet possible to take into account the actual age

of the pupils as there is no compulsory registration at birth. In this

situation, it is possible to find under age children (i.e. those under 7

years of age) being admitted into Grade 1 classes on the verbal declaration

of the parents that the child has reached school admission age. In addition,

the reverse often occurs in that children who are well over school admission

age but who have not attended school for some reason or other are given

places in Grade 1. It is the case, then, that the age of pupils is in most

instances based by the school on the age declared on admission and thus

tends to be rather unreliable. Nevertheless, our classification was based

mainly on what the subjects told us and checked against school records.
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Results, of grouping the subjects into three age groups showed that

Group 1 contained 40.5% (or 49 Ss), Group 2, 53.1% (40) and Group 3>

26.4/= (or 32 Ss). Tables 7.7 through 7.12 of Appendix XVTII give figures

of cross-tabulations of these three age groups against each of the six

Guttman Scales, A to P. These sets of frequency data were then submitted

to a Chi-Square Test and the following results were obtained:

SCALE df
2

X P

A (6) 7.25 NS

B (8) 12.14 NS

C (6) 12.95 > .05

D (8) 11.88 NS

E (4) 5.48 NS

F (4) 6.51 NS

All these results, with the exception of Guttman Scale C (Past Tense

Series), were not significant at the .05 level of significance. This means

that there is no relationship between the subjects' age and their member¬

ship to any of the Scale Types of the Guttman Scales. Age is not a. relevant

factor in the acquisition of English in Zambia and should not be considered

as one of the parameters of variability.

7.3o Sex

Sex was included as an extra-linguistic variable because previous

studies and current reports have consistently observed that boys are superior

to girls in the Zambian education system. I.icAdam (1 973:522), for instance,

made the following observation with regard to the superiority of boys

over girls in a battery of language tests used in his study:
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'This inferiority of Zambian girls is probably the result of the

position and role of girls and women in Zambian society and if
this is the case, the present position may continue until the spread
of education brings about a change in the role and status of women

in Zambia' (McAdam 1973s522)

These findings seem to be reinforced by the current debate about

sex: differences in performance levels in school examinations. According

to news paper reports (liamakando 1981), the Ministry of Education and

Culture is even considering lowering the pass mark levels of girl pupils

in national school examinations at the Form 3 and Grade 7 levels. Available

statistics indicate that more boys pass than girls: at the Grade 7 level

in 1980, out of 22,077 candidates who passed the selection examination,

6370 7fere boys and only 3T/c girls; and in 1981, out of 22021 , 62.8/5 were

boys and 37.2/5 girls (Nakamando 1 981 ). It is interesting to note that

Sharma (1973s10) found that there was no difference between the performance

of boys and that of girls on a word recognition test.

In our sample of subjects, there were 52.9^5 boys and 47.1/5 girls.
A breakdown of the distribution of these two groups over the various steps

of the Scales is given in Tables 7.13 through 7.18 of Appendix XIX. Each
2

of these sets of figures were submitted to the X -Test and the following

results were obtained:

SCALE df x2 P

A (3) 2.67 ITS

B (4) 1.92 NS

C (3) 1.28 NS

D (4) 0.47 NS

3 (2) 1.82 NS

F (2) 1.58 NS
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None of the results we obtained were more than the critical, value at

the .05 level of significance indicating that Sex 'was not a significant

determinant of subjects' positions on the linear interlanguage continua.

These findings agree with Sharma's (1973) a-iki. suggest that the debate

on sex differences in the Zambian education system are not based on the

linguistic skills of pupils at these Grades, i.e. Grades 4, 5 and 6.

7.4. Residential. Area

One of the outcomes of our sampling a wide cross-section of Lusaka

primary school pupils was the possibility of introducing influences of

geographical location of the schools ana subjects' home as extra-lingui¬

stic variables. Serpell (1 97Sb ) j carried out a study in Lusaka in which

he tested the aural comprehension of Nyanja by Grade 3 and Grade 6 primary

-school pupils. He included residential area as one of the sampling vari¬

ables which were found to exercise a statistically reliable influence on

the children's test scores, and he concluded that residential areas in

Lusaka may vary in the extent to which they make use of one or another

of the commonly available linguistic codes.

Residential areas in Lusaka are broadly classified into three types

and these are (1) High Density Areas, (2) Medium Density Areas and (3)

Low Density Areas. The first of these refers to the over-crowded shanty

townships which have mushroomed up on the fringes of Lusaka. The second

type to the City Council housing estates which contain small detached

houses with reasonable amenities such as electricity, running water and

well-maintained streets. The third to spacious bungalows, mostly built

up during the Colonial era and now occupied by senior government officials

and company executives. The distribution of our sample of subjects over

the three types of residential areas were as follows:
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High Density: 35.57° (43)

Medium Density: 25.6^ (31 )

Low Density: 38.87= (47)

It should be noted in passing that the category of Low Density subjects

appears to be larger than the others, but on closer examination, it was

found that a number of these subjects in fact lived in the servants'

quarters which would rank as High Density residents in a finer classi¬

fication.

Tables 7.19 to 7.24 of Appendix XX contain the details of the cross-

tabulations of subjects ever Scale Types and Residential Areas. The
2

following were the results of the X. -Test results:

SCALE df

A (6) 10.84 NS

B (8) 8.55 NS

C (6) 16.01 > .05

D (8) 22.28 > .01

S (4) 3.50 NS

P (4) 8.45 NS

These results indicate a mixed pattern of relationships. Scale A and B

(Prepositions) and Scales E and ? (Relativization and Complementation)

were not significantly correlated with the Residential Area Variable.

However, Scales C and D (Tense and Aspect) indicated that Residential

Area was a significant Pactor. It was observed that the High Density

Area was comprised of subjects who belonged to the lower Scale I^pes

while the Low Density had subjects from the upper Scale Types.
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7.5. Individual Lultilinqualism

Individual bilingualism and multilingualism are some of the most

remarkable characteristics of the speech community of Lusaka. According

to Mytton (1970 Zambiansliving in urban areas on average claim to know-

about 2.8 different local languages, and those in rural areas an average

of 1 „9. It has been concluded in research findings such as these, that,, in

a statistical sense of the word, it is entirely normal in Zambia to be

at least bilingual and, if resident in a town, to be trilingual (or

multilingual). Serpell (1 980: 97) has commented on one of the consequences

of the existence of a high incidence of individual multilingualism in

urban areas in Zambia:

'Speech patterns in urban areas of Zambia show a fluidity, or

lack of clear compartmentalization of the various codes, through¬
out the three linguistic subsystems: lexical, grammatical, and

phonological. Thus in addition to lexical intrusions, we find
constructions based on English word order imposed on a string
of Nyanja or Bemba words, and extensive phonological restructuring
of English words when they are borrowed. The predominant patterns
of intrusion seem to be from English into the Bantu codes for

lexical items and grammar from Bantu into English for phonology.
But there are reversals of these orders at all levels. These very

varied patterns of code mixture pose a complex problem of criteria
when it comes to identifying 'errors' in the spoken and written

usage of Zambian students' (Serpell 1980:102)

In view of these observations on individual bilingualism and multilingua¬

lism subjects in this study were asked to state whether or not they

belonged to one of the following three groups:

1. Those who spoke only one Zambian language at home and with peers,

(=Monolinguals);

2. Those who used two local languages, (=Bilinguals);

3. Those who spoke three or more local languages, (=Multilinguals).
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The results of the classification of subjects into types according

to the number of local languages they claimed to know were as follows:

Monolingual: 1 9. 0>o (23)

Bilingual: 57.9/7 (70)

Multil ingual 23.1/7 (28 )

These three groups were then cross-tabulated against Scale Types of each

Guttman Scale giving data which appear in Tables 7.25 through 7.30 of
2

Appendix XXI. The results of X- -Tests on these freauency data were as

follows:

SCALE df x2 P

A (6) 2.16 NS '

B (3) 8.84 NS

C (6) 1.62 NS

D (6) 13.34 > .05

E (4) 2.53 NS

F (4) 4.18 NS

None of these results were significant except Scale D (Fresent Tense

Series) indicating that in general, there was no relationship between

individual multilingualism and subjects' positions on interlanguage

ccaitinua. On the basis of these findings, it can be concluded that

knowledge of more than one native languages is not a relevant factor

of variability in the Zambian second language acquisition process. It

thus appears that being multilingual in no way changes how Zambians

approach the learning of the second language,English.
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7.6. Exposure to English Outside the Classroom

There -was no objective manner of assessment of the subjects' use

of and contact with English outside the formal classroom situation and

interpretation of results in this section may require some qualification.

Paced with the same situation, McAdam (1973*281) in his study comments:

'The influence of the linguistic environment is for the majority
of learners in Africa not helpful, as the urban dweller has

generally only fairly limited opportunities for hearing and using
the outsidfcthe classroom. Thus, the performance in English of
the African primary school learner is almost totally conditioned

by what he has learned at school, thereby relieving comparisons
of the effectiveness of teaching from the influence of the
environment to a greater extent than is often possible elsewhere1.

In spite of these considerations, a method of classifying subjects in

terms of different degrees of contact with the spoken and written use

of English outside the classroom, particularly with parents, elder siblings

and peers at home and at play, had to be devised. Two methods were used

as a means grouping subjects into three types. One was a general assess¬

ment of the possible contact of the subject with English in the home,

exposure to mass media organs such as the radio, television, cinema and

English newspapers etc. The second was by means of a structured set of

questions which required the following information:

1. 'Whether or not parents/guardians, siblings and play mates
used English when interacting with the subject most of the time;

2. Y/hether the use of English was confined to peers and siblings
but not with parents/guardians;

3. Whether there was not much or neglible contact and exposure to
all forms of English outside the formal classroom situation.

As we have already noted, there was a certain amount of subjectivity

in the assessment of these questions and answers.
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From a combination of the two methods of assessment, we arrived

at three types of exposure groups which we termed as follows:

1. Negligible: 34.7^ (42);

2. Peers,/ Siblings: 41 .37= (50);

3. Intensive/ Home: 24.0/= (29).

Tables 7.31 through 7.36 give the details of the distribution of subjects

by Exposure groups and over the Guttman Scale Types. After the application
2

of the X -Test, we obtained the following results:

SCALE df X.2

A (6) 21.63 > .01

B (a) 19.10 > .05

C (6) 17.06 > .01

D (8) 31.31 > .01

S (4) 10.36 > .05

F (4) 14.03 > .01

All these results conclusively show significant correlations bet-ween

positions of subjects on the Scale Types and the extent to which they

claimed to use English outside the classroom, particularly at home. Those

subjects who reported frequent parental and elder siblings use of English

were positioned on the higher Scale Types than subjects who reported

occasional use with peers, and this latter group out-positioned those

whose parents/guardians and elder siblings did not or could not speak

English at home.

The implications of these findings with regard to the acquisition
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of English in. the Zambian primary school environments are quite obvious.

The Zambian English language classroom must be made into an intensive

"intake" informal environment in order that it may be sufficient for the

acquisition of all aspects of the second language to take place (c.f.

Krashen 1976:1 66)„ The classroom must provide most of the intake and

must be rich enough to redress the balance between subjects with high

exposure and those with low exposure extra-linguistic influences. If the

classroom were made to fulfil the role of an intensive intake informal

environment then it might provide the learners with the necessary input

for the operation of the language acquisition device. But as we have

observed in passing, the contribution of the classroom as a formal lingui¬

stic environment, providing rule isolation and feedback for the develop¬

ment of language skills, is in the majority of cases negligible due to

the high levels of illiteracy in the Zambian primary schools (c.f. Sharma

1973)o

7»7o Parents Education and Socio-economic level

We experienced similar problems of lack of objectivity in dealing

with this variable. Paced with same situation, we may draw upon McAdam's

experience once again when he commented:

'Socio-economic differences in terms of classification of the

occupations of pupils' parents are difficult to obtain in Zambia
because many parents are illiterate and thus are unable to respond
to any questionnaire and because many pupils of Grade 4 have little
idea of their parents occupations. Moreover, no classified list
of occupations in Zambia is readily available'(McAdam 1973s3^ 0).

In view of these problems, we had to use two criteria to determine

the groups based partly on the reported educational level of parents and,

also onthe reported parents' occupation, in cases where this was possible.
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In terms of education, the following information was used in grouping

the subjects:

1 . 7fa.eth.er or not parents had minimal or negligible formal education

(=illiterate);

2. Whether parents or guardians had full primary school education;

3. Or whether parents had some secondary and/ or tertiary education.

This information was then supplemented with information about the actual

occupations of the parents and the educational requirements of their jobs.

In this ra-ther subjective manner, we arrived at the following three groups

of subjects:

Low level: 29.8/ (36)

Medium level: 3"! (38)

High level: 38.8/ (47)

Tables 7.37 through 7°42 of Appendix XXIII give the frequency data
2

used in the calculations of the X -Tests which are given below:

SCALE df -v2 p

A (6) 20o40 > .01

B (3) '17.37 > .05

C (6) 22.04 > .01

D (8) 24o01 > .01

E (4) 11.15 > .05

F (4) 10.54 > o O

All these results were significant and indicate that there was a relation¬

ship between subjects' positions on interlanguage continua and parents'

education and socio-economic levels.
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7o3. Summary of the main findings

In the foregoing Sections, we have examined the influence of seven

extra-linguistic situational variables which may have some "bearing on

the internal grammar of any given subject. Ey internal .grammar in this

study, we mean the individual subject's position on any of the six

Guttman Scales or linear implicatianal contmua we constructed in the

previous Chapter to account for the individual distribution of subjects.

In the light of the findings of the relationship of each of the extra-

linguistic variables with the Scales, we are in a position to answer the

question which we posed in the introduction of this Chapter, viz:

'What are some of the non-linguistic factors in the learning and

acquisition situation that may be found to significantly correlate
with a given interlanguage continuum?'

Cf the seven factors investigated in the foregoing Sections, only three

have been found to nave categorically significant relationships with

all the Scales, and these are:

Time (=Grade)

Exposure to English outside the classroom

Parents'/guardians' education and socio-economic level.

One factor, Residential Area has been found to have a significant relation¬

ship with two Scales, C and D (Tense and Aspect). It is not clear 'why

this was the case, but it may be function of the Elicitation Instrument,

Task II, v/hich was used in this area of investigation. Two factors, AGE

and frfULTHINGUALISH have some association with one Scale each; the former

with Scale G, and the latter with Scale D. A possible interpretation of
this situation is to infer only a casual and largely marginal influence
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of these two factors on the overall position of individual subjects

on interlanguage continua. Cne factor, SEX has been found to have

virtually no connection with any Scale, and contrary to what are claimed

to be sex differences in the Zambian school situation, this factor is not

relevant in this study. What influence this factor may have overall must

be mainly sociological and not directly linguistic in nature. It will

be noted below that such influences may be through other factors, such

as Exposure (c.f. Section 7.9 below).

Thus, in terms of our working hypothesis, it can now be concluded

as follows:

'The position of an individual on an interlanguage continuum of

development is not just a function of Time, but also that of

(i) Exposure to the second language outside the classroom,

(ii) Parents' education and socio-economic level, and that
(iii) Residential Area, Multilingualism and Age have marginal
influences with some aspects of the second language.'

7.9. Intercorrelations among the Variables and Discussion

In order to determine with precision which factors were really

relevant in the learning and acquisition of English in the urban Zambian

primary school situation, further analysis of results with regard to

the interrelationships among the Variables may be quite informative. In

this connection, further statistical analysis of the data were carried out

in which each variable was correlated with all the others pair-wise.

(N.B. The raw data for this exercise has not been given in the Appendix

in order to economise on space). The results of Chi-Square tests between

each pair of the Variables are given in Pig 7.2 on the next page. Prom

this table of results, it can be observed which factors are related to

each other, and which ones are not directly interrelated. In this case,
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it can "be inferred that all the Variables are related to each other

directly and mostly indirectly through other variables which have direct

relationships. Briefly then, we can make the following comments based

on the results given in Big 7»2:

GRADE: This factor is related to AGE. but is independent of all
other factors. This finding is not surprising, since AGE
as well as GRADE are aspects of the Time dimension, and thus,
we would expect to find older subjects in the upper grades
and younger ones in the lower grades.

AGE: This is related to three factors; GRADE, EXPOSURE and ZDUCATI
& SOCIO-ECONOMIC LEVEL. AGE vs EXPOSURE is an understandable

relationship; it can be inferred that older subjects would
claim to have had more exposure to the language outside the
classroom on account of Time and maturity. However, the AGE
vs EDUC & SOCIO-ECONOMIC level relationship is difficult to

interpret, but on inspection of the distributions, it is
noted that younger subjects come from the high Education &
and Scio-economic levels and older ones from the low levels.

SEX: This factor has no connection with other variable except

one, EXPOSURE. The explanation for this finding must be socio

logical; and this is where the so-called inferior position
and role of women in Zambian society may be operative. In thi

instance, it must have been the case that female subjects

significantly reported less interactions with peers, siblings
and parents of the opposite sex, and thus giving an overall
lower rating of their position on the Exposure scale.

RESIDENTIAL AREA: This is connected with two other factors: EXPOSURE

and EDUCATION & SOCIO-ECONOMIC level. This is to be expected.
Low Density areas would be areas where residents have intensive

exposure to English, and similarly, High Education & Socio¬
economic levels; and then the reverse situations also hold.
High Density areas imply negligible expos-ore to English, and
also Low Education & Socio-economic levels.
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MULTTT.TNGUALISM: This is related to one factor only: EDUCATION &
SOCIO-ECONOMIC level. Here we find a significantly large
number of Monolinguals in the Low Education & Socio-economic
stratum, while Multilinguals tended to be assosiated with

High Education & Socio-economic levels. The reason for this
situation is mobility among the well educated and well posi¬
tioned members of the Zambian community - and consequently -

their children tend to pick up a number of local languages
from different parts of the country.

EXPOSURE: Only two factors; GRADE and MULTILINGUALISM have no relation¬

ship with this factor. It can said to be one of the central

influences.

EDUCATION & SOCIO-ECONOMIC LEVEL: Here we find only two factors that
have no direct relationship with this factor; and these are

GRADE and SEX. Like EXPOSURE, this factor is central and

even causal relationships may be inferred between it and the

purely linguistic (Scales) dimensions.

A detailed sociological examination of the interrelations of these

variables is outside the scope of this study. The remarks we have made

above are meant to indicate that even those factors that have been found

to have no influence on the position of an individual on interlanguage

continua may do so by virtue of their relationships with other variables.

In conclusion, then, we can present the facts expressed in the foregoing

discussion in the form of a diagram, as in Fig 7.3» on 'the next page. In

this diagrammatic representation of the interrelationships among the

variables, the letters A, 3, C, D, S, and F stand for the linear implica-

tional continua with which each variable has been found to be related, and

the straight lines connecting the squares indicate significant correlations.

It can be seen clearly from this diagram why all the variables might be

said to have some influence for a given individual characterized by them.
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7.3? Diagrammatic representation of interrelationships among

Variables and implicational continua Scales
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CHAPTER EIGHT

REVIEW OF RESULTS. VARIABLE RULES AND PEDAGOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

8.1. Summary of the main findings of the empirical investigation

Chapter Five: This examined, the hypothesis that the English of Zambian

primary school pupils in Grades IV, V and VI differs variably but system¬

atically from target language norms. This hypothesis was posited in reply

to two questions: one pertained to the determination of the differences

in internal grammars of second language learners, and the second to the

elements that constitute second language speech features with particular

reference to their systematicity and variability. First, a preliminary

statistical check for the existence of variation in the data in each of

the three areas of investigation was made. The results of this prelimi¬

nary analysis indicated that the subjects, as a random group of second

language learners, did spread out on a continuum of language performance

levels (see Figs 5»i to 5*4). The distribution of subjects over perfor¬

mance levels was found to be largely a function of Time (=Grade) which

indicated that Grades represented different stages of linguistic compe¬

tence. The results also indicated that items in each area of investiga¬

tion constituted a sequence of accuracy or order of difficulty. This latter

finding raised the issue of whether or not the obtained rank orders of

items had any significant correlation with graded introduction of the

items by the official linguistic syllabus used in the Zambian Primary

school English course. This problem was tested by a Spearman Rank order

correlation: the results showed that there were no significant correlations

between the orders. This finding indicated that the expected input (i.e.

linguistic syllabus) did not entail the same output (i.e. interlanguage

grammar), and that this might be said to be at variance with the natural

order of acquisition. In spite of this result, it was then discovered

that there were significant Pearson r correlations between rank orderings of

of all the subjects in each of the three tasks.
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The foregoing; preliminary analysis of the data was followed by

Error Analysis for systematicity and variability in Tasks I and II,

i.e0 in Spatial and Temporal prepositions and Tense and Aspect distinc¬

tions, respectively.

Spatial and Temporal prepositions

In this area, it was discovered that the distribution of the four

categories of errors and variants quantitatively and qualitatively declined

as a function of grade (=Time),(see Pig 5.5). Systematicity was observed

in the data in such findings as that of the contribution of Spatial and

Temporal distinctions were evenly spread across the Grades; that the

contribution of 'deep case' marking errors or variants uniformly declined

with Time; that there was a similarity in the distribution of errors and

variants caused by inaccurate dynamic and/or static specification across

the Grades; but that there was a random application of Over- and Under-

specification as sources of variants across the Grades. These findings

indicated that there was both systematicity and variability in the data.

Moreover, purely linguistic considerations were used to explain the

persistent occurrence of certain forms over time without undue recourse

to invoking the interference of the mother tongue.

Tense and Aspect distinctions

In this area, too, it was found that quantitatively and qualitatively

(with the exception of category c. (+ Progressive Aspect)) there was a

decrease in the six error and variants categories as a function of the

rise in. Grade, (see Fig 5.6). As in the previous area systernaticiiy and

variability in the data was observed given findings such as that there

was no significant difference in the distribution of Uninflected variants

in the Past and in the Non-Past contexts; that change of tense errors and

variants were randomly distributed across the Grades; that change of
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aspect errors anri variants had no significant pattern of distribution

across the Grades;that there was no restriction of occurrence of Uhgra-

rcmatical sequences to any cane Tense domain, but that there was a remark¬

able decline in proportion with a rise in Grade. These findings indicated

that learners in this study could be found at different points of develop¬

ment, but that they use a definite system, even though this system was

decidely different from target language behaviour. As in the case of

prepositions, purely linguistic considerations were employed here to

explain deviant forms or variants. In this case errors were not judged

in terms of whether or not they seriously interfered with communication

since our intention was purely theoretical, and descriptive in nature.

Chapter Six: Here, the hypothesis that was tested was that the 'acqui¬

sition' or 'accuracy' orders of items comprising each of the three areas

investigated consituted patterned arrays both in terms of intra-linguistic

syntactic and semantic characteristics and in terms of subject distribution

irrespective of membership to Grade0 This hypothesis was posited in response

to the question that required the determination of the nature of inter-

language continua with particular reference to the spread of a given random

group of language learners. First, the relative orders of difficulty in

each area were examined across the three Grades (i.e. three points of time

of the cross-section of Zambian learners). The three cross-sectional orders

were tested by a Spearman rank order correlation and the results produced

significant correlations. This finding indicated that the items in each

area were ranked in a similar sequence irrespective of Grade (see Figs 6.1

through 6o5). Moreover, the results indicated that these attributes were

spread variably through the sample of subjects, but that there was systema-

ticity and variability that might be noted in quantitative and qualitative
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changes in the learners' language over Time as was the case in results of

error analysis in the previous chapter. In view of this finding implicatio¬

ns!. Scaling techniques were applied to the data in order to reorganize

and indicate linguistic environments in which changes could be said to

take place over a period of three years (=Grades). The results of this

exercise was the construction of six Guttman Scales (see Figs 6.7 to 6.12)

and accompanying linear implications! continua. which accounted for the

individual distribution of subjects (see Appendixes XIH, XV and XVT).

These were examples of interlanguage continua and indicated the stages

of development for the entire sample of our subjects. All the scales were

statistically valid even though a number of subjects were Non-Scale Types

i.e. they deviated from the impIdeational patterns indicating variability

in the internal grammar of individuals as well as that of the whole group..

(For a. Variable Rules interpretation of the Scales see Section 8.2 below)

The rest of Chapter Six was then devoted to experimental analysis

by ANOVA tests for significance of language development over Time and for

significant differences between sets of linguistic environments or groups

of items. Six experiments were conducted and analysed. The results in

each of the experiments indicated a significant effect of Grade which

indicated that significant language development takes place over the three

years (=Grades) sampled in this study. Then, with regard to linguistic

parameters, the following results were obtained: i) Temporal and Spatial

preposition usage was different; the former was acquired before the latter;

ii) Of the two sub-sets of Spatial prepositions, the dynamic and the static:

the former were used more correctly than the latter; iii) The Past Tense

context was found to be more favourable than the Non-Past Tense for the

accurate identification of Aspectual, and morphological markings; iv) There

was, however,a complex interrelationship between Perfective, Progressive

and the Simple forms which created an interaction between Grades and
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Aspectual domains indicating that there was no definite sequence among

the three variables- (i.e. levels of Factor B); v) The four relative sente¬

nce types were found to have significantly different effects; and vi)

similarly, the three Complement sentence types were also found to have

significantly different processing characteristics. All these experimental

results confirmed that intra-linguistic characteristics were similarly

patterned irrespective of Time (see Figs 6013 to 6.16 and 6.5, 6.6).

Chanter Seven: This chapter dealt with social and psychological factors

as dimensions of interlanguage continua of development. The hypothesis that

was tested here was that the position of an individual subject on an

interlanguage continuum of development was not just a function of Time

but also that of a set of extra-linguistic variables which might well

include AGS, SEX, RESIDENTIAL AREA, EXPOSURE to English outside the class-

roan, Parents '/Guardians' EDUCATION and SOCIO-ECONOMIC level. Each of
2

these Factors was tested by the X. -test of significance since the data

were in the form of frequencies or 'cross-tabs' (see Appendixes XVIII to

XXIH). The cells of sets of data were made up of the Six Guttman Scales

established in the previous chapter and the various qualitative parameters

of each Factor. Of the seven factors investigated, only three were found

to have categorically significant relationships with all the scales, and

these were TIME, EXPOSURE, and EDUCATION & SOCIO-ECONOMIC level. One

factor, RESIDENTIAL AREA was found to have a significant relationship with

two Scales, C and D (Tense and Aspect). Two factor's, AGE and MULTILINGUA-

LISM had significant relationships with Scales C and D respectively. SEX

was found to have virtually no connection with any Scale contrary to

popular claims about sex differences in the Zambian education system.

In order to interpret some of the results, further analysis of the

data was done with a view to establishing intern-correlations among the
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extra-linguistic variables. The results (see Pig 7.2) indicated that

GRADE was related to AGE only; that AGE was related to GRADE, EXPOSURE

and EDUCATION & SOCIO-ECONOMIC level; that SEX was related to EXPOSURE

only; that RESIDENTIAL AREA was connected with EXPOSURE and with EDUCATION

& SOCIO-ECONOMIC level; that MULTILINGUALISM -was related to EDUCATION &

SOCIO-ECONOMIC level only; that EXPOSURE was related to all factors except

GRADE and MULTILINGUALISM; and similarly, that EDUCATION & SOCIO-ECONOMIC

level was related to all except GRADE and SEX. These interrelationships

(see Pig 7.3) revealed that all factors were in varying degrees relevant,

directly or indirectly through others, in a multidimensional characteri¬

zation of the acquisition of English in the Zambian urban primary school

situation.

802. Variable Rules and Stages of Acquisition

In this Section, we bring together aspects of variability analysis

and iaplicational scaling methodology reviewed in Chapter Two (Sections

2.5 and 2.6) and reinterpret the results of the empirical investigation

presented in the previous Section above. We are also going to make use

of terminology described in Chapter Three with regard to the reference

grammars that were sketched for determining the relevant linguistic varia¬

bles. It was noted (3.2) that a given reference grammar was merely a

theoretical, representation of the competence of a mature speaker of the

target language , but that thi3 represented static idealized linguistic

entities. Since an interlanguage grammar is highly dynamic, it can be

conceptualized only in terms of the union of all rule sets of particular

individual (or sets of groups of) mental grammars at a particular point

in Time and social and psychological space. In this regard, we have seen

that second language acquisition can be represented in terms of a step¬

wise approximation (represented by Guttman Scales and linear interlanguage

continua in this study) passing through a series of intermediate varieties
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in the direction of the target variety (or target varieties , given that

there is internal variation in the language depending on extra-linguistic

variables). In Zambia, the target variety is never reached in the majority

of cases, though the whole process moves in its direction. As it has

been shown in Chapter Seven, the influence of extra-linguistic variables

which are characteristically of a social and psychological nature, makes

the description of the specific nature of the different speech varieties,

their similarities and differences, difficult to attain. We are not there¬

fore including the effects of these factors in the formulation of the

variable rules that follow below. Nevertheless, the particular variables

that we have found to have significant influences e.g. GRADE, EXPOSURE

and EDUCATION & SOCIO-ECONOMIC level, constitute both a learning context

and individual disposition. Thus,each learner is characterized by a

set of specifications of these factors which determines a complex set of

diverse acquisition conditions.

8.201. Spatial and Temporal Prepositions

The first generalization that was made in this area of investigation

This rule claims that temporal locative prepositions are acquired first,

then these are followed by spatial prepositions. In this instance, ot > •

With regard to Temporal prepositions as a set in its own right and

consisting of sub-sets the following rule may be used to capture the

generalization we have found in the results (cf Scale A):
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[H2] specL-T > (partp/T 5 point/per)
'

'posterior'
' suiterior'

0£ i •source' /

^ 'goal' ,J

partP/T * \-par1 ] 'interior' f
'L goal'

'locative'
'locative' I

'E source'
'E goal'

'extent'
'P extent'

where % c g a q.

This rule states that of the three sub-sets of Temporal prepositions,

the set consisting of the items 'after', 'before', 'since' and 'until'

is acquired first, and this is followed by the set whose members

are 'at', 'on', 'in' and 'by^', and then the set with 'for', 'during',
'from' and 'to*. In view of this, the following are stages of acquisition

for these items:

Stage 2: Set oC

Stage 3s Sets U and | .

Stage 4: All sets*, pi j ^

In the case of Spatial prepositions, the variable rule proposed

is as follows:

Stage 1:

[Rj] -
> (part 5 p.obj)

(c,f0 Scale B)
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part ->/ [part] ) /

where f = T

Ct

3

if

c
d

transverse'

length"
P interior'
P proximity1

interior'
surface'
locative'
proximity'

exterior'
G interior'
goal'
source'

posterior'
superior' j
inferior'
higher'

c 3

(NB: Extent case items were left out of this analysis)

The interpretation of [R^] is the same as that of [R^] above, and
thus, the following stages of acquisition may be prposed:

Stage 1:

Stage 2:

Stage 3:

Stage 4:

0

Items in set CC

Items in sets and jB

Items in sets ^ and- ^
Stage 5i AH items*. Q<j "ft q

Note that items in the environments oL and ~f are both in directional

predicates| but qL, consists of 'path' expressions and nf 'goad' expressions.

Similarly, (3 and 0 are both from locative predicates, but that

cansistbof direct relational elements whereas 6. consists of indirect

ordering locative relations (see Section 3»2.3 of Chapter Three).

8.2.20 Tense and Aspect

The first broad generalization that can be made with regard to this
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area of investigation involves TENSE in the AUX rule:

[s, ] aux > tense (m) (have en) (be ing)4

. . gC 'Past*
TENSE > < [ TENSE]/ / <

\ / $ 'Present'

where ^ > Q

This rule claims that the Past Tense context is a more favourable

environment than the Non-Past tense context for the identification of

Aspect and the relevant morphological markings. Given this situation

separate series may be formulated for the expansion of 'Past' and

'Present'. The farmer may expanded as in rule (H^):

[h5]
OC Simple aspect forms

'Past' > ([Past] ) / p Perfective Aspect

Progressive Aspect

>

J

Given this rule, the following stages of acquisition of the Past series

may be expanded as follows:

Stage 1: Y + jZf (Unmarked form)

Stage 2: V + 'Past irregular' and 'ed'

Stage 3• 'have + Past V + en'

Stage 4: 'be + Past V + ing'

Present may be expanded as in rule (Pg)i
r ~\
C£ Future Time expressions

[Rj 'Present' > /[Pres]\ / ^

$ Perfective Aspect

% Simple Present forms
>

S Progressive Aspect
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Form the interpretation of Rg, we may detect the following stages of
of acquisition of the Present Tense series:

Stage 1: V + j6 (Uninflected form)

Stage 2: 'Be going to' + V and 'will' + Y

It is interesting to note that in each of the last two rules, R_ and Rg
the progressive is the last notion to be acquired. In the morpheme studies

acquired morpheme, and was said to be the first marker of aspect. Our

findings, however, do not agree with them particularly since our study

involves both form and function of the notions (c.f. 01shtain 1979).

8.2.3. Relativization and Complementation

The results of this area of our study do not render themselves well to

expression by variable rule methodology, but we can state our findings

informally by indicating the relative order of the acquisition of the

structures involved.

1. Relativization

The results in this sub-area revealed the following order of relative

difficulty of imitation:

Stage 3: 'have + Pres V + en'

Stage 4: V + Pres

Stage 5s 'be + Pres V + ing'

reviewed in Chapter Two (2.1) the progressive was said to be an early

/
(XObj NP: OS

"3* Subj NP: SS

^Subj NP: SO

>
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In the absence of comparative results from second language acquisition

studies, we may compare these findings with research in acquisition

by Sheldon (1974) who proposed the 'parallel function hypothesis' to

explain how children process different kinds of sentences containing

relative clauses. In a study of children aged 3;8 to 5;5 involving an

acting-out comprehension task, Sheldon found that neither embeddedness

nor focus alone could account for the obtained pattern of relative diffi¬

culty of the four sentence types identical to ours. Rather, the four

sentence type variables interacted such that SS sentences were responded

to the most accurately, followed by 00, OS and SO, in order of increasing

difficulty. Sheldon proposed that the ease of SS and 00 sentences, relative

to OS and SO sentences, was due to the fact that the head NP of the

relative clause plays the same grammatical role in both the matrix clause

and the relative clause - either subject or object. In OS and SO sentences

in contrast, the head HP plays one role in the matric clause and another

in the relative clause. Sheldon, then, hypothesized that double grammatical

function was difficult for children. This explanation is also relevant

to the results of our study and with the exception of the SS types, Sheldon's

results were similar to ours, i.e0 SS < 00 < OS < SO compared to

OS < 00 < SS < SO.

20 Complementation

The results in this sub-area were straight forward and may summarized

as (Rg) below:

o6'that*

[Rg ] Compl > ( [ Compl ]) / j) ' for .. to' ^
Ctf 'Pos. - ing'
v.

One possible explanation for this relative order of difficulty could be

formal linguistic complexity and derivational history of the structures
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8.3. Pedagogical implications of the study

In Chapter One, considerable attention was paid to the importance

of the English language in Zambia particularly with regard to the use of

English as a medium of instruction. Recent justifications for continued

use of English as a medium of instruction in the primary schools include

the reason that it is the language used for instruction in the higher

grades. According to recommendations of a nation wide educational reform

exercise (Ministry of Education 1 311'. Educational Reform: Proposals and

Recommendations) "if English is going to be the medium of instruction in

the higher grades, it is advantageous to the child to be introduced to

the English language as early as possible" (p.32), Results of this study

not only have they given a descriptive account of the mental grammars

that are found in the primary school situation , but they have also revealed

socio-cultural dimensions for the majority of subjects. In fact, even the

Education Reform document admits: 'the use of English as a medium of

instruction from. Grade 1 has not been without difficulties since most

Zambian children do not at present speak English in the home' (p.32).

As our contribution to this debate about the use of English in the primary

school the following are some of the possible pedagogical implications

of the findings in this study:

1. Curriculum Modifications

Most of the results in this study have revealed certain generalizations
based on consistent regularity of occurrence and development of

linguistic structures over time and through social and psychological
space. Findings such as these should be taken into account in the

design and implementation of satisfactory teaching materials. We are

of the opinion that the strict control of materials in the current

linguistic syllabus used in the Zambian primary schools is not
sensitive enough to the dictates of the environmental extra-linguistic
influences. For learners from the well-placed socio-cultural milieus
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rmrl high levels of the socio-economic strata, this tightly controlled
linguistic syllabus may have retarding effects in the sense that if
the learner is never allowed access to any form not prescribed by
that syllabus, the learner may well be deprived of precisely the
information which the current state of his interlanguage requires
in order to develop (c.f. Corder 1978:82). If it is the case that

some learners in the Zambian situation obtain extra linguistic input

required from peers, siblings and parents, then those from poor

socio-cultural milieus and negligible exposure to the English

language outside the classroom would be left at the bottom of the

continuum of interlanguage development. It is thus, recommended that
the linguistic syllabus be modified in the light of empirical studies
and that the language teachers be well trained and sensitive when

interacting with pupils with deprived home language situations.

20 Interlanguage Development and Communicative needs

One of the innovations of this study has been the use of Guttman
Scales to indicate what the route of the second language acquisition
process would be for a given individual learner. A general property
of the Scales is that of elaboration and sequent change towards the

target language forms; i.e. they indicate that the learner would
elaborate his interlanguage system by such processes as increasing
conditions on the applicability of semantic and syntactic features,
and by getting further up into implicational hierarchies, and learning
the appropriateness conditions for stylistic variation. What is not

understood in this situation are the communicative functions of

the language-learner language in Zambian urban multilingual centres.
To what extent can we say that any attempt has been made to relate
communicative needs and communicative success in the various social

and cultural interactions in the Zambian urban community in which

interlanguage English plays a part? In this regard, it may be observed
that language learning is largely a strategy of communication; but
since this communication, for the majority of learners, is restricted
to specific areas of social life, it may be the case that communication
in Zambian English is merely the adaptation of one's means to one's
ends. It follows,then, that the more complex one's communicative needs

are, the more complex one's linguistic resources needed. In this kind
of situation, Zambian local languages do still serve some of these needs.
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3. Interlanguage 'input' and-'output'.

This study has given empirical evidence of what may be termed
features of Zambian English. It has been demonstrated by the use

of such devices as variable rules that the linguistic behaviour of
a random group of Zambian learners is a rule-governed activity even

though the situation is highly dynamic, i.e. the acquisition and
learning of any given attribute has been found to be variably spread

through the Zambian primary school pupils individually and in' that
of the whole group, but the systematicity and variability may only
be monitored through changes in the language-learner language over

time send through social and psychological space. Now, if it is the case

that the input to the acquisition device of the language learner is
the linguistic data made available to him, and the output is his

interlanguage grammar, then it can be argued that the Elicitation
Instruments used in this study are not adequate for providing data
which will give us a true picture of the current state of the learner's

interlanguage. In order to obtain a more accurate characterization,
particularly one that is informative to course designers and curri¬
culum developers, further research is needed utilising data that
consists of the learner' s spontaneous utterances made when attempting
to use his language far communicative purposes, i.e. in interaction
with other speakers. In addition to this, a detailed investigation
of data the learner is exposed to, is needed, since what determines
the elements that are taken in is the current state of the learner's

interlanguage grammar, and not the syllabus. As Corder (197?b) comments:
'"Good" or "appropriate" teaching is, therefore, no longer to be
seen as imposing a highly organized and detailed syllabus upon a

group of learners and as a procession of putting or handing out

information, but as the task of responding to the developing functional,
or talking needs of the learner by making the appropriate data for
learners available "on request"1.
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APPENDIX I

SLICITATION INSTRUMENT: TASK I

Name Grade

School

How to fill in the Sentences

1. Read the sentences carefully.

2. Choose the best word or words to fill in the blank.

3. Put a tick [ >/ ] like this beside the best word or words.

A. Try to fill in all the sentences.

EXAMPLE-

Lusaka is the biggest town in Zambia.

(d) with [ ]

(e) at [ ]

The best choice is of, so you tick that box like this:

It is the capital our country

(a) to

(b) by

(c) of

It is the capital our country

(a) to

(b) by

(c) of [ V

(d) with [

(e) at [

Now, Go on to the next page
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1. Ana's house is near a bus stop. Ana goes to work by bus every morning.

Ana stands the bus stop when she wants to go to town.

(a) to [ ]

(b) during [ ]

(c) into [ ]

(d) on [ ]

(e) by [ ]

2.The headman in Gondwe's village has a big hut. The headman lives in

the big hut ..... the end of the village.

(a) out of [ ]

(b) during [ ]

(c) along [ ]

(d) at [ ]

(e) to [ ]

3. In Chuma's classroom, the teacher's table is in front of the class

near the blackboard. The blackboard is the teacher when he

faces the class.

(a) behind [ ]

(b) to [ ]

(c) since [ ]

(d) from [ ]

(e) at [ ]

Go on to next page
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4. Ana left school five years ago and she started to work as a nurse

at the Central Hospital. Ana has been a nurse at the hospital

she left school.

(a) into [ ]

(b) over [ ]

(c) since [ ]

(d) during [ ]

(e) on [ ]

5 . Jelita washed her school uniform last Sunday. Jelita washed the

■uniform ..... a bucket of water.

(a) in [ ] .

(b) to [ ]

(c) during [ ' ]

(d) along [ ]

(e) at [ ]

6. A few days ago, Belita saw a crocodile by ■ the river. The crocodile

came ..... the water near the bush.

(a) in [ ]

(b) after [ ]

(c) above [ ]

(d) at [ ]

(e) out of [ ]

Go on to next page
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7. There is a big forest around the Kafue River near Ndola. The river

goes through this forest 20 kilometres.

(a) at [ ]

(b) until [ ]

(c) for [ ]

(d) under [ ]

(e) into [ ]

8. Jelita's school is on the other side of a river. Jelita walks to

school every morning. Jelita walks the bridge over the river.

(a) across [ ]

(b) into [ ]

(c) since [ ]

(d) behind [ ]

(e) from [ ]

9. John's grandfather lives in a village near Chipata. John lives in

Lusaka. John goes to the village to see his grandfather the

school holidays.

(a) into [

(b) at [

(c) during "

(d) on [

(e) in [

Go on to next page
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10. Belita and Katalina went into

day. Belita and Katalina found

trees.

(a) to [ ]

(b) tontil [ ]

(c) from [ ]

(d) for [ ]

(e) under [ ]

the bush to look for masuku the other

lots of masuku fruit ..... the musuku

It. Last night John went to bed late. John didn't get up this morning

10 00 hours.

(a) since

(b) along

(c) in

(d) until

(e) into

[

2 A policeman caught a thief at the market yesterday. The policeman

took the thief the Police Station near the boma.

(a) at [ ]

(b) until [ ]

(c) to [ 3 «

(d) in [ ]

(e) under [ ]

Go on to next page
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^3. The first bus to the City Centre leaves the Main Bus Station at

06 00 hours. This bus stops at the station near the Post Office

ten minutes.

(a) across [ J

(b) on [ ]

(c) by [ ]

(d) for [ ]

(e) along [ ]

14. Mr Mfula has a big farm near Chisamba. Mr Mfula ploughs his fields

every year it begins to rain.

(a) along [ ]

(b) behind [ ]

(c) from [ ]

(d) during [ ]

(e) before [ ]

15. In Lusaka, the Main Street is called Cairo Road. Cairo Road

goes Kabwe roundabout at the north end to Kafue roundabout

at the south end.

(a) out of [ ]

(b) since [ ]

(c) at [ ]

(d) from [ ]

(e) in [ ]

Go on to next page
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16. One day, Musonda saw a leopard in the bush near his village.

Musonda was afraid and he ran back the village.

(a) on [ ]

(b) since [ ]

(c) over [ ]

(d) into [ ] .

(e) at [ ]

17* Last Friday, Robert drove to the shop on the other side of the town

centre. Robert drove his car the centre of the town.

(a) for [ ]

(b) through [ ]

(c) during [ ]

(d) in [ ]

(e) at [ ]

18-. Last year, John went to his village for Christmas. John arrived

at the village .... 24th December.

(a) out of [ ]

(b) inider [ ]

(c) to [ ]

(d) on [ ] •

(e) at [ ]

Co on to next page
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1 9• Mutale goes to the cinema to watch a film every Saturday afternoon.

The film starts .... 15 CO hours. »

(a) until [ ]

(b) above [ ]

(c) during [ ]

(d) on [ 3

(e) at [ 3

John drives to work in the town centre

07 00 hours to 08 00 hours before he gets to the town centre.

(a) from

(b) at

(c) over

(d) before

(e) on

21. There is a new wall chart in the Grade III classroom. The chart

is on the wall ..... the blackboard.

(a) for [ ]

(b) above [ ] »

(c) during [ ]

(d) to [ ]

(e) at [ ]

Go on to next page
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22. Mr Mfula went from Lusaka to Kabwe by car yesterday. Mr Mfula

(a) out of [ ]

(b) on [ ]

(c) in [ ]

(d) along [ ]

(e) at [ ]

23. Last year, Mumba lived near the airport. When a 'plane took off,

the 'plane flew his village farm.

(a) past [ ]

(b) under [ ]

(c) during [ ]

24 . Last evening, there ms lots of rain in Lusaka. It rained from

drove to Kabwe two hours

(d) in

(e) at

18 00 hours

(a) since

(b) across

20 00 hours without a break

(c) on

(d) by

(e) to

[

Go on to next page
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25. Chimuka's teeth are very clean. Chimuka cleans his teeth every day

..... he has eaten some nsima.

(a) since [ ]

(b) over [ ]

(c) by [ ]

(d) after [ ]

(e) until [ J

26. Mulenga -wants to go to Kabwe by train. The train moves off .....

the railway station at 14 00 hours.

(a) under [ ]

(b) from [ ]

(c) until [ ]

(d) in [ ]

(e) above [ ]

27. Moses starts work in the post office at 08 00 hours. Every morning,

Moses arrives at the post office ten minutes before opening time.

Moses gets to the post office ..... 07 50 hours.

(a) on [

(b) by [

(c) behind r
L

(d) in [

(e) for [

Go on to next page
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28. Many years ago, David Livingstone wanted to see the Victoria Palls.

David Livingstone travelled the Zambezi River for many days

before he found the Palls.

(a) out of [ ]

(b) during [ ]

(c) along [ ]

(d) at [ ]

(e) to [ ]

29. Yesterday, David broke some eggs which were in a basket. The eggs

were in the basket the kitchen table.

(a) to [ ]

(b) on [ ]

(c) until [ ]

(d) through [ ]

(e) at [ ]

30. Mutale did not score any goals during the football match at his

school last week. Each time Mutale kicked the ball at the goal,

the ball went the goal.

(a) over [ ]

(b) through [ ]

(c) during [ ]

(d) from [ ]

(e) on [ ]

Go on to next page
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31 . Jane's school is on the other side of a big farm. When Jane goes

to school, Jane walks the path across the farm.

(a) out of [ ]

(b) during [ ]

(c) along [ ]

(d) at [ ]

(e) to [ ]

32. Bwalya's grandfather is very old and does not work any more.

The oldman sits the stool in the verandah all day.

(a) to [ ]

(b) on ]

(c) until [ ]

(d) through [ ]

(e) at [ ]

33 • Chimuka's home is in Livingstone near the Victoria Falls. Chimuka

can see the spray from the water falling into the gorge. There is

always lots of spray ..... the gorge near the railway bridge.

(a) over [ ]

(b) through [ ]

(c) during [ ]

(d) past [ ]

(e) at [ ]

Go on to next page
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34. Yesterday Mulenga came to school late. Mulenga arrived at the

school classes had "begun.

(a) since [ ]

("b) over [ ]

(c) by [ ]

(d) after [ ]

(e) until [ ]

35. Ana went to Ndola by 'plane last evening. The 'plane took off ...

the City Airport at 20 00 hours.

(a) under [ ]

(b) from [ ]

(c) until [ ]

(d) in [ ]

(e) above [ ]

36. Yesterday, the afternoon train to Kabwe left the railway station

at 14 05 hours. Mutale went to Kabwe by that train. Mutale was at

the railway station 14 00 hours.

(a) on [ ]

(b) by [ ]

(c) behind [ ]

(d) in [ ]

(e) for [ ]

Go on to next page
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37 • Mother gets up early every morning. Mother goes to the market

..... the morning before 08 00 hours.

(a) out of [ ]

(b) under [ ]

(c) in [ ]

(d) along [ ]

(e) at [ ]

58. Manda's village is along the road to the game park. Every morning,

the game ranger drives ..... Manda's village in a Land Rover.

(a) past [ ]

(b) above [ ]

(c) during [ ] '

(d) in [ ]

(e) at [ ]

39. Joseph comes to school in the morning. Joseph stays at school

from 07 30 hours ..... 13 00 hours every day.

(a) since [ ]

(b) across [ ]

(c) on [ ]

(<l) t>y [ ]

(e) to [3

Go on to next page
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40. Jane went to Ndola by train yesterday morning. Jane reached Ndola

in the evening 20 00 hours.

(a) until [ ]

(b) above [ ]

(c) during [ ]

(d) on [ ]

(e) at [ ]

41 • Last Sunday afternoon, Mutale watched the football match at Matero

Stadium. The football match was 14 00 hours to 16 00 hours.

(a) from [ ]

(b) at [ ]

(c) over [ ]

(d) before [ ]

(e) on [ ]

42. Last year, a big bush fire came near Mumbi's village. Mumbi saw the

smoke first. The smoke from the fire was the trees.

(a) for [ ]

(b) above [ ]

(c) during [ ]

(d) to [ ]

(e) at [ ]
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43 . Chuma likes football when a player scores. Chuma likes to hear

everybody shout "GoalI" Then, the ball goes the net behind

the goalkeeper.

(a) on [ ]

(b) since [ ]

(c) over [ ]

(d) into [ ]

(e) at [ ]

44. There are many tall mountains across the Luangwa River near the

bridge. The Luangwa River goes along the valley these

mountains.

(a) for [ ]

(b) through [ ]

(c) during [ .]

(d) in [ ]

(e) at [ ]

45. Father's car gets dirty during the week. Father cleans his car

Sunday afternoon.

(a) out of [ ]

(b) under [ ]

(c) to [ ]

(d) on [ ]

(e) at [ ]

Go on to next page
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46» Last week, Sibeso was ill and his father took him to the hospital.

Sibeso stayed in the hospital three days.

(a) across [ ]

Co) on [ ]

(c) by [ ]

(d) for [ ]

(e) along [ ]

47 . Last night, Chuma's mother cooked some nsima in the kitchen. Chuma

washed his hands in clean water he began to eat the nsima.

(a) along [ ]

(b) behind [ ]

(c) from [ ]

(d) during [ ]

(e) before [ ]

48. During the football match last week, our goalkeeper scored a goal.

The goalkeeper kicked the ball. The ball went all the way his

goal to the other goal opposite.

(a) out of [ ]

(b) since [ ]

(c) at [ ]

(d) from [ ]

(e) in [ ]
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49• A mouse comes into Mrs Makuni's kitchen every evening. The mouse

comes to look for food ..... the kitchen table.

(a) to [ ]

(b) until [ ]

(c) from [ ]

(d) for [ ]

(e) under [ ]

50 . Father leaves work in the City Centre in the afternoon at 16 00 hours.

Father drives home for one hour from 16 00 hours ..... 17 00 hours.

(a) since [ ]

(b) along [ ]

(c) in [ ]

(d) until [ ]

(e) into [ ]

51 . There is a bus stop near Chuma's school. The bus from this bus stop

goes ..... the town centre.

(a) at [ ]

(b) until [ ]

(c) to [ ]

(d) in [ ]

(e) under [ ]

Go on to next page
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52 * One day, Katalina and Belita went into the "bush to look for masuku.

The bush was a long way from the village. Katalina and Belita walked

through the bush ..... 5 kilometres.

(a) at [ ]

(b) until [ ]

(c) for [ ]

(d) under [ ]

(e) into [ ]

53 . Yesterday, Father killed a snake in our garden behind the house.

The snake came from the bush ..... the road.

(a) across [ ]

(b) into [ ]

(c) since [ ]

(d) behind [ ]

(e) from [ ]

54. The other day, the Headmaster came into Mrs Phiri's classroom. The

Headmaster came into the class ..... the morning before Break.

(a) into [ ]

(b) at [ ]

(c) during [ ]

(d) on [ ]

(e) to [ ]

Go on to next page
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55. Mutale wants to go to Kabwe by bus, and he is now at the bus station

waiting for the bus. Mutale has been at the bus station 08 00

hours this morning.

(a) into [ 1

(b) over [ ]

(c) since [ ]

(d) during [ ]

(e) on [ ]

56. Mrs Banda finds a mouse in her vegetable garden every evening.

The mouse comes

(a) in [

(b) to r
L.

(c) during [

(d) along [

(e) at r
L

57. Every morning, Mulenga sees a rabbit in his maize garden. The rabbit

comes the grass in the fields.

[(a) in

(b) after

(c) above

(d) at

(e) out of

[
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. Last week, Chimuka went to the game park along the Luangwa River.

(a) to [ ]

(b) during [ ]

(c) into [ ]

(d) on [ ]

(e) by [ ]

Mutale saw a car accident in the town centre yesterday. The accident

was ..... the roundabout near the post office.

(a) out of [ ]

(b) during [ ]

(c) along [ ]

One day, a lion saw Muno's cows in the bush and it killed one of

Chimuka saw many hippos lying in the sun the river side

(d) at

(e) to

r
L.

[

them. Muno jumped up quickly and ran a tree, when he saw the

lion

(a) behind [

(b) into [

(c) since [

(d) out of [

(e) at r
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APPENDIX II

ELICITATION INSTRUMENT: TASK H

Name Grade.

School

How to fill, in the Sentences:

1 . Read the sentences carefully.

2. Choose the "best word or words to fill in the blank.

3. Put a tick [ v ] like this beside the best word or words.

4. Try to fill in all the sentences.

EXAMPLE

There are 40 desks in Chuma's classroom.

The desks made of wood.

(a) are being

(b) were

(c) are

(d) will be

(e) be

The best choice is are , so you tick that box like this:

The desks ....

(a) are being

(b) were

(c) are

(d) will be

(e) be

.made of wood.

Now, Go on to the next page
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1. A lion has just killed a cow near Muno's village. The game ranger

for the lion around the bush now.

(a) to looking [ ]

(b) is looking [ ]

(c) looked [ ]

(d) look [ ]

(e) had looked [ ]

2. Chuma's mother cooks nsima every evening. Chuma

his hands before he begins to eat the nsima.

(a) wash [ ]

(b) had washed [ ]

(c) is washing [ ]

(d) washed [ ]

(e) washes [ ]

3. John is now at the post office and he wants to buy some stamps.

John a letter to his grandfather in the village and

he wants to post it.

(a) writes [ ]

(b) will write [ ]

(c) was written [ ]

(d) has written [ ]

(e) to writing [ ]

Go on to next page
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4. Katalina is at school now, but

gets home, she some

(a) ate [ ]

(b) will eat [ ]

(c) has eating [ ]

(d) is eating [ ]

(e) eat [ ]

she is very hungry. 7/hen Katalina

nsima.

5. Sibeso has left the hospital today. Last week, Sibeso was ill and

his father ......... him to the hospital.

(a) took [ ]

(b) taked [ ]

(c) is taking [ ]

(d) take [ ]

(e) was taken [ ]

6. Mrs Banda went to Mors Makuni' s house this morning. Mrs Makuni

her house when Mrs Banda arrived.

(a) has cleaned [ ]

(b) is cleaning [ ]

(c) will clean [ ]

(d) was cleaning [ ]

(e) has cleaning [ ]

Go on to next page
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7. i.Iulenga got to school late yesterday morning. Mulenga arrived at

the school after classes

(a) was "beginned [ ]

(b) is begun [ ]

(c) to begin [ ]

(d) had begun [ ]

(e) were begun [ ]

8. Muno has just seen a lion in the bush near the village. Muno is

afraid and now he back towards the village.

(a) ran

(b) is running

(c) runs

(d) had run

(e) to run

9. Ana goes to Ndola by

off from

(a) takes

(b) took

(c) had taken

(d) was taking

(e) take

Go on to next page
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10. Jelita hasn't been to school all of this week. Jelita is ill and

she in hospital since Tuesday.

(a) be [ ]

(b) is [ ]

(c) is being [ ]

(a) is been [ ]

(e) has been [ ]

11. Mr Mfula wants to go to Kabwe by car tomorrow morning. Mr Mfula

for Kabwe at 08 00 hours.

(a) left

(b) leave

(c) was leaving

(d) will leave

(e) had left

12. Chimuka went to the

Chimuka

(a) is seeing

(b) has seen

(c) saw

(d) sees

(e) was see

Go on to next page
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.some hippos by the river side.
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13. The traffic police made a road block near the roundabout. The

police cars and lorries to see if they had good

lights and brakes.

(a) have watching [ ]

(b) be watching [ ]

(c) will watch [ ]

(d) watch [ ]

(e) were watching [ ]

14. A mouse used to eat some food in our kitchen cupboard. The mouse

left the kitchen after we a cat in the house.

(a) have bringed [ ]
'

(h) was bring [ ]

(c) bringing [ ]

(d) was brought [ ]

(e) had brought [ ]

15.Ana has gone to Ndola by 'plane. By this time, the 'plane

over Kabwe on its way to Kapirimposhi.

(a) was flying [ ]

(b) flew [ ]

(c) to flying [ ]

(d) flown [ ]

(e) is flying [ ]

Go on to next page
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16. Katalina doesn't like to sit in front of the classroom near the

teacher. Katalina at the back on the right side by

the window.

(a) has sat [ ]

(b) sit [ ]

(c) sits [ ]

(d) to sitting [ ]

(e) sitted [ ]

17. Mr Fhiri is not going to be at our school any more. He has become

the headmaster of another school. Mr Phiri a teacher at

our school for ten years.

(a) is

(b) is being

(c) was being

(d) has been

(e) was been

18. Jane has just left for Livingstone by train. I think that

Jane in Livingstone by 20 CO hours this evening.

(a) was

(b) is

(c) was being

(d) has been

(e) will be

Go on to next page
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19. Mr Makuni went to Xabwe "by car yesterday. Mr Makuni from

Lusaka to Kabwe in two hours0

(a) driven [ ]

(b) will drive [ ]

(c) was drove [ ]

(d) had drove [ ]

(e) drove [ ]

20. Many years ago, David Livingstone saw the Victoria Falls on the

Zambezi River. Livingstone along the River when he

found the Falls.

(a) is travelling [ ]

(b) travels [ ]

(c) will travelling [ ]

(d) was travelling [ ]

(e) has travelling [ ]

21. Banda didn't eat any food all day yesterday. In the evening, Banda

wans't hungry any more after he some nsima.

(a) was eaten [ ]

(b) had eaten [ ]

(c) has ate [ ]

(d) eated [ ]

(e) eats [ ]

Go on to next page
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22. A taxi has gone off the road near our school. Now, the traffic

policeman to the driver and he wants to know what

has happened.

(a) talked [ ]

(b) talks [ ]

(c) had talked [ ]

(d) is talking [ ]

(e) talk [ ]

23. Chimuka doesn't live in Livingstone any more. Nowadays Chimuka

in Lusaka with his uncle.

(a) living [ 1

(b) lived [ ]

(0) lives C ]

(d) was lived C ]

(e) live [ ]

2A. The evening train from Livingstone is not coming today. 'This train

off the rails near Kafue.

(a) is went [ ]

(b) has gone [ ]

(c) was gone [ ]

(d) go [ ]

(e) has going [ ]

Go on to next page
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25. Our netball team is practising for their big game next week.

7/e are all sure that the team .........to win the game.

(a) is going [ ]

(b) goes [ ]

(c) has gone [ ]

(d) will going [ ]

(e) has going [ ]

26. Belita's school uniform was very dirty on Friday afternoon.

Belita the uniform on Saturday morning.

(a) is washed [ ]

(b) washing [ ]

(c) have washed [ ]

(d) had wash [ ].

(e) washed [ ]

27. There was lots rain in Kasama last evening. It without

a break: until midnight.

(a) will be raining [ ]

(b) rains [ ]

(c) has raining [ ]

(d) was raining [ ]

(e) was rained [ ]

Go on to next page
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28. Mutale -wanted to know how to ride a "bicycle last week. Hutale

didn't take long to know how to do it, and by Friday, Mutale

how to ride the bicycle.

(a) learn [ ]

(b) was learned [ ]

(c) had learnt [ ]

(d) be learned [ ]

(e) learns [ ]

29. There's a football match at Independence Stadium now. Mutale hasn't

gone to the Stadium but he to the radio broadcast of the game.

(a) listen [ ]

(b) listened [ ]

(c) is listening [ ]

(d) has listening [ ]

(e) -was listened [ ]

30. Bwalya has a new bicycle and he learned to ride it last week.

Now, Bwalya how to ride ride his new bicycle.

(a) is knowing [ ]

(b) knew [ ]

(c) has knowing [ ]

(d) knows [ ]

(e) know [ ]

Go on to next page
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31. Father is looking for a snake in our garden "behind the house.

This snake one of our chickens.

(a) bite [ ]

(b) is biting [ ]

(c) has bitten [ ]

(d) to bite [ ]

(e) was bitten [ ]

32. There are lots of clouds in the sky today. I think that

it to rain this afternocna

(a) goes

(b) has gone

(c) will goes

(d) is going

(e) has going

33• Last year, John went to his village for Christmas. John

at the village on 24th December.

(a) arriving [ ]

(b) arrived [ ]

(c) has arrived [ ]

(a) was arrived [ ]

(e) arrive [ ]

Go on to next page
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34. Mutale went past the school bus stop this morning. But Mutale

jumped off the bus while it off from the bus stop.

(a) was drove [ ]

(b) was driving [ ]

(c) will drive [ ]

(d) drives [ ]

(e) has driven [ ]

35. Mr Mfula's car went off the road yesterday. Mr Mfula couldn't

drive his car after it off the road.

(a) had gone [ ]

(b) was gone [ ]

(c) goes [ ]

(d) goed • [ ]

(e) is going [ ]

36. The Headmaster's car has just gone off the road near our school.

Some of the pupils the car back on to the road.

(a) are pushing [ ]

(b) is pushing [ ]

(c) to push [ ]

(d) pushed [ ]

(e) have pushing [ ]

Go on to next page
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37. Sibeso is ill and he has just seen a doctor at the hospital.

The doctor him to stay in the hospital for two days.

(a) has wanting [ ]

(h) wants [ ]

(c) is wanting [ ]

(d) will want [ ]

(e) want [ ]

38. Jelita's school uniform is very old and she has teen very sad.

Today, Jelita is very happy because Jelita's father

a new school uniform for her.

(a) has bought [ ]

(b) buy [ ]

(c) is buyed [ ]

(a) was bought [ ]

(e) has buying [ ]

39. Katalina and Belita have gone into the bush to look for masuku.

Katalina and Belita to walk around the bush for a

long time before they find any masuku.

(a) go [ ]

(b) have going [ ]

(c) are going [ ]

(d) will go [ ]

(e) is going [ ]

Go on to next page
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40. Yesterday, the Headmaster came into Chimuka's classroom.

The Headmaster in the classroom for ten minutes.

(a) stays [ ]

(b) will stay [ ]

(c) was stayed. [ ]

(d) stayed [ ]

(e) stay [ ]

41. Police were looking for a stolen car yesterday. The traffic police

cars at road "blocks until the car was found.

(a) were stopping [ ]

(b) is stopped [ ]

(c) were stopped [ ]

(d) has stopped [ ]

(e) going stopping [ ]

42. Peter used to play football for his school lastterm. But Peter

stopped playing football after he his leg.

(a) had broken [ ]

(b) was broke [ ]

(c) breaks [ ]

(d) breaking [ ]

(e) had breaked [ ]

THE END
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APPEND IX IU

ELICITATION INSTRUMENT TASK III: HELATIVTZATION AND CCMPIP1IENTATION

1 . The doctor wants Mary to stay in the hospital for two days.

2C The train which arrives at midday will be ten minutes late today,

3. John knows that lions can kill people in the game park.

4. Our class teacher dislikes my making too much noise in class.

5. The bone that the dog picked was in the kitchen under the table.

6. My sister is sure that she is going to pans the Grade 7 Examination.

7. Robert watched the football match which was played on Sunday.

8„ It is important for Jelita to come home from school by 18 00 hours,

9. Jelita was wearing the dress that her father had bought last week.

10. Belita's mother doesn't like her daughter's coming home late from
school.

11. We all thought that it was going to rain last night.

12. The seeds that the birds ate were put in the soil last week.

13. It is not easy for us to remember all the things we did last year.

14.Peter was driving the car which went off the road at the roundabout.

15. I shall always remember John's driving to be very fast.

16. The game ranger found the cow that the lion had killed in the bush.

17. The boy who had come from the village fell off his bicycle.

18. It is true that our football team won the game at Matero Stadium.

19. The bus which goes to the town centre has gone off the road.

20. Parmers want it to start raining early in November this year.

21. The ball that the goalkeeper saved came from a corner kick.

22. Mother loves her baby's starting to eat some nsima these days.

23. The bus driver saw the rabbit which was running across the road.

24. The game ranger believes that hippos like to stay near the river.
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25o David broke the eggs that Peter had bought at the market.

26. I want very much for mother to cook some nsima in the afternoon

today.

27. The fisherman who lived near the river died last night.

28. I like my father's owning a very big shop in the town centre.

29. The stool on which grandfather likes to sit is in the verandah.

30. David found that there were lots of people at the railway station.

31. The village Headman lives in the hut that is at the centre of the

village.

32. It is not good for grandfather to remain alone in the village.

33 o Jane drank the tea that Mary had made in the kitchen.

34. The teacher remembered Mary's handwriting to be very bad.

35o The street that is closed to traffic goes from the boma to the

post officeo

360 My sister washed the plates that were on the kitchen table.

37o The policeman arrested the thief that the people caught at the
market.

380 The river which passes through our farm goes into the lake.
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APPENDIX IV.1

Table IV.1: Task I Item statistics

Item No. Facility
r
-pbi Item No. Facility rpbi

1 42 .46 31 71 .65
2 58 .54 32 88 .30

3 88 .42 33 62 .43

A 79 .50 34 75 .33

5 88 .43 35 50 .64

6 75 .60 36 38 .48

7 54 .47 37 79 «41

8 83 .60 38 50 .37

9 67 .67 39 71 082

10 63 .31 40 83 .51

11 79 .71 41 50 .79

12 71 .48 42 38 .43

13 63 .52 43 75 .36
14 75 .41 44 63 .69

15 54 .44 45 83 .48

16 54 .48 46 75 .74

17 33 .46 47 88 .56
18 67 .31 48 38 .67

19 92 <=49 49 38 .43
20 33 .66 50 63 .70

21 62 .55 51 63 .50

22 33 .34 52 54 .54

23 54 .75 53 63 .36

24 79 .54 54 38 .39

25 71 O71 55 58 .40

26 63 .76 56 79 .42

27 50 .52 57 63 0 60
28 75 .48 58 33 .59

29 71 .56 59 54 .57

30 67 .31 60 42 .48
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APPENDIX IV. 2

Table IV". 2: Task II Item statistics

Item No. Facility % H- Item No. Facility rpbi
1 54 .39 22 38 .47

2 42 .76 23 46 .61

3 46 .48 24 63 066

4 67 .59 25 75 . 60

5 88 .48 26 79 .67

6 38 .39 27 38 .51

7 50 .81 28 33 .39

8 33 .47 29 32 .39

9 38 .32 30 46 .63

10 54 .72 31 33 .39

11 38 .37 32 63 .86

12 54 .38 33 58 .66

13 46 .39 34 38 .39

14 63 .57 35
V

50 .63

15 32 .43 36 54 .45

16 46 .72 37 67 .54

17 42 .54 38 63 .63

18 50 .73 39 50 .64

19 38 062 40 58 .62

20 54 .14 41 58 .51

21 67 .73 42 71 .30
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APP3NDIX IV. 3

Table IV.3: Task III Item statistics

Item No. Facility rpbi Item No Facility rpb:

1 83 .69 20 55 .40

2 33 .54 21 58 .56

3 67 .68 22 58 .57

4 33 .64 23 55 .45

3 42 .71 24 83 .69

6 75 .47 25 58 .77

7 67 .46 26 75 .47

8 50 .42 27 83 .69

9 75 .57 28 33 .71

10 42 .55 29 67 .68

11 67 .64 30 75 .57

12 58 .73 31 55 .57

13 42 .75 32 58 .58

14 67 .68 33 58 .48

15 58 .73 34 83 .49

16 75 .62 35 55 .57

17 75 .73 36 55 .57

18 42 .63 37 83 .69

19 42 .75 38 61 .61
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A P PSNDIX V

Table V.1: Subjects performance on Task I

Subect No„ Grade % score Sub.iect No. Grade % score

054 6 96 060 6 75

099 6 96 120 6 75

074 6 92 098 5 75

075 6 92 030 6 73

091 5 92 033 6 73

058 6 90 095 5 73

059 6 90 124 6 71

101 6 90 050 5 71

118 6 90 115 5 71

087 5 90 027 6 69
088 5 90 028 6 69

089 5 90 029 6 69

104 4 90 005 5 69

077 6 88 081 4 69

100 6 88 025 6 67
121 6 88 026 6 67

071 5 88 062 6 67

083 5 . 88 051 5 67

096 5 88 057 6 65

076 6 85 061 6 65
086 5 85 094 5 65
080 4 85 107 4 63
079 6 83 111 4 63
102 6 81 002 6 60

126 6 81 056 6 60

084 5 81 119 6 60

001 6 79 032 6 58

006 5 79 053 5 58

003 6 77 031 6 56
092 5 77 123 6 56

064 4 77 008 5 56
004 6 75 067 4 56

024 6 75 continued over the page
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Table V.1 continued/

Sub.iect No. Grade % score Sub.iect No0 Grade % score

021 5 54 109 4 31

093 5 54 116 5 29

097 5 54 112 4 29

117 5 54 037 5 27

044 4 54 113 5 27

007 5 52 066 4 27

036 5 50 020 5 25
106 4 50 105 4 25
122 6 4S 009 4 23

125 6 48 014 4 21

090 5 43 015 4 21

018 4 48 034 5 19

035 5 46 049 4 19

114 5 46 O65 4 19
022 5 ' 44 039 5 17

052 5 44 073 5 13
016 4 44 070 5 10

017 4 44 010 4 10

110 4 44 045 4 6

023 6 42 048 4 6

043 4 42 01.1 4 4

064 4 42 012 4 4

040 4 40 047 4 4

042 4 40 103 4 -1

108 4 40

055 6 35

013 4 35

072 5 33

019 4 33

041 4 33

046 4 33

082 4 33
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APPENDIX V

Table 7.2: Subjects performance on Task II

Subject No. Grade /o score Subject No. Grade fo score

074 6 94 050 5 64

118 6 94 126 6 61

075 6 94 092 5 61

099 6 94 030 6 58

089 5 94 120 6 58

096 5 94 051. 5 58

054 6 91 090 5 58
101 6 91 004 6 55

024 6 88 031 6 55:

059 6 88 060 6 55

033 6 85 095 5 55

058 6 85 081 4 55

100 6 85 026 6 52

083 5 85 077 6 52

025 6 82 005 5 52

h-00O 5 82 056 6 49

071 5 79 053 5 49

084 5 79 102 6 46

094 5 79 063 4 46

076 6 76 001 6 43

088 5 76 057 6 43

091 5 76 007 5 43

097 5 73 021 5 43

079 6 70 018 4 43

086 5 70 062 6 40

098 5 70 125 6 40

080 4 70 073 5 40

104 4 70 115 5 40

003 6 64 061 6 38

028 6 64 121 6 38

032 6 64 055 6 35

006 5 64 022 5 35

• • • • • • cont/
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Table V.2 continued/

Subiect No. Grade % score Subject No. Grade % score

009 4 32 112 4 11

0&f 4 32 002 6 8

027 6 29 01.1 4 8

124 6 29 065 4 8

008 5 29 105 4 8

036 5 29 123 6 5

117 5 29 034
'

5 5

122 6 26 017 4 5

113 5 26 040 4 5

015 4 26 114 5 2

016 4 26 045 4 2

108 4 26 035 5 -1

111 »
H- 26 070 5 -1

119 6 23 041 4 -1

019 4 23 042 4 -1

107 4 •23 067 4 -1

029 6 20 109 4 -1

072 5 20 020 5 -4

093 5 20 010 4 -4

012 4 20 066 4 -4

047 4 20 110
»

44. -4

106 4 20 037 5 -7

023 6 17 014 4 -7

052 5 17 048
»
a. -7

043 4 17 049 L. -7

046 4 17 103 ).LL. -10

116 5 14 039 5 -16

044 4 14

082 4 14

013> 4 11



083

089

094

102

079

118

101

121

098

082

057

003

103

031

120

026

006

051

021

115

114

123

105

/g S(

6o

55

55

54

54

54

53

53

52

50

48

48

45

43

43

42

40

35

35

28

23
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APPENDIX VI,

Subjects performance on Task HI; Relativization

Grade °/o score Subject No. Gra

5 98 104 4

5 93 023 6

5 93 022 5

6 92 110 4

6 92 049 4

6 85 018 4

6 83 112 4

6 82 072 5

5 82 061 6

4 77 005 5

6 75 124 6

6 73 122 6

4 72 116 5

6 72 020 5

6 70 052 5

6 70 017 4

5 70 016 4

5 68 015 4

5 68 014 4

5 67 044 4

5 67 047 4

6 65 010 4

4 61



APPENDIX VI

Table VI.2; Subjects performance on Task III: Complementation

Subject No. Grade score Subject No. Grade % score

118 6 93 122 6 56

083 5 93 023 6 56

089 5 93 105 4 56

101 6 89 110 4 52

079 6 89 018 4 52

094 5 83 017 4 52

102 6 83 020 5 48

121 6 83 015 4 48

098 5 83 104 4 46

115 5 74 022 5 46

,f20 6 74 112 4 44

103 4 72 116 5 44

057 6 72 005 5 41

114 5 70 052 5 39

031 6 69 044 4 31

003 6 69 047 4 31
082 4 67
051 5 67 016 4 30

124 6 65 061 6 28

049 4 65 014 4 24

021 5 65 010 4 15

123 6 63

026 6 63

006 5 61.

072 5 57
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APPENDIX VII

Table VTI . 1; Z P G "Writers Guide graded introduction of items

Preposition use ZPC Grades and Units..

atTR V 5

in I 18

before III 12

across III 10

0nTR I 21

after IV 17

to_ IV 16
TR
fccrm

TR
IV 2i+

on I 21

since V 15

along n 31

behind II 22

at V 5

out (of) II 27

into II 20

to IV 16

until IV 33

for VI 22

II 32

during V A

from V 27

through V 7

ty2 V 29

past VI 18

over III 5

IV 16

under II 12

fromg IV 16

above II 23

by1 II 22
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APP2NDIX VIII

LIST OF ERROR TYPES AND VARIANTS -.SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL PREPOSITIONS

a. Spatial vs. Temporal distinction

The wall chart is on the wall during the "blackboard. [21c]

The smoke from the fire was during the trees. [42c]

Jelita walks since the bridge over the river. [8c]

The snake came from the bush since the road. [53c]

The accident was during the roundabout near the post office. [59b]

The Headman lives in the big hut during the end of the village,, [2b]

Jane reached Ndola in the evening above 20 00 hours.[40b]

Chimuka cleans his teeth everyday over he has eaten some nsima. [25b]

Mr Mfula ploughs his fields behind it begins to rain, [14b]

The river goes through this forest until 20 kilometres, [7b]

b. Choice of deep case marking

Katalina and Belita walked through the forest at 5 kilometres. [52a]

This bus stops at the station near the post office across ten minutes.[ 13a]

Sibeso stayed in the hospital along three days.[46e]

The football match was art 14 00 hours to 16 00 hours. [41b]

The mouse comes out of a hole _to the ground. [58b]
Jelita washed the uniform to a bucket of water. [5b]

Mother goes to the market under the morning before 8 00 hours. [37b]

Mr Mfula drove to Kabwe out of two hours. [22a]

Musonda was afraid and he ran back on the village. [16a]

The old man sits to the stool on the verandah all day.

c. Dynamic vs. Static specification

The eggs were in the basket through the kitchen table. [29d]

Father cleans' his car out of Sunday afternoon. [45a-]
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c. The rabbit comes at the grass in the fields. [57d]

When a 'plane took off, the 'plane flew in his village farm. [21d]

Mutale has been at the bus station during 08 00 hours this morning. [55d]

The Luangwa River goes along the valley in these mountains. [44d]

The bus from this bus stop goes at the town centre. [51a]

Belita and Katalina found lots of masuku from the musuku trees. [10c]

The film starts until 15 CO hours. [19&]

Mulenga arrived at the school by classes had begun. [34c]

d. Under- vs. Over-specification

David Livingstone travelled at the Zambezi River for many days before
he found the Palls. [28d]

When Jane goes to school, Jane walks at the path across the farm. [31d]

Muno jumped up quickly and ran at a tree, when he saw the lion. [60e]

The blackboard is at the teacher when he faces the class* [3e]

Ana stands on the bus stop when she wants to go to town, [id]

Moses gets to the post on 07 50 hours. [27a]

John goes to the village to see his grandfather at the school holidays. [9b]

The Headmaster came into the class at the morning before Break. [54b]

The train moves off jrn. the railway station at 14 00 hours. [2^d]

John drives at 07 00 hours to 08 00 hours before he gets to the town centre.

[20b]
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APPENDIX IX

List of Error Types and Variants: Tense and Aspect Distinctions

a« Uninflected Forms

Chuma wash his hands "before he begins to eat some nsima. [2a]

When Katalina gets home, she eat some nsima. [4e]

(Every Friday afternoon) the 'plane take off from the City Airport
at 16 00 hours. [ 9e]

(Tomorrow morning) Mr Mfula leave for Kabwe at 08 00 hours. [ 11b]

(Last week) Mutale learn how to ride a bicycle. [28a]

Now, Bwalya know how to ride his new bicyle. [ 30e]

(Last year) John arrive at the village on 24th December. [33e]

(Now) the doctor want Sibeso to stay in the hospital for two days. [37e]

To day, Jelita is very happy because Jelita's father buy a new school
uniform for her. [33b]

(Yesterday) the Headmaster stay in the classroom for ten minutes. [40e]

b. The Change of Tense Forms

The game ranger looked for the lion around the bush now. [1c]

Last week, Sibeso was ill and his father is taking him to the hospital.
[5c]

Muno is afraid, and now he had run back towards the village. [8d]

(Last week) Chimuka is seeing some hippos by the river side. [12a]

I think that Jane was being in Livingstone by 20 00 hours this evening.
[18c]

(Many years ago) Livingstone is travelling along the Zambezi River
when he found the Victoria Falls. [20a]

Nowadays, Chimuka lived in Lusaka with his uncle. [23b]

(Last evening) it rain a without a break until midnight. [27b]

(This morning) Mutale jumped off the bus '•while it 'will drive off from
the bus stop. [34c]

(Last term) Peter stopped playing football after he breaxs his lego [42c]
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c. and d. Changes of Aspect

(This morning) Mrs Mukuni has cleaned the house mien Mrs Banda arrived. [6a]

(All this week) Jelita is ill and she is "being in hospital since Tuesday. [^

Mr Phiri was being a teacher at our school for ten years. [ 1 7c]

I think that Jane was being in Livingstone "by 20 00 hours this evening. [18c

(Yesterday evening) Banda wasn't hungry any more after he eated some nsima.
[ 21 d]

(At this moment) the traffic policeman had talked to the driver and
and he wants to know what has happened,, [22c]

Now, Bwalya is knowing how to ride his new "bicycle. [30a]

Mr Mfula couldn't drive his car (yesterday) after it is going off the road.
[35e]

The doctor is wanting Sibeso to stay in the hospital for two days. [37c]

eo Change of Voice

Last week, Sibeso was ill and his father was taken him to the hospital.
[5e]

(Last month) the mouse left the kitchen after we was brought a cat

in the house. [l4d]

Mr Phiri was been a teacher at our school for ten years. [l7e]

Yesterday evening, Banda wasn't hungry any more after he was eaten
som nsima. [21a]

Nowadays, Chimuka was lived in Lusaka with his uncle. [23d]

(Last evening) it was rained without a break until midnight. [27e]

Last Friday, Mutale was learned how to ride a bicycle. [20b]

John was arrived at the village on 24th December. [33d]

To day, Jelita's father was bought her a new school uniform. [38d]

(Yesterday) the Headmaster was stayed in the classroom for ten minutes.
[AOd]

fo Ungrammatical sequences

John to writing a letter to his grandfather in the village. [3e]
When Katalina gets home, she has eating some nsima. [4c]
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f„ Ungrammatical sequences

Muno is afraid now and he to run back towards the village„ [8e]

The police have watching cars and lorries to see if they had good

lights and brakes. [13a]

Katalina to sitting at the back of the classroom. [l6d]

The train has going off the rails near Kafue. [24e]

We are all sure that our netball team will going to win the game next
week0 [25d]

Bwalya has knowing how to ride his new bicycle. [30c]

I think that it has going to rain this afternoon. [32e]

The traffic police going stopping cars at road blocks until the stolen
car was found0
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Table X ,1; Item mean scores across Grades: Prepositions

$
Preposition use Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Total

atTR 1 .692 1 .821 1.897 1.803
in 1.538 ■ 1.718 1 .821 1.692

before 1.615 1.641 1.795 1.684

across 1.436 1.692 1.872 1.667

°nTR 1.333 1 0641 1.769 1.581

after 1.333 1.564 1.795 1.564

t°TR 1.333 1 <>333 1.897 1.521

for....TR
1 .000 1.615 1.744 1.453

on 1.179 1.436 1.769 1.462

since 0.923 1.462 1.846 1.410

along 0.923 1.385 1.795 1.368
behind 1.154 1.231 1.615 1.333

at 0.923 1.410 1.538 1.291

out (of) 0.897 1.282 1.667 1.282

into 1.359 1.333 1.179 1.291

to 1.128 1.385 1.359 1.291

until O.667 1.436 1.692 1.265
for 0.821 1.256 1.615 1.231

1 .051 1.077 1.487 1.205

during 0.615 1.154 1.590 1 .120

from 0.692 1.282 1.436 1.137

through 0.462 1.282 1.667 1.137

by2 0.974 0.923 1.410 1.103

past 0.590 1.179 1.385 1 .051

over 0.872 1.051 1.128 1.017

fronIR 0.410 1.026 1.308 0.915

under 0.744 0.897 1.051 0.897

fronn. O.615 1.103 0.923 0.880

above 0.590 0.769 1.154 0.838

byl 0.385 0.872 1.205 0.821

* n = 39, **11 = 39, *** n = 117.
(NB: The number of Grades 5 a-nd 6 was reduced to 39 for equality of

numbers with Grade 4s, and this made the Total = 117)
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Table XZ. 1: Item mean scores across Grades: Tense and Aspect

Sub-Test Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Total

simple Past 3.03 3.77 4.64 3.82

Future Time exps 2«t3 3.59 4.38 3.37

Past Perfect 1.85 3.67 4.26 3.26

Present Perfect 1.72 3.21 4.28 3.07

Simple Present 1.74 2.97 3.72 2.81

Past Progressive 1.72 3.08 3.46 2.75

Present Prog 1.59 2.87 2.38 2.28

* n = 39, ** n = 117.
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Table XX2: Item mean scores across Grades; Relativization

Sentence Type Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Total

Obj Iff: OS 8,5 10.6 11,7 10.3

Obj Iff: 00 7o9 10.4 11.4 9o9

Subj Iff: SS 7.8 10,3 11.6 9.9

Subj Iff: SO 4.5 8,6 7.7 609

Table Xle3r Item mean scores across Grades: Com-plementation

Sentence Tyre Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Total

'that* 9.5 12,5 14.2 12o0

'for o.o to' 8,0 11.4 12.3 10,6

'Poss -ing' 7.7 10,9 11.3 10o0
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Pig XII.1: Guttman Scale of 12 Temporal Prepositions
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Pis XII.2: Guttnaii Scale of 12 Spatial Prepositions
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Fig XII,2 : Guttman Scale of 6 Spatial Prepositions
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Table Xllla: Implicational table of Temporal Preposition series
rat r after

| on / ) before (
Sub.jeot No. < in > < since > Task I Index4*

( until I

054 -6 1.00 1.00 1 .00 .96

099 -6 1.00 1 .00 1 .00 .96

074 -6 1 .00 1 .00 1.00 .92

058 -6 1.00 1 .00 1 .00 .90

059 -6 1 o00 1.00 1 .00 .90

101 -6 1 .00 1.00 1 .00 .90

118 -6 1.00 1 .00 1.00 .90

121 -6 1.00 1 .00 1 .00 .88

086 -5 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 .85

104 -4 .88 1.00 1 .00 .75

071 -5 .88 1 .00 1 .00 .88

076 -6 .88 1.00 1 .00 o85

024 -6 .88 1 .00 1 .00 .75

025 -6 088 1.00 1 .00 .67

075 -6 1.00 .88 1 .00 .92

091 -5 1.00 .88 1.00 .92

080 -4 1 o00 .88 1 .00 085

087 -5 1 .00 .88 1 .00 .90

077 -6 1.00 .88 1 .00 .88

088 -5 1 o00 .88 1.00 .90

100 -6 1 .00 .88 1 .00 .88

089 -5 1.00 o75 1 .00 .90

098 -5 1 o00 .75 1 .00 .75

096 -5 .88 .88 1 .00 .88

\ In this and the following tables, Index refers to the ovexs.ll Task
performance as described in Chapter 5 and Appendixes V and VI.
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102 -6 .88

081 -4 1 .00

VOio .88

051 -5 .88

001 -6 o75

084 -5 .75

126 -6 .75

028 -6 .75

0 VD IV) 1 U1 1.00

079 -6 .88

026 -6 .75

003—6 .75

111 -4 .88

083 -5 .88

050 -5 .75

004 -6 .88

095 -5 .88

063 -4 .75

031 -6 .88

060 -6 .88

056 -6 .88

027 -6 .75

125 -6 .75

006 -5 1.00*

030 -6 .63

021 -5 1.00*

.88 1.00 .81

.75 1 .00 .69

.88 1 .00 o73

.75 1 .00 .67

• CD 00 1.00 .79

COCO• 1.00 .81

.75 1.00 .81

.75 1 .00 069

1 .00 .88 .77

.88 .88 .83

1.00 .88 .67

1.00 .88 .77

.88 .88 .63

0 CO CD .88 .88

OO• .88 .71

.75 .88 .75

.75 .88 .73

.88 .88 .77

.88 .75 .56

.75 .88 .75

.88 .75 . 60

.88 .75 .69

.75 .75 .48

.63* 1.00 .79

.88 1 .00 .73

.63* .88 .54
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Table XIIla cont/

124 -6 .88* 1.00 .63* .71

090 -5 .63 .88 .88 .48

029 -6 .50 1 .00 .88 .69

041- -4 .63 .75 1.00 .54

062 -6 .63 .88 .88 .67

017-4 .75* .63* .88 .44

094 -5 .88* .63* .88 .65

032 -6 .88* .63* .88 .58

115 -5 .88* .50 1.00 .71

119-6 .75* .63* .88 .60

057 -6 .75* .63* .88 .65

097 -5 .50 .88 .88 .54

107 -4 .50 1.00 .75 .63

093 -5 .75* .88 .63* .54

053 -5 .88* .63* .75 .58

061 -6 .75* .63* .88 .65

002 -6 .63 .75 .75 . 60

007 -5 .75* .50*
L-

.75 .52

122 -6 o63 .63 .75 .48

005 -5 .63 .63 .88 .69

120 -6 .75* .50 .63 .75

018 -4 .38 .63 1.00 .48

110 -4 .63 .75* .63* .44

117 -5 .50 .63 .75 .54

043 -4 .50 .63 .75 .42

055 -6 .50 .63 .75 .35
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Table Xllla cont/

109 -4 .50 .88* .50* .31

123 -6 .63 .13 .88 .56

ivoo .50 .75* .38* .50

022 -5 .38 .38 .88 .44

023—6 .75* .50 .38* .42

064 -4 .38 .75* .50* .42

042 -4 .25 .63 .75 .40

013 -4 .13 .63 .75 .35

072 -5 .50 .25 .75 .33

041 -4 .13 .75* 063* .33

037 -5 .13 «75* .63* .27

113 -5 .25 .75* .50* .27

009 -4 .50 .75* .25* .23

105 -4 .00 .75* .63*
'

.25

034 -5 .25 o75* .38* .19

066 —4 .25 .75* .25* .27

039 -5 .25 .75* .25* .17

067 -4 063 063 .63 .56

008 -5 .63 .50 063 .56

114 -5 .50 .63 .63 .46

016 -4 .50 .63 .63 .44

108 -4 .50 .63 063 .40

035 -5 o50 .50 .63 .46

082 -4 .63 .63 .38 .33

052 -5 <>38 .50 .63 044

040 -4 .63 .38 .50 .40
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Table XHIa cont/

020 -5 .25 .63 063 .25

014 -4 .38 .63 .50 .21

036 -5 .38 .50 .50 .50

019 -4 .25 .50 .63 .33

046 —4 .25 .63 .50 .33

112 -4 .50 .38 .38 .29

C49 -4 .25 .50 .50 .19

116-5 .25 .50 .50 .29

065 -4 .25 .38 .50 .19

073 -5 013 .38 .50 .13

C45 -4 .38 .38 .38 0O6

047 -4 .13 .38 .50 .04

011 -4 .25 .38 .25 .04

015 -4 .00 .50 .25 .21

010-4 .13 .25 ~ .38 .10

012-4 .25 .50 oOO .04

070 -5 .13 .38 .13 .10

048 —4 oOO .25 . .38 .06

103 -4 .25 .38 .00 -.01
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APPENDIX X III

Table XHIb: Implicational table of Spatial Preposition series

/■.

Sub.ject No,

behind
over

tunderabove
<

<■»

out of
into
to
from

> <

in

on

at

by.

across

along
<v through
past

> Task I Index

054 -6 .88 1 .00 .88 1.00 .96

099 -6 .88 1 .00 .88 1.00 .96

091 -5 .88 1 oOO .88 1.00 .92

059 -6 .88 .75 .88 .88 .90

083 -5 1.00 .75 1.00 1.00 .88

096 -5 .88 .88 .88 1 .00 .88

120 -6 .88 1.00 .75 1 .00 .75

0 Cf) 1 ON .88 1 .00 1.00 .88 .92

088 -5 .75 1.00 1.00 .88 .90

089 -5 .88 1 .00 1 .00 .88 .90

071 -5 .75 .88 1 .00 .88 .88

084 -5 .88 .88 1 .00 .75 .81

087 -5 .88 1.00 .88 .88 .90

104 -4 .88 1 .00 .88 .75 .90

077 -6 .88 1 .00 .88 .88 .88

058 -6 <>75 .88 .88 .88 .90

101 -6 088 .88 .88 .75 .90

118-6 .75 .88 .88 .88 .90

006 -5 .75 .88 .75 .75 .79

8 1 ON .75 .75 .75 .88 .77

004 -6 .75 .75 .88 .88 .75

100 -6 .63 .88 1.00 1.00 .88

074 -6 .63 1 .00 1 .00 .88 .92

121 -6 .63 .88 .88 .88 .88
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Table XHIb cont/

079 -6 .63 1 .00 .88 .88 .83

063 -4 .25 1 .00 1.00 .88 .77

0va0 1 va .50 .88 .75 .75 .71

080 -4 .50 1.00 1 .00 .88 .85

024 -6 .50 .75 .88 .88 .75

095 -5 .63 .88 .75 .75 .73

124 -6 .50 .75 .88 .88 .71

027 -6 .38 .88 .75 .88 .69

076 -6 .88* .63* .88 1.00 .85

102 -6 .88* .75 063* .88 .81

126 -6 .88* 1.00 063* 1 .00 .81

001 -6 .88* .88 .63* .88 .79

086 -5 .88* .63* 1.00 .88 .85

005 -5 .75* .63* .88 .88 .69

057 -6 .75* .88 .50 .75 .65

061 -6 .38 .75 .88 .88 .65

002 -6 .50 .75 .75 .88 .60

123 -6 .88* 063* .75 .88 .56

117 -5 .75* .88 .38* .88 .54

092 -5 .50 .63 .88 .75 .77

060 -6 .83 .50 1.00 .88 .75

098 -6 .63 .75* .63* .75 .75

030 -6 .50 .75* .63* 1.00 .73

0 Va 1 ON .50 .63 .88 .75 .73

115-5 .50 .88* .63* .88 .71

028 -6 .50 .50 .75 1.00 .69
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Table XHIb cont/

029 -6 .50 .63 .88 1.00 .69

081 -hr .50 .75* 1.00 .25* .69

025 -6 .38 .50 .88 .75 .67

026 -6 .63 .38 .75 .88 .67

062 -6 .50 .50 .88 1.00 .67

051 -5 .38 .63 .88 .75 .67

094 -5 .38 .88* .88 .50 .65

107 -4 .63 .75* 1.00 .38* .63

008 -5 .50 .63 .75 .75 .56

111 -4 0 75* .38 .75 .50* .63

032 -6 .25 o75* .63* .75 .58

067 -4 .50 .88* .75 .50* .56

097 -5 .25 .50 .88 .75 .54

044 -4 .88* .75* .38* .63* .54

106 -4 .88* .50 .50* .75 .50

035 -5 .38 .88* .63* .75 .46

114 -5 .00 .88* .63* .75 .46

110-4 .75* .75* , .38* .25* .44

056 -6 .50 .38 .88* ! .63* . 60

119-6 o38 .63 .63 1.00 . 60

053 -5 .38 .63 .63 .75 .58

031 -6 .38 .38 .88* .38* .56

021 -5 .25 .50 .50 .75 .54

036 -5 .63 .63 .63 1.00 .50

122 -6 .38 .13 .88* .63* .48

018-4 .38 .88* .50 .38 .48
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Table XHIb cont/

022 -5 .38 .63 .75* .50* .44

052 -5 .50 .63 .38 .75 .44

016-4 .50 .25 .38 .88 .44

064 -4 .50 .38 .38 .88 .42

040 -4 .50 .63 .88* .25 .40

042 -4 .50 .38 .75* .50* .40

013-4 .50 .75* .38 .50* .35

037 -5 .25 .38 .75* .25* .27

113 -5 .13 .25 .25 1 .00 .27

015 -4 .25 .88* .38 .50* .21

070 -5 .13 .25 .75* .25* .10

093 -5 .38 .63 .63 .63 .54

007 -5 .63 .38 .63 .63 .52

125 -6 .38 .63 ' .63 .50 .48

090 -5 .25 .63 .63 .50
'

.48

017 -4 .63 .25 .50 .25 .44

023 -6 .38 .50 .63 .63 .42

043 -4 .13 .38 .50 .63 .42

108 -4 .50 .50 .63 .38 .40

055 -6 .38 .38 .25 .63 .35

072 -5 .50 .50 .38 .38 .33

019 -4 .38 .63 .50 .50 .33

041 -4 .38 .50 .50 .25 .33

046 —4 .25 .50 .63 .38 .33

082 -4 .50 .38 .50 .13 .33

109 -4 .13 .13 .63 .38 .31



Table XHIb cont/

116 -5 .38

112 -4 .50

066 -4 .38

020 -5 .13

105 -4 CO•

009 -4 .00

014 -4 .50

034 -5 .25

049 -4 .50

065 -4 .38

039 -5 .13

073 -5 .25

010 -4 .50

045 -4 00•

048 -4 .13

011 -4 .13

012 -4 .13

047 -4 .00

103 -4 .00

320 -

.25 o83 .50 .29

00• o38 .83 .29

.83 .38 .38 .27

.50 .25 .50 .25

.63 .38 .25 .25

CO. .25 .83 .23

.25 .25 .25 .21

.13 .38 .25 o19

.25 .13 .38 .19

.25 .63 .13 .19

CO. .38 .25 .17

.38 .25 .25 o13

.25 .13 .38 .10

.25 .00 .25 .06

.83 .25 .00 .06

.13 .50 .13 .04

.13 .38 .25 .04

.25 .25 .13 .04

00. o25 .00 -o01
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APPENDIX XIV

Fig XIV: G-uttgian. Scale of Tense and Aspect distinctions
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A P P E N D I X XV

Table XVa: Im-plicational table of the Past Tense series

Subject No
PAST
PROGRESSIVE

PAST
PERFECT

SIMPLE
PAST Task !

099 -6 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 .94

118-6 1 .00 1.00 1 .00 .94

074 -6 .83 1 .00 1 .CO .94

075 -6 1 .00 1 .00 083 .94

089 -5 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 .94

096 -5 1.00 1 .00 1 .00 .94

054 -6 .67 1 .00 1 .00 .91

101 -6 1 .00 .83 1 .00 .91

024 -6 .67 1 .00 1 .00 .88

059 -6 083 1.00 1 .00 .88

033 -6 1 .00 1 .00 .83 .85

058 -6 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 .85

100 -6 .67 1 .00 083 .85

083 -5 .83 1 .00 .83 .85

025 -6 .67 1 .00 1 .00 .82

087 -5 .83 1.00 1 .00 .82

071 -5 .83 .67 .83 .79

084 -5 .67 083 1 .00 .79

094 -5 .67 1 .00 .83 .79

076 -6 .83 1 oOO .67 .76

088 -5 .67 1.00 .83 .76

091 -5 1.00 1.00 1 .00 .76

097 -5 .67 1 oCO 1 .00 .73

079 -6 .67 1.00 1 .00 .70
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Table XVa cont/

086 -5 .83

098 -5 .67

028 -6
♦

1 oOO

050 -5 .67

092 -5 .67

031. ~6 .83

077 -6 067

0vn (T\ 1o\ .67
111111

-&

1

1

i

0

1

00
1

0 .50

032 -6 .33

006 -5 .33

090 -5 .33

004 -6 .33

060 -6 .50

095 -5 .50

026 -6 .33

104 -4 1 .00*

051 -5 .67*

005 -5 .67*

102 -6 .17

001 -6 .50

018-4 .50

062 -6 .33

125 -6 .17

061 -6 .33

121 -6 .17

120 -6 .67*

0 CO 1 .00 .70

.67 1 .00 .70

083 .83 .64

1.00 1 .00 .64

.83 .83 .61

.67 083 .55

1 o00 1 .00 .52

.67 1 o00 .49

.83 083 .70

.83 1.00 .64

1 .00 .67 064

1 oOO .83 .58

1 .00 .83 .55

.67 .83 .55

.67 .67 .55

.83 .83 .52

.33* .83 .70

.50* .83 .58

.33* .67 .52

0 00 .67 .46

067 .83 .43

.67 067 .43

.67 .83 .40

.83 .67 .40

.83 .67 .38

1 .00 083 .38

.50 1 .00 .58
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Table XVa cont/

022 -5 <,50 .67 .67 .35

124 -6 .67* .17* .67 .29

117 -5 .1-7 .S3 .67 .29

108 -4 .33 .67 .67 .26

VD1KNoo .33 1 .00*
i

.50* .64

126 -6 .50 .33 .83 .61

o NjJ0 1 ON .33 .33 1.00 .58

081 _4 .50 .17 1.00 .55

053 -5 .50 083* .50* .49

065 -4 .50 .50 1 .00 .46

007 -5 .83* .50 .50* .43

021 -5 .50 .33 .67 .43

UNIUNr»0 .33 o50 .83 .40

115 -5 .33 .50 .83 .40

055 "6 <,83* .33 .50* .35

009 -4 067* .50 .33* .32

027 -6 .33 .33 .67 .29

008 -5 067* .33 .33* .29

064 -4 .50 ol7 .83 .32

036 -5 .33 083* .33 .29

016 -4 .50 .50 1.00 .26

111-4 .33 .67* .33* .26

119-6 .50 o33 .67 .23

106 -4 .17 .50 .83 .20

052 -5 o33 .33 .67 .17

043 -4 o00 .33 .67 .17

041 -4 .17 .17 .67 -.01
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Table XVa cont/

040 -4 .67* .17
1
1
1
|

.17* .05

046 -4 .00 .33
(
1
1
1

.83 .17

116-5 .67* .33
1
1
L.
I

.17* .14

057 -6 .33 .33 .50 .43

122 -6 .50 .50 .33 .26

113 -5 .50 .17 .17 .26

015 -4 .33 .33 .33 .26

019 -4 .50 .50 .50 .23

107 -4 .17 .17 .50 .23

029 -6 .50 .33 .33 .20

072 -5 .33 .17 .50 .20

093 -5 .17 .33 .50 .20

012 -4 .33 .33 .50 .20

047 -4 .33 .33 .50 .20

023 -6 .33 .17 .33 .17

044 -4 .33 .00 .33 .14

082 -4 .17 .50 .33 .14

013 -4 .33 .33 .50 .11

112-4 .33 .17 .33 .11

002 -6 .17 .17 .17 o08

010-4 .50 .17 .17 .08

065 -4 .33 .17 .50 .08

105 -4 .17 .50 .50 „08

123 -6 .33 o00 .50 .05

034 -5 .50 .17 .33 .05

017 -4 .00 .50 .17 .05

045 -4 .33 .33 .33 .02
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Table XVa cont/

114 -5 .17 .55 .50 . .02

035 -5 .17 .17 .55 -.01

070 -5 .00 .55 .17 -.01

042 -4 .00 .17 .50 -.01

067 -4 .00 .17 .55 -.01

109 -4 .00 .17 .50 -.01

020 -5 .17 .17 .00 -.04

010 -4 .17 .00 .55 -.04

066 -4 .00 .00 .55 -.04

110 -4 .55 .17 .55 -.04

037 -5 .00 .55 .00 -.07

014 -4 .00 .00 .17 -.07

048 -4 .17 ooo / .55 -.07

049 -4 .00 .55 .17 -.07

103 -4 .00 .17 .50 -.10

039 -5 .00 .00 .00 -.16
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Table XVb: Implicational table of the Present Tense series

Subject No,
PHES2NT

PROG

SIMPLE PRESENT

: PERFECT

FUTURE

THIS EXPS
Task

07V -6 .83 1.00 1 oOO 1 .00 09V

118 -6 .83 .83 1.00 1.00, o9V

075 -6 .83 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 .9V

089 -5 083 1 .00 1 .00 .83 .9V

096 -5 1.00 1 .00 1.00 1 .00 .9V

099 -6 .83 .83 1.00 1 .00 .9V

05V -6 .83 1 .00 1.00 1.00 .91

101 -6 .67 1 .00 1.00 1 oOO .91

02V -6 067 1.00 1 .00 1 .00 .88

059 -6 1.00 .67 1.00 083 .88

100 -6 1 .00 1 .00 .83 .83 .85

083 -5 083 1.00 1 .00 .67 .85

087 -5 .67 .83 .83 .83 .82

08V -5 .67 .67 1.00 1 .00 .79

088 -5 1o00 .83 .67 .67 .76

iov -v .67 .67 1.00 .83 .70

032 -8 067 .67 .83 .67 .6V

081. -V .67 .67 .67 .83 .55

033 -6 .50 .83 1 .00 1 .00 .85

058 -6 ,67* o50* 1.00 1.00 .85

025 -6 o50 .83 1.00 1 .00 .82

071 -5 1.00* .50* 1 oOO 1 .00 .79

09V -5 o50 1 .00 083 1 .00 .79

076 -6 .17 1 .00 1.00 1.00 .76
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097 -5 .33 1.00 .67 .83 .73

079 -6 .17 1 .00 .67 083 .70

086 -5 .17 1 .00 .67 .83 o70

098 -5 .50 .83 067 1.00 .70

080 -4 067* 1 o00 .50* 1.00 .70

voIoo <>50 1 .00 1 .00 067 .64

006 -5 .67* .50* 1.00 .67 .64

126 -6 .83* .33* 1 .00 1.00 .61

092 -3 .30 067 ,67 .67 .61

030 -6 .33 083 .83 1 .00 .58

051 -5 .33 .67 1.00 067 .58

090 -5 .83* 067 »33* .67 .58

004 -6 .17 067 .83 .67 .55

031 -6 .17 .67 .67 .67 .55

060 -6 .6?" .67 .50* .67 .55

095 -5 .50 067 083 .67 .55

005 -5 .17 .67 .83 .83 .52

057 -6 .33 .67 .67 1.00 .43

021 -5 ,67* o33* 067 .67 .43

113 -5 .67* .00* .67 067 .26

091 -5 .50 1.00* .50* 067 .76

028 -6 .33 o33 067 1.00 .64

050 -5 .17 083* .50* .83 .64

026 -6 .33 .50 .67 .83 .52

056 -6 .00 .67* .67 .50* .49

102 -6 .33 .83* .50* .67 .46
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Table XVb cont/

001 -6 .17 .17 i .67 .83 .43

018 -4 o17 .33 | .67 083 .43

125 -6 .17 .33 .67 .83 .40

053 -5 .50 .50 1 .67 .67 .49

120 -6 .33 .50. i .83 .83 .58

077 -6 »33 .33 .33 .67 .52

063 -4 .17 .50 .33 1.00 .46

007 -5 .33 .50 .50 .67 .43

062 —6 .33 .50 .33 067 .40

073 -5 .50 .33 .50 .67 .40

115 -5 .50 .33 067* .50* .40

061 -6 .33 .50 .67* .17* .38

121 -6 .00 .33 .83* .33* .38

055 -6 .17 .67* .50 .33* .35

-4-1CT\OO .33 067* o33 .33* .32

124 -6 .00 .50 .33 .67 .29

064 -4 .50 .67* .17 o33* .32

036 -5 .33 .33 .17 .67 .29

122 -6 .33 .17 .67* .33* .26

015-4 .17 .33 .50 .83 .26

111 -4 .33 .00 .50 .67 .26

107 -4 .50 .83* .17 .33* .23

029 -6 .33 .00 .67* .33* .20

072 -5 .17 .83* .00 .50* .20

093 -5 .33 .17 .33 .67 .20

046 —4 .17 .83* o00 .17 .17
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Table XVb cont/

C44-4 .17 .33 .67* I
1

.33'' .14

112-4 .33 .17 .00 i
l_

.67 .11

022 -5 .33 .33 .33 .50 .35

M?1r-c\jo .33 .33 .50 .50 .29

008 -5 .50 .33 .50 .33 .29

117 -5 .33 .33 .50 .17 .29

016 -4 ,00 .33 .17 .33 .26

108 -4 .17 .17 .33 .50 .26

119-6 .00 .17 .50 .50 .23

019 -4 .33 .33 .17 .33 .23

012 -4 .50 .17 .33 .33 .20

047 -4 .33 .33 .33 .33 .20

106 -4 .17 .17 .33 .33 .20

023 -6 .33 .50 .33 .33 •17

052 -5 .17 .17 .17 .50 .17

043 -4 .50 .17 .33 .33 .17

116-5 .17 .00 .33 .50 .14

082 -4 .50 .17 •33 .17 .14

013 -4 .00 .33 .33 .17 .11

002 -6 .17 .50 .17 .50 .08

011 -4 .17 .17 .17 .50 .08

065 —4 .17 .17 .17 .33 .08

105 -4 .33 .17 .17 .00 .08

123 -6 ,00 .50 .00 .33 .05

034 -5 .33 .00 .00 .33 .05

017 -4 .17 .17 .50 .17 .05

040 -4 .17 .00 .17 .33 .05
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Table XVb cont/

114 -5 .17 .17 ooo .17 .02

043 -4 .17 .17 .17 .00 .02

035 -5 .17 .00 .33 .17 -.01

070 -5 .33 .33 .00 .17 -.01

041 -4 .17 .CO .17 .00 -.01

042 -4 .33 .00 .17 .17 -.01

067 -4 .00 .33 .00 .50 -.01

109 -4 .17 .33 .17 .00 -.01

020 -5 .50 .00 .33 .00 -.04

010-4 .17 .17 .17 .17 -.04

066 —4 .17 .17 .17 .33 -.04

110 -4 .17 .00 .00 .17 -.04

037 -5 .50 .00 .00 .17 -.07

014 -4 .33 .17 .17 .17 -.07

OhB -4 .17 .00 .00 .33 -.07

049 -4 .00 .17 .33 .00 -.07

103 -4 .17 .00 .00 .00 -.10

039 -5 .17 .00 .17 .17 -.16



Table :

Sub.iec'

083 -5

094 -5

089 -5

102 -6

079 -6

118 -6

121 -6

098 -5

057 -6

006 -5

101 -6

082 -4

003 -6

031 -6

026 -6

051 -5

021 -6

114 -5

123 -6

104 -4

018-4

122 -6

103 -4

120 -6
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APPENDIX XVI

Implicational table of the Relative sentences series

Sub.i NP Sub.j NP Ob.j NP Ob.j NP Task III Rel

so SS CO OS Index

1.00 1.00 1.00 .93 .98

.87 .93 .93 1 .00 .93

.93 1.00 .87 .93 .93

.73 .93 1.00 1 .00 .92

.73 1 .00 1 .00 .93 .92

1.00 .67 .87 .87 .85

.67 .87 .87 .87 .82

.73 «93 .73 .87 .82

.73 .87 .67 .73 .75

.80* .67 .73 .60* .70

.60 1.00 .80 .93 .83

.53 .87 .93 .80 .77

.27 .87 ' .87 .93 .73

.53 .80 .73 .80 .72

.33 .93 .67 .87 .70

.47 .67 .80 .80 .68

.60 .67 •80 .67 .68

.60 .73* .73 .60* .67

. 60 .73* .53* .73 .65

.33 .73* .60* .73 .60

.27 .67* .60* .67 .54

.13 .67* .67 .47* .48

.60 .60 .93 .73 .72

.53 . 6o .93 .73 .70
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Table XVTa cont/

115 -5 .60 .60 .80 .67 .67

105 -4 .40 .40 .87 .73 .61

061 -6 .13 .53 .67 .73 .52

005 -5 .20 O6o .53 .67 .50

023 -6 .33 .60 .67* . 60 .55

072 -5 .27 .53 .53 .80 .53

110 -4 .53 .40 .67* .53* .54

052 -5 .20 .33 .67* .53* .43

016-4 .13 .47 .40 .67 .40

022 -5 .40 .60 .60 .60 .55

049 -4 .47 .60 .53 0 60 .54

112 -4 .40 .60 .53 .60 .53

124 -6 .40 .53 .47 .53 .45

116-5 .53 .33 .47 ..47 .45

020 -5 .20 . 60 .40 .53 .43

017-4 .27 .60 .27 .60 .42

015 -4 .13 . 6o .33 .40 .35

014 -4 .20 .20 . 60 .40 .35

044 -4 .07 .33 .33 .40 .28

047 -4 .13 .27 .13 .40 .23

010-4 .07 .27 . 20 .40 .23
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Table XVTb; Icrplicational table of Complement sentences series

Sub.ject No. Poss -ing Por , „ to That Task III Conrol
Index

083 -5 .78 1.00 000 .93

089 -5 .83 .94 1 .00 .93

079 -6 .78 .89 1o00 .89

118 -6 .94 .89 .94 .93

101 -6 .94 .78 .94 .89

094 -5 .89 .78 .83 .83

102 -6 .89 .72 .89 .83

121 -6 .67 083 .94 .83

098 -5 .89 .67 .94 .83

057 -6 .72 .67 .78 .72

114 -5 067 067 .78 .70

115 -5 .78 .72 .72 .74

120 -6 .61 .78 .83 .74

006 -5 .39 .67 .78 .61

021 -5 .72" .56" .67 065

082 -4 .72" .44" .83 .67

003 -6 067" o78 .61" .69

031 -6 .61 067 .78 .69

123 -6 .50 .72 .67 .63

103 -4 .72* .61" .83 .72

072 -5 .39 .67 .67 .57

049 -4 .61 .72 .67 .65

051 -5 .56 .61
1

.83 .67

018 -4 .56 .56 | .83 .52
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Table XVTb cont/

026 -6 .56 • -vj (V)*

122 -6 .56 .14

105 -4 .33 .61

023 -6 .33 .50

124 -6 .61 .61

104 -4 .22 .56

110-4 .61 .56

005 -5 .33 .33

052 -6 .33 .39

016 —4 .33 .22

022 -5 .50 .44

112-4 .33 .39

017-4 .61 .44

020 -5 .44 .61

015-4 .50 .56

116-5 .44 .44

014 -4 .11 .22

014 -4 .17 .28

047 -4 .50 .28

061 -6 .00 .22

o o .11 .22

.61 .63

.67 .56

.72 .56

.83 .56

.72 .65

.61 .46

.39 .52

.56 .41

.44 .39

.33 .30

.44 .46

.61 .44

.50 .52

.39 .48

.39 .48

.44 .44

.39 .24

.50 .31

.17 .31

.61 .28

.11 .15
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CROSSTABS: GRADES BY GUTTI.-IAN SCALES A to F

Table 7.1: Grades x Scale A: Tem-ooral Prepositions

Grade A Grade 5 Grade 6 Total

3 5 1A 28 A7

2 3 9 9 21

1 12 8 5 25

0 19 9 0 28

39 AO A2 121

X2 (6) = 42.73. v > .01 .

Table 7.2. Grades ic Scale 3: Spatial Prepositions

Grade A Grade 5 Grade 6 Total

S

C

A 1 9 11. 21

A

L

3 2 5 15 22

3 2 7 9 9 25

1 7 8 A 19

0 22 9 3 3A

39 AO A2 121

X2 (8) = 39.63, p > .01
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Table 705t Grades x Scale G; Past Tense Series

39 40

~)t (6) = 59.45, u > .01.

42

Table 7.4? Grades x Scale Dt Present Tense Series

Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 I Total

S 3 0 16 16 32

c

A 2 4 5 14 23

L

3 1 11 10 5 26

0 24 9 7 40

121

___Grade_4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Total

S 4 2 6

•

10 18

C

A 3 1 13 12 26

L

3 2 1 3 7 11

1 9 6 8 23

0 26 12 5 43

39 40 « 121

~X (8) 37.32, p > .01.
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Table 7.3: Grades x Scale 3: Relative Sentence Series

Grade A Grade 5 Grade 6 Total
II

^

I

•»

I

-4CP 1 6 10 17

C

A 2 A 3 3 10

L

E 1,0 10 6 2 18

15 15 15 A5

X2 (A) = 12.71, P > .05.

ible 7.6 Grades x Scale P: Complement Sentence Series

Grade A Grade 5 Grade 6 Total

S 3 0 5 7 12

c

A 2,1 5 5 7 17

L

3 0 10 5 1 16

15 15 15 A5

X2 (A) = 14.59. P > .01.
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CROSSTABS: AGE BY GUTTMAN SCALES A TO F

Table 7.7 : Age x Scale A : Temporal. Prepositions

< 10 yrs 11. - 13 yrs > 1A yrs Total

S 3 20 16 11 47

c

A 2 9 3 9 21

L

E 1 8 12 5 25

0 12 9 7 28

49 40 32 121

X2 (6) = 7.23, p < .05. (Not significant)

Table 7.8: Age x Scale B: Spatial Prepositions

< 10 yrs 11 - 13 yrs > 14 yrs Total

S 4 11 3 7 21

C

A 3 9 5 8 22

L

E 2 5 13 7 25

1 9 5 5 19

0 15 13 6 34

49 40 32 121

(8) - 12,14, P < .05. (Not significant)
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Table 7.9: Age x Scale C: Past Tense Series

< 10 yrs 11-13 yrs > 14 yrs Total

S 3 18 10 4 32

c

A 2 6
'

9 8 23

L

3 1 11 4 11 26

0 14 17 9 40

49 40 32 121

%2 (6) = 12.95, b > .05.

Table 7.10: Age x Scale D: Present Tense Series

< 10 yrs 11 - 13 yrs > 14 yrs Total

S 4 12 3 3 18

G

A 3 7 8 11 26

L

3 2 4 5 2 11

1 10 6 7 23

0 16 18 9 43

49 40 32 121

X2 (8) = 11.88, v < .05. (Not significant)
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Table 7.11' Age x Scale E: Relative Sentence Series

< 10 yrs 11 _-13 yrs > 14 yrs

S 4,3 8 2 7

C

A 2 5 4 1

L

2 1,0 6 7 5

19 13 13

X2 (4) = 5.hS. p < .05 (Not sifEiificant)

Total

17

10

18

45

Table 7.12; Age x Scale F; Complement Sentence Series

< 10 yrs 11 - 13 yrs > 14 yrs

S 3 7 1. 4

c

A 2,1 8 4 5

L

2 0 4 8 4

19 13 13

.Total

12

17

16

45

X2 (4) = 6.51 . p < .05. (Not significant)
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CRCSTA3S: SEX BY GUTTMAN SCALES A TO F

Table 7.13s Sex x Scale A: Temporal Prepositions

Male Female Total

S 3 21 26 47

c

A 2 12 9 21

L

3 1 16 9 25

0 15 13 28

64 57 121

2
X (3) - 2.67, P < »05. (Not significant)

Table 7.14: Sex x Scale 3: Spatial Prepositions

Male Female Total

4 10 11 21

3 10 12 22

2 15 10 25

1 9 10 19

0 20 14 34

61 57 121

1.92, p < .05. (Not significant)
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Table 7«15? Sex x Scale C; Past Tense Series

Made Female Total

3 15 17 32

2 11 12 23

1 15 11 26

0 23 17 40

64 57 121

X2 (3) = 1.28, p < .05. (Not significant)

Table 7.16: Sex x Scale D: Present Tense Series

Male Female L Total

4 9 9 18

3 14 .12 26

2 5 6 11

1 12 11 23

0 24 19 43

64 57 121

(4) _ 0.14-7, p < .05. (Not significant)
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Table 7*17? Sex x Scale 3: Relative Sentence Series

kale Female Total

S 4,3 1.0 7 17

G

A 2 7 3 10

L

E 1,0 a 10 18

25 20 45

X2 (2) = 1.82, p < .03. (Not significant)

Table 7»18: Sex x Scale F; Complement Sentence Series

1 Male Female Total

S 3 8 4 12

c

A2,1 10 7 17

L

E 0 7 9 16

25 20 45

X2 (2) = 1.58. P < .05. (Not significant)
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GROSSTABS: RESIDENTIAL AREA BY SCALES A TO P

Table 7.19: Residential Area x Scale A: Temporal Prepositions

[ High-Density Medium Low-Density Total

Ui

i I i i

10 12 25 47

C

A 2 8 6 7 21

L

E 1 13 4 8 25

0 12 9 7 28

43 31 47 121

vo
CM

= 10.84, P < .05. (Not significant)

Table 7.20:Residential Area x Scale B: Spatial Prepositions

High-Density Medium Low-Density Total
IIi

-*co 5 5 11 21

C

3
A

5 6 11 22

L 2 10 4 11 25

S
1 9 5 5 19

0 14 11 9 34

43 31 47 121

X2 (8) = 8.55, P < .05. (Not significant)
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Table 7«21: Residential Area x Scale C; Past Tense Series

High-Density Medium Low-Density Total

S 3 3 9 20 32

c

A 2 9 5 9 23

L

E 1 13 6 7 26

0 18 11 11 40

43 31 47 121

"CoC\J
* = 16.01, p > .05.

Table 7.22: Residential Area x Scale D: Present Tense Series

High-Density Medium Low-Density Total

S 4 2 4 12 18

C

A 3 7 6 13 26

L
2

E
3 5 3 11

1 6 6 11 23

0 25 10 8 43

43 31 47 121

7C (8) = 22.28, p > .01.
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Table 7.23: Residential Area :c Scale 5: Relative Sentence Series

| High-Density Medium Low-Density Total

4,3
.

4 4 9 17

2 3 4 3 10

1,0 8 3 7 18

i

1 15 11 19 45

p
X (l) - 3«50. p < .05. (Not significant)

Table 7o2Ai Residential Area x Scale F: Complement Sentence Series

[ High-Density Medium Low-Density Total

S 3 1 2 9 1 2

c

A 2,1 6 5 6 17

L

W o 00 4 4 16

;

15 11 19 45

X2 (4) = 8.45, P < .05. (Not significant)
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CROSSTABS: INDIVIDUAL MULTILINGUAL!SM BY SCALES A TO P

Table 7.2$: Individual Uultilingualisn x Scale A: Temporal Prepositions

Monolingual Bilingual | Multilingual Total

3 10 25

~

12 47

2 5 11 5 21

1 3 16 6 25

0 5 18 28

23 70 28 121

2
ZX. (6) = 2,16, p < .05. (Not significant)

Table 7«26; Individual Multilingualism x' Scale B: Spatial Prepositions

Monolingual Bilingual Multilingual Total

4 7 8 6 21

3 4 15 3 22

2 4 16 5 25

1 5 9 5 19

0 3 22 9 34

23 70 28 121

(8) =: 8.8A, p < .05. (Not significant)
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Table 1.27'. Individual Multilingualism x Scale G; Fast Tense Series

Monolingual Bilingual Multilingual Total

3 7 18

"

7

■

32

2 5 14 4 23

1 4 14 8 26

0 7 24 9 40

23 70 28 121

p
7C- (6) = 1 .62, p < ,05. (Not significant)

Table 7.28; Individual Multilingualism x Scale D; Present Tense Series

Monolingual Bilingual Multilingual ! Total

4 8 6 4 1.8

3 4 15 7 26

2,1 4 19 11 34

0 7 30 6 43

23 70 28 121

X2 (6) = 15,54. v > .05.
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Ta"ble 7.29: Individual Multilingualism x Scale £; Relative Sentences

! Monolingual Bilingual Multilingual Total

4,3 4 9 4 17

2 4 5 1 10

1,0 3 12 3 18

11 26 8 45

X2 (4) = 2,53, P < .05.(Not significant)

Table 7.30: Individual Multilingualism x Scale F; Complement Sentences

Monolingual Bilingual Multilingual Total

3 1 8 3 12

2,1 5 8 4 17

0 5 10 1 16

11 26 8 45

X2 (4) = 4.18, p < ,05. (Not significant)
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A P P 3 I? D I X XXII

CR0SSTA5S: SXP0SUP3 TO SKGLISH 3Y SCALES A TO F

Table 7.31: Exposure to 2unglish x. Scale A: Tecrporal Prepositions

Negligible Peers/Siblings Intensive/Home Total

3 9 17 21 47

2 8 11. 2 21

1 1.0 11 4 25

0 15 11 2 28

42 50 29 121. '

x2 (6) = 21.65, p > .01.

Table 7.3?: Exposure to English x Scale 3: Spatial Prepositions

| Negligible Peers/Siblings Intensive/Home Total

4 3 9 9 21.

3 5 8 9 22

2 9 10 6 25

1 7 11 1. 19

0 18 12 4 34

42 50 29 121
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Table 7.55s Exposure to English x Scale C: Fast Tense Series

Negligible Peers/SiblingsjIntensive/Home
_ To tal__

3 4 14 1.4 32

2 9 7 7 23

1 12 12 2 26

0 17 17 6 40

42 50 29 1.21

X2 (6) = 17.06. p > .01.

Table 7.34: Exposure to English x Scale D: Present Tense Series

Negligible |Peers/Siblings [intensive/Home Total

4 2 5 11 18

3 5 13 8 26

2 4 6 1 11

1 6 13 4 23

0 25 13 5 43

42 50 29 121.

X2 (8) = 31.31. v > .01°
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Table 7»35i Scposure to English x Scale 5: Relative Sentence Series

Negligible Peers/SiblingsI Intensive/Home Total

4,3 2 10 5 17

2 4 5 1 10

1,0 11 6 1 18

17 21 7 45

X2 (4) = 10.36, p > .05.

Table 7.36: Exposure to English x Scale F: Complement Sentence Series

Negligible Peers/Siblings Intensive/Home Total

3 1 7 4 1.2

2,1 5 11 1 17

0 11 3 2 16

17 21 7 45

X2 (k) = 14.05. p > .01.
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A.PP3NDIX XXIII

CROSSTABS: PARMTS EDUCATION & SOCIO-ECONOMIC L2V3L BT SCALES A TO F

Table 7.57? Education & Socio-econimic Level x Scale A: Temporal Preps

Low Level Medium Level j_ High Level Total

S 3 7 11 29 47

c

A 2 "6 8 7 21

L

3 1 10 8 7 25

0 1_3 U 4 28

36 38 47 121

X2 (6) = 20.40, y > .01.

Table 7.38: Education & Socio-economic Level x Scale B: Spatial Preps.

Low Level Medium Level High Level Total

4 ~v 4 14 21:

3 4 7 11 22

2 7 8 10 25

1 8 9 2 19

0 14 10 10 34

vo

I ii

CO

IIII

47 121

x2 (8) = 17.57. p > .05.
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Table 1.39'. Education & Socio-economic Level x Scale C: Past Tense Series

| Low Level I Medium Level High Level Total

3 2 9 21

— —

32

2 10 4 9 23

1 11 7 8 26

0 15 18 9 40

36 38 47 121

*x2 (6) = 22.04, p > .01.

Table 7«40: Education & Socio-economic Level x Scale D: Present Tense

Low Level Medium Level High Level Total
_

4 2 3 ;;
3 4 9

'

13 26

2 4 3 4 11

1 7 5 11 23

__0_ 19 18 6 43

36

Ii

00 i:
j

121

1C2 (8) = 24.01, v > .01.
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Table 7o41: Education & Socio-economic Level x Scale 5: Relative Sentences

Low Level Medium Level High Level Total

s 4,3 3 6 8 17

c

A 2 5 4 1 10

L

W O
I

10 7 1 18

18 17 10 45

"X2 u • _x Ol * v > o05.

Table 7<>42: Education & Socio-economic Level x Scale F: Complement

Low Level Medium Level High Level Total
iI

CO 2 4 6 12

C

A 2,1 6 8 3 17

L

3 0 10 5 1 16

18 17 10 45

X2 (4) = 10o54, p > .05.
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